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C apital Stock and Voting P ower
(as of 31 December 1997)
SUBSCRIBED
CAPITALa

VOTING
POWERb

SUBSCRIBED
CAPITALa

VOTING
POWERb

Percent
of Total

Percent
of Total

Percent
of Total

Percent
of Total

Afghanistan
Australia
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Cambodia
China, People’s Rep. of
Cook Islands
Fiji
HongKong, China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakstan
Kiribati
Korea, Republic of
KyrgyzRepublic
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Maldives
Marshall Islands
Micronesia, Fed. States of
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nauru
Nepal
NewZealand
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Samoa
Singapore
Solomon Islands
Sri Lanka
Taipei,China
Thailand
Tonga
Tuvalu
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Viet Nam

0.035
5.952
1.050
0.006
0.051
6.628
0.003
0.070
0.560
6.512
5.602
16.054
0.830
0.004
5.182
0.308
0.014
2.801
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.015
0.560
0.004
0.151
1.580
2.241
0.097
2.451
0.003
0.350
0.007
0.597
1.120
1.400
0.004
0.001
0.693
0.007
0.351

0.385
5.119
1.197
0.362
0.398
5.660
0.359
0.413
0.805
5.567
4.839
13.200
1.021
0.360
4.503
0.603
0.369
2.598
0.360
0.359
0.360
0.370
0.805
0.360
0.478
1.621
2.150
0.434
2.318
0.360
0.637
0.363
0.834
1.253
1.478
0.360
0.358
0.911
0.363
0.638

Subtotal Regional

63.306

64.931

REGIONAL

NONREGIONAL
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Subtotal Nonregional

Total

0.350
0.350
5.381
0.350
0.350
2.394
4.450
1.859
1.055
0.350
0.350
0.350
0.600
0.350
2.101
16.054

0.637
0.637
4.662
0.637
0.637
2.273
3.917
1.844
1.201
0.637
0.637
0.637
0.837
0.637
2.038
13.200

36.694

35.069

100.000

100.000

Note: Figures may not add due to rounding. For details, see tables on
pages 184 and 185.
a
b

Subscribed capital refers to a member's subscription to shares of the
capital stock of the Bank.
T he total voting power of each member shall consist of the sum of its
basic votes and proportional votes. T he basic votes of each member shall
consist of such number of votes as results from the equal distribution
among all members of 20 percent of the aggregate sum of the basic votes
and proportional votes of all members. T he number of proportional
votes of each member shall be equal to the number of shares of the
capital stock of the Bank held by that member.
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Glossary
DEFINITIONS
0.0
...
–
––
()
billion

data negligible
data not available
not applicable
not reporting
negative
1,000 million

NOTE ON DOLLAR AMOUNTS
The Bank's financial statements are expressed
in current United States dollars. T he dollar
amounts in the Report refer, unless otherwise
stated, to United States dollars current at the
time.
Since 1 April 1978, when the Second
Amendment to the Articles of Agreement of
the International MonetaryFund (IMF) came
into effect, the capital stock has been valued for
purposes of the Bank's financial statements in
terms of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), at the
value in current United States dollars as
computed by the IMF. For a more detailed
discussion, see OCR-8, Notes to Financial
Statements of OrdinaryCapital Resources.

iv

ADF
BO O

– Asian Development Fund, the Bank’s soft-lending window
– build-own-operate, a mechanism by which private investors
build, operate, and continue to own infrastructure projects
BOT
– build-operate-transfer, a mechanism by which private investors
build and operate infrastructure projects and then transfer
them to the government after a period of time
CFS
– complementary financing scheme, under which two separate
loans are extended to a DMC: one exclusively from the Bank
and the other especially structured to meet commercial lender
requirements. Any default on a CFS loan is a default on the
Bank.
Credit Line
– government-guaranteed loan provided to selected financial
intermediaries in DMCs for onlending to small- and
medium-sized private enterprises
DFI
– development finance institution. The Bank uses such institutions in its DMCs as vehicles to finance small- to mediumsized projects in the private sector.
DMC
– developing member country of the Bank
GDP
– gross domestic product, the total value of a country’s goods
and services produced during a specific period, excluding
external accounts
GNP
– gross national product, the total value of a country’s goods
and services produced during a specific period and combining domestic and external accounts
JSF
– Japan Special Fund, established in March 1988 and
administered by the Bank to help DMCs restructure their
economies and broaden the scope for new investments by
recycling funds. JSF is also used to support DMCs’ efforts
toward industrialization, natural resource and human development, and technology transfer.
NGO
– nongovernment organization. NGOs work as special interest
groups at all levels.
NIE
– newly industrialized economy. The term refers to Hong Kong,
China; Republic of Korea; Singapore; and T aipei,China.
OCR
– ordinary capital resources, the interest-bearing window for
the Bank’s ordinary lending operations
PCR
– project completion report, which certifies the completion of
a Bank project
PPAR
– project performance audit report, which provides the assessment of the long-run development effectiveness of a project
Program Loan – loan provided to support DMCs’ efforts to improve the policy,
institutional, and investment environment of sector development. It helps meet short-term costs that policy adjustments
entail.
Project Loan – loan provided to finance a specific project
Sector Loan – loan provided to develop a specific sector or subsector;
finances a large number of subprojects in a single sector or
subsector
TASF
– T echnical Assistance Special Fund, the principal vehicle for
providing technical assistance grants from the Bank’s own
resources
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Overview

N

INETEEN NINETY-SEVENwas a year of massive, unanticipated
turbulence for the newly industrialized economies (NIEs) and
Southeast Asia’s currency and stock markets. Asia’s economic
progress was set back significantly by precipitous falls in the values of
currencies and stock markets that began in mid-1997. The repercussions
of these disturbances are still being felt throughout the region and beyond.
For most of the Bank’s members in Asia, particularly in some of the NIEs
and Southeast Asian countries, the rate of economic growth fell in 1997
in relation to previous years. The outlook for 1998 has had to be revised
downward sharply, not only for the afflicted economies, but for other
economies of Asia as well. While the brunt of adjustment is likely to be
felt in 1998 — some economies will actuallycontract — it maybe several
years before normal growth patterns reappear. The social costs of the
“contagion” could be very high.
From mid-1997, the Bank monitored the rapidly unfolding situation
of the region and determined appropriate Bank responses. It liaised closely
with its member countries, the International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank, and bilateral donors to develop its interventions. These efforts
culminated in program loans to the Republic of Korea and Thailand, and
a pledge of assistance to Indonesia. The loan to the Republic of Korea
was the Bank’s first to this country since 1988. These loans illustrated the
Bank’s ability to respond rapidly to the needs of the region.
The financial sector loans to the Republic of Korea and Thailand,
both from the Bank’s ordinary capital resources (OCR), boosted total
Bank lending for the year to $9.4 billion, nearly $4 billion more than
lending in 1996. As a result, the financial sector receivednearly50 percent
of total lending.
While these extraordinary developments headed its agenda during
the second half of the year, the Bank continued throughout the year with
its normal country-based loan, technical assistance, and advisory operations. In these it continued to be guided by the strategic priorities identified in its Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) ( 1995-1998 ). The
Bank again strove to meet five strategic objectives: promoting economic
growth, reducing poverty, supporting human development, improving the
status of women, and protecting the environment. It continued to consolidate its position as a broad-based development institution and not just
a project financier.
In terms of number of loans, more than 60 percent were for social,
environment, or growth-oriented purposes, well above the Banktarget of
50 percent.
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Bank Operations
$ Million
1996

1997

Lending
OCR
3,879.45
ADF
1,665.63
TotalLending
5,545.08
Equity Investments
107.28
Technical Assistance
Grants a
174.47

Total

%

5,826.83

Change

7,794.42 100.92
1,619.62 (2.76)
9,414.04 69.77
74.29 (30.75)
162.50

(6.86)

9,650.83

65.63

() negative.
a Includes regional activities.

Operations

Loans by Sector, 1997

Financial
SocialInfrastructure
Agriculture and
NaturalResources
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Others
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Multisector

Total

2

Events later in the year overshadowed some otherwise significant
events in the life of the Bank. Notable among them was the review of
technical assistance operations, resulting in some changes in both emphasis and practice. The most important is the intention to take a longerterm perspective in technical assistance work and to forge continuing
partnerships with developing member country (DMC) agencies.
The Bank took several steps in 1997 toward establishing a workable
set of indicators to measure both its own performance and that of its
members. The Project Performance Management System was piloted and
the Project Performance Report System was introduced.
Negotiations were concluded at a donors’ meeting in January on the
sixth replenishment of the Asian Development Fund (ADF). The agreement, amounting to contributions from donors and OCR totaling
$6.3 billion, was formalized in Tokyo in May.
Continuing its country outreach endeavors, the Board of
Directors approved the establishment of three more resident missions
(Kazakstan, Sri Lanka, and Uzbekistan) to assist in project formulation
and implementation, and to improve dialogue with host governments.
The Sri Lanka Resident Mission began operations in November.
The Asian Development Bank Institute opened in Tokyo in December.
It will undertake research on development strategies and provide training
in development management. It will identify approaches tailored to the
needs of DMCs and improve their capacity for sound development
management.
The Bank chaired consultative group meetings for the Cook Islands
and Vanuatu, the latter the first such meeting in the countryundertaken
bythe Bank.
The Bank’s seminal study, Emerging Asia: Changes and Challenges, publishedin 1997, highlightedthe long-term development prospects of the region.
The 30th Annual Meeting of the Bank’s Board of Governors was held
in Fukuoka, Japan, from 11 to 13 May 1997.

$ Million

%

4,663.00
1,774.82

49.53
18.85

1,004.02

10.67

933.00
668.40
330.00

9.91
7.10
3.51

40.00
0.80

0.42
0.01

9,414.04

100.00

Cumulative Bank lending since the Bank’s inception to the end of 1997
amounted to $71.6 billion for 1,448 projects in 35 DMCs. Cumulative
equity investments and underwriting since the Bank’s private sector
operations started in 1983 amounted to $563 million for 105 projects.

Lending: Total lending in 1997 comprising public as well as private
sector operations amounted to $9,414 million (including loans of
$4.015 billion to the Republic of Korea) for 75 projects, compared
with the previous year’s level of $5,545.1 million for 83 projects. This
reflected an increase of about 70 percent in dollar amount and a
decrease of 9.6 percent in number. Loans from OCR increased by
101 percent to $7,794.4 million, while concessional loans from ADF
decreased by 2.8 percent to $1,619.6 million.
Excluding the $4,015 million loans to the Republic of Korea, total
lending in 1997 amounted to $5,399 million, reflecting a 2.6 percent

Overview

Lending and Investment Modalities, 1996 and 1997
1996
Number of
Loans
LENDING
Project Loans
ProgramLoans
Sector Loans
Credit Lines
Detailed Engineering
(Technical Assistance)
Loans
Private Sector Loans without
Government Guarantee
Sector Development
ProgramLoansa

1997
$ Million

Number of
Loans

$ Million

51
5
14
10

3,463.53
400.00
814.70
650.00

53
5
9
6

3,145.72
510.00
689.00
591.10

2

7.35

1

2.60

6

156.00

2

45.00

4

53.50

15

4,430.62

Total Lending

92

5,545.08

91

9,414.04

EQUITY INVESTMENT

10

107.28

6

74.29

a A lending windowthat combines a program loan, sector/technical assistance loan, or credit line.

decrease from the previous year’s level of $5,545.1 million. Loans from
OCR amounted to $3,779.4 million, a 2.6 percent decrease from last
year’s level of $3,879.5 million.
Of the total lending, loans with government guarantee amounted to
$9,369 million for 73 projects, comprising $7,749.4 million from OCR and
$1,619.6 million from ADF. In the private sector, two direct loans without government guarantee, amounting to $45 million, were approved.

Equity investments: The
Bank approved six equity
investments in the private
sector amounting to
$74.3 million. The Bank’s
equity operations, which
began in 1983, reached a
c umulat ive t ot al of
$563 million.
Technical assistance: The
Bank’s technical assistance
operations are financed
through grants or loans, or
a combination of both.
Grants are funded from
voluntary contributions to

3
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the Technical Assistance
Grant-Financed Technical
Special Fund (TASF) by
Assistance from Other Sources,a 1997
members; reflows from
reimbursable technical asNumber of
sistance; annual transfers of
Projects $ Thousand
OCR net income to TASF;
annual contributions from
Australia
4
1,125.00
the Japan Special Fund
Belgium
2
809.00
(JSF); and monies from
Denmark
2
998.00
multilateral and bilateral
Finland
1
19.80
sources (under joint and
France
3
1,770.00
exclusive financing arNetherlands
2
7,212.66
rangements).
Norway
3
2,050.00
During 1997, techniSwitzerland
1
1,400.00
cal assistance grants were
Total
18
15,384.46
approved for 298 projects
amountingto $162.5 million
a Administered by the Bank.
(a decrease of 6.9 percent in
dollar amount from1996).
This includes $27.4 million for regional activities. Of the 298 projects
approved in 1997, 78 were project preparatory, 165 were advisory and
operational, and 55 were for regional activities. Technical assistance components of loans amounted to $353.6 million (an increase of 5.6 percent
from 1996).
Sixtythree loans approved in 1997, involving$4,298.8 million, resulted
from earlier technical assistance projects. Of this, $2,793 million were
from OCR and $1,505.8 million from ADF.

T otal cost of projects
The 75 projects that received loans (or a combination of loan and equity
investment) during the year involved an estimated total project cost of
about $16.2 billion. Bank financing of these projects in loans and equities
amounted to $9.4 billion or 58 percent of the cost. Borrowers, governments, or both provided $3.2 billion or 20 percent. About $2.6 billion or
16 percent were financed through cofinancing from official and commercial sources, equity sponsors, and local financial institutions. Project
beneficiaries and subborrowers provided about $1 billion or 6 percent of
the total project cost.

Review of operations
Lending to the public and private sectors during 1997 increased in dollar
amount by 70 percent, while the number of loans decreased to 91 from
92 in the previous year. The rise was mainly due to the extraordinarily
large Financial Sector Reform Program loan to the Republic of Korea, and
an increase in the number of sector development program loans under the
newprogram lending modality approved in 1996.

4
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1997 Technical Assistance by Sector:
Grant- and Loan-Financed
(amounts in $ million)

Granta

Total
Loan and
Grant

%

92.40
10.55
20.00
–
143.93
82.75
–
4.00

28.55
11.90
13.32
0.42
30.29
15.45
0.60
34.52

120.95
22.45
33.32
0.42
174.22
98.20
0.60
38.52

24.8
4.6
6.8
0.1
35.6
20.1
0.1
7.9

353.63

135.05

488.68

100.0

Component
of Loan

Agriculture and Natural
Resources
Energy
Financial
Industry and Nonfuel Minerals
Social Infrastructure
Transport and Communications
Multisector
Others

Total

Sector

a Excluding technical assistance grants for regional activities amounting to $27.45 million.

Excluding the large loan of $4 billion to the Republic of Korea, the
average size of loans for the year was $61 million, a slight increase from
the previous year’s average of $60 million.
Twenty-four countries received Bank loans in 1997 with the Republic
of Korea leading the top ten borrowers with $4,015 million, followed by
Indonesia with $1,108.8 million, People’s Republic of China ($656 million), India ($563 million), Thailand ($550 million), Pakistan ($501 million), Bangladesh ($459.7 million), Viet Nam ($359.6 million), Philippines
($341.6 million), and Kazakstan ($185 million).
The financialsector received the highest share of loans with 49.5 percent of the total lending in 1997, followed by social infrastructure (which
includes water supply and sanitation, urban development and housing,
education, and health and population) at 18.9 percent, and agriculture
and natural resources at 10.7 percent. The share of lending to other major
sectors was as follows: transport and communications at 9.9 percent; energy,
7.1 percent; industry and nonfuel minerals, 0.4 percent; and multisector and
others, 3.5 percent.
Borrowings undertaken by the Bank during the year raised a total of
$5,587.7 million, of which bridge financing accounted for $3,325 million
and long-term borrowings for $2,262.7 million. The average life of longterm borrowings undertaken in 1997 was 12.7 years, compared with 9.5 years
in 1996. The year’s long-term borrowings included a $1 billion global bond
issue, a deutsche mark (DM)1.5 billion Euro-fungible bond issue, a yen
(¥ )5 billion dual-currency private placement, a $300 million put bond
issue, and a Swiss franc (SwF)100 million private placement. About
$2,149.6 million of these long-term borrowings were fixed-rate US dollar
liabilities with an average after-swap cost of 6.58 percent, compared with
5.92 percent in 1996.
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The Financial Crisis in Developing Asia

T

HE MOST significant event in the world economy in 1997 was
the financial crisis that affected much of Asia. T he crisis began in
T hailand in July 1997 when the value of the T hai baht plummeted, following
the abandonment of the country’s pegged exchange rate system. T his crisis,
which began as a currency crisis, spread and engulfed Indonesia, Republic of
Korea, Malaysia, and Philippines by the end of 1997. T he currencies of these
countries depreciated sharply, bringing with them downward pressures on
other currencies perceived to be vulnerable, not only in Asia but around the
world. T he financial crisis was reflected in the collapse in stock markets, and
the poor health of bank and nonbank financial institution portfolios. T he
speed of the crisis took everyone by surprise. Even those skeptics who argued
that the claims of an Asian economic miracle were overstated had not
expected such a precipitous collapse.
From the end of June through the end of December 1997, the nominal
exchange rate (dollar price of the local currency) depreciated significantly
across the most affected countries. T he Indonesian rupiah depreciated by
about 80 percent; the T hai baht by about 50 percent; and the Korean won,
Malaysian ringgit, and the Philippine peso by about 40 percent each. In
hindsight, it can be seen that deterioration in investor confidence preceded
the currency crisis. Stock markets in T hailand and the Republic of Korea had
been under pressure since the beginning of 1996. In Malaysia and the
Philippines, the pressure began in early 1997, and stock prices declined by
about 50 percent and 60 percent, respectively, in local currency terms. In
Indonesia, the stock market remained buoyant during the early part of the
year, but with the onset of the currency crisis it declined sharply (about
80 percent).
T his crisis was not limited to individual countries but spread across the
region. The contagion effect of the crisis has been felt, to varying extents, not only
in neighboring countries but also in financial markets as far away as Australia and
New Zealand. The Singapore dollar depreciated by 40 percent, the Lao kip by
about 19 percent, and the Indian and Pakistani rupees by about 10 percent
from end-June to end-December. However, despite speculative attacks on a
number of occasions and a sharp fall in the Hang Seng index by about
33 percent from its August peak, the Hong Kong dollar has remained firm.
While globalization rapidly brought substantial benefits to developing
Asia, it also heightened the risks associated with failing to address inappropriate policies, weaknesses in financial sector institutions, and problems in
corporate and public governance. T he economies most affected by the crisis
displayed relatively few vulnerabilities in their macroeconomic indicators,
but a significant warning signal was there in the large and growing current
account deficits in Malaysia and T hailand. During 1990-1996, the current
account deficit to GDP ratio averaged 7 percent in T hailand and 6.3 percent
in Malaysia. T he current account deficits were somewhat lower in the
Philippines (averaging 4 percent), Indonesia (2.8 percent), and Republic of
Korea (1.7 percent).
T hese current account deficits were partly caused by structural changes
in the “real” side of these economies and partly by appreciation of their real
exchange rates. In recent years, countries such as Malaysia and T hailand
have faced an erosion in their competitiveness in labor-intensive products
vis-à-vis lower-wage Asian competitor countries. In 1996, an export slow-
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down was compounded by a sharp cyclical decline in the demand for semiconductors and other electronic products (as well as slower growth of world
trade compared with previous years). In addition to the export slowdown, an
increase in imports due to appreciation of the real exchange rates also caused
increases in the current account deficits in the countries most affected by the
crisis. During the period June 1995 to June 1997, the real exchange rate
appreciated by 21 percent for the Philippines, 14 percent for T hailand, and
12 percent for Indonesia and Malaysia. T he Republic of Korea also experienced some appreciation but only by a modest 1.5 percent.
T he combination of increased current account deficits and rising real
exchange rates was sustained by private capital flows from abroad. Since the
late 1980s, many Asian developing economies have experienced surges in
capital inflows. Aside from the PRC, the surges were largest in the countries
that later experienced the strongest effects of the crisis. On a cumulative basis
from 1987 through 1996, the Republic of Korea received $80 billion, Thailand
$75 billion, Indonesia and Malaysia $68 billion each, and the Philippines
$23 billion. T hese inflows were nearly 12 percent of GDP per annum on
average in Malaysia, followed by 7.4 percent in T hailand, 5.7 percent in
Indonesia, 5.1 percent in the Republic of Korea, and 4.3 percent in the
Philippines. Only a small fraction of this flow came in the form of foreign
direct investment; the remainder was either through portfolio investment or
through the banking sector.
Once the surge of private capital inflows started — partly driven by the
fundamentals of these economies and partly driven by the speculative tendencies of investors — a rampant increase in domestic asset prices ensued.
T his rise in asset prices, which increases returns to capital, in turn induced
further capital inflows and by mid-1996, private capital
flows into these countries had reached an all-time high.
T he surge of private foreign capital brought about
imbalances in the banking sector of the five most affected
countries (Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
Philippines, and T hailand). First, the foreign liabilities
of the commercial banks between 1993 and 1996 increased by about 12 percent per annum while foreign
assets increased by only about 7 percent per annum. In
contrast, in the less-affected Asian developing economies, such as Hong Kong, China; Singapore; and
T aipei,China, foreign assets of the banking sector increased at the same rate as foreign liabilities and the net
foreign debt position remained virtually unchanged.
Second, much of the collateral which the banking sector
accepted for loans was real estate and equities, assets
whose prices contained a large “bubble” element. Finally,
there was an imbalance in the maturity structure of assets
and liabilities of the banks. As much of the capital inflow was short term, they
were borrowing short and lending long.
Some financial institutions — such as the T hai finance companies and
Korean banks — reflected an implicit belief that their financial liabilities
were guaranteed by their respective governments. T his implicit guarantee
was visible in the strong political connections of the ownership of these

Picture no. 13

Lending for financial mar ket r efor ms has
incr eased in light of the cur r ency tur moil in
Asian economies.
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Picture no. 28

Capital mar ket development
has r eceived pr ior ity to
facilitate long-ter m domestic
debt financing to meet cr itical
infr astr uctur al needs.
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institutions and government assistance in times of financial distress. In addition, these financial entities were subject to nontransparent and lax regulatory enforcement. In the context of surging capital inflows, implicit government
guarantees to creditors encouraged excessive risk-taking, raised investors’
overoptimism, and allowed loan quality to deteriorate.
T he implicit belief that effectively fixed exchange rates
would be maintained indefinitely also discouraged the
prudent hedging of foreign liabilities.
The financial institutions of affected countries were
ill equipped to deal with globalization’s sudden surges in
capital flows, and with the frenetic pace of economic
activity during their period of rapid growth. Poorly regulated banks channeled funds from savers to investors in
an inefficient manner, encouraged by rising asset prices.
Standards of loan appraisal and portfolio management
were generally inadequate, and weak or poorly enforced
disclosure requirements deterred accurate information
from coming to light. T hus, while saving was generally
high, it often was not invested most productively. As
returns began to disappoint investors, their irrational
exuberance faded rapidly. T he five economies most
adversely affected by the crisis recorded an aggregate
net foreign capital outflow of $12 billion in 1997, compared with aggregate
net inflow of $93 billion in 1996, according to the Institute of International
Finance. T he value of currencies began to plummet and interest rates to
skyrocket in these countries. High, unhedged debt-to-equity ratios, which
had been a boon in better times, began to imperil company finances and those
of the financial institutions which had lent to them.
As the crisis deepened and broadened, international institutions responded rapidly. The different dimensions of the crisis (for example, banking
failures in the Republic of Korea and T hailand, and corporate failures in
Indonesia) called for differing focuses in each country. In coordination with
other multilateral financial institutions, the Bank, for example, approved a
$300 million financial markets reform program loan for T hailand. T he program was designed to (i) strengthen market regulation and supervision; (ii)
improve risk management; (iii) facilitate investor access to domestic financial
markets; and (iv) develop long-term institutional sources of funds by promoting an integrated system of pension and provident funds.
In the Republic of Korea, the Bank approved a $4 billion program loan
for financial sector reforms in three major areas: (i) capacity building of
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banking and nonbank financial institutions; (ii) building financial market
infrastructures; and (iii) improving corporate accounting and disclosure
standards. T his is the Bank’s largest single loan ever. In addition, a technical
assistance loan of $15 million was negotiated with the Korean Government
to (i) create a Financial Supervisory Agency; (ii) assist the Korea Asset
Management Corporation in managing nonperforming loans of commercial
and merchant banks; (iii) strengthen credit rating agencies; and (iv) create a
special purpose vehicle for a mortgage-backed securities market.
In Indonesia, the Bank has been working on a $1.5 billion capital market
reform program to improve regulatory and supervisory functions, develop the
fixed income securities and financial derivatives markets, and strengthen the
institutional capability of contractual savings institutions. In addition, the
Bank is expected to become involved with restructuring the banking system,
focusing on private national banks and regional development banks.
T he Republic of Korea and most of Southeast Asia are now undergoing
wrenching macroeconomic and sectoral adjustments, but the implications for
real economic activity, as opposed to the financial sector, are only gradually
being revealed. T he social consequences of the crisis are likely to be serious.
Many of those least able to protect themselves, such as migrant workers, will
be among those most severely affected. T he expectations of many of Asia’s
emerging middle class have also suffered. Social safety nets, which are weak
or poorly developed in many places, are coming under increasing stress. T he
Bank will continue to assist its developing members to address such difficulties.
Notwithstanding the current crisis, the longer-term outlook for the region
is far from bleak. Human capacities have not been destroyed, social and
physical infrastructure remain largely intact, and there has been a strengthening
of policies and institutional structures that promote openness and macroeconomic stability. T he capacity for resource mobilization (savings rates exceed
30 percent), reasonably good infrastructure, favorable demographics, an open
trading system, and a general commitment to macroeconomic prudence — all
these factors should stimulate growth. In time, structural weaknesses in
financial systems can and will be rectified, more efficient capital markets will
evolve, and foreign capital will return.
Economic growth will resume once appropriate adjustment policies are
implemented and take effect. However, fast growth in Asia is unlikely to
resume quickly. T he necessary institutional responses to the crisis cannot be
implemented overnight. For some economies, the road back may be longer
than for others, but provided policy corrections are made and institutional
reforms carried through, the foundations which propelled fast growth in the
past should once again come to the fore.
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T he Record
(amounts in $ million)
1966–1997 a

1994

1995

1996

1997

71,568.0 b
1,448

3,679.0
47

5,485.9
71

5,545.1
83

9,414.0
75

OCR Loans(amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)

50,790.4
822
29,549.6

2,502.3
23
2,501.4

4,031.0
36
2,442.1

3,879.5
48
2,562.6

7,794.4
42
5,303.7

ADF Loans(amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)
Government andGovernmentGuaranteed Loans(amount)
Number of Projectsc

20,777.6
765
13,135.5

1,176.7
26
1,186.5

1,454.9
37
1,144.9

1,665.6
44
1,234.1

1,619.6
49
1,154.1

70,650.6
1,386

3,679.0
47

5,417.9
66

5,389.1
78

9,369.0
73

OCR Loans (amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)
ADF Loans (amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)

49,887.5
764
28,858.8
20,763.1
760
13,120.1

2,502.3
23
2,375.2
1,176.7
26
1,186.3

3,963.0
31
2,341.6
1,454.9
37
1,144.9

3,723.5
42
2,521.1
1,665.6
44
1,234.1

7,749.4
40
5,237.5
1,619.6
49
1,154.1

Private Sector Loan sb (amount)
Number of Projectsc

917.4
62

–
–

68.0
5

156.0
6

45.0
2

OCR Loans (amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)

902.9
58
690.8

–
–
126.2

68.0
5
100.5

156.0
6
41.5

45.0
2
66.2

ADF Loans (amount)
Number of Loans
Disbursements (amount)

14.5
5
15.3

–
–
0.2

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

EQUITY INVESTMENTb (amount)
Number of Investments
EQUITY UNDERWRITING b (amount)
Number of Commitments

522.5
99
40.5
6

50.9
14
–
–

106.4
10
–
–

107.3
10
–
–

74.3
6
–
–

TECHNICALASSISTANCE d(amount)
Number of Projects

1,454.7
3,692

129.0
290

144.3
296

174.5
285

162.5
298

27,160.3
468

1,559.6
15

2,462.6
20

2,662.5
29

2,702.5
39

47,102
46,411
25,305

50,789
30,151
1,335

51,893
43,078
1,715

50,103
49,368
584

47,102
46,411
5,588

17,542
5,867.4
179.0
19,227.9

13,717
4,650.3
177.7
1,525.3

14,636
5,003.3
178.1
1,745.3

13,697
5,522.7
178.6
1,561.7

17,542
5,867.4
179.0
1,449.7

7,139.9

513.1

660.0

571.6

467.5

OPERATIONALACTIVITIES
TOTAL LENDING (amount)
Number of Projectsc

A.

B.

COFINANCING e(amount)
Number of Projects
RESOURCES
OrdinaryCapitalResources
Authorized Capital (at end of period)
Subscribed Capital (at end of period)
Borrowings (gross)
Outstanding Debt (at end of period)
Ordinary Reserve (at end of period)
Special Reserve (at end of period)
Gross Income
Net Income after Appropriation of Commissions/
Guarantee Fees to Special Reserve

Special Funds Resources
Asian Development Fund:
Total Resources (at end of period)

18,219.2

19,444.8

20,166.6

19,339.1

18,219.2

Technical Assistance Special Fund:
Total Resources (at end of period) f

636.6

532.2

623.1

630.0

636.6

Japan Special Fund:
Total Resources (at end of period)

657.8

490.8

601.7

671.1

657.8

a
b
c
d
e
f
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Cumulative totalsmaynot adddue torounding.
Amountsandnumbersadjustedtoexcludecancellations.
Projectswith multiple loansare countedonlyonce. Cumulative numberofprojectsexcludessupplementaryloans.
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Adjustedtoreflect changesin cofinancingarrangements.
Figuresrevisedto include other resourcesandtransfersto ADF.
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Operational Highlights, 1966–1997
Resources
•

Authorized capital equivalent to $47.1 billion as of 31 December 1997.

•

About $25.3 billion borrowed from international capital markets for ordinary capital lending and private sector
investments.

•

About $18.2 billion from the Asian Development Fund for concessional lending to lower-income developing
member countries (DMCs), and about $636.6 million in T echnical Assistance Special Fund (T ASF) resources for
financing technical assistance grants.

•

$71.6 billion in total public and private sector loans involving 1,448 projects; $563 million in equity investments
and equity underwritings.

•

$1,455 million in technical assistance grants: $377.7 million for project preparation (resulting in 735 Bank loans,
totaling $33 billion); $831.2 million for project implementation and advisory purposes; and $245.7 million for
regional activities. Of this, $678.2 million was from T ASF and ordinary capital resources; $504 million from the
Japan Special Fund; and $272.5 million from others, which include multilateral and bilateral sources.

•

$27.2 billion mobilized by way of cofinancing, of which official sources contributed $18.7 billion, and commercial
sources (including commercial banks, insurance companies, and export credit sources), $8.5 billion.

Sectoral Activities
•

Agriculture and Natural Resources: 202 irrigation and rural development projects; 102 fisheries, livestock, and
forestry projects; 45 projects for industrial crops and agro-industry; and 95 projects for agricultural support services,
including fertilizer production.

•

Energy: 241 projects, including 201 power projects for the creation of 26,502 megawatts of generation capacity, and
for about 188,755 kilometers of transmission/distribution circuits. Nonpower energy projects provided for expanded
production of natural gas and coal, and rehabilitation of refineries and distribution networks for gas.

•

Financial: 143 credit lines totaling $10.6 billion to 88 financial intermediaries in 24 DMCs, which have been used
so far to create 23,929 subloans to small- and medium-scale enterprises, as well as 21 program loans amounting to
$6.8 billion.

•

Industry and Nonfuel Minerals: 70 projects, including 63 industry projects and 7 nonfuel mineral projects.

•

Social Infrastructure: 102 water supply and sanitation projects benefiting nearly 140 million people; 88 education
projects involving the establishment, as well as rehabilitation and expansion, of primary, secondary, and tertiarylevel education and training institutions; 45 projects providing physical and institutional support for housing and/
or a variety of urban infrastructure facilities; and 35 health and population projects, providing physical and
institutional support.

•

T ransport and Communications: 55 projects in the ports and shipping sector for the construction, rehabilitation,
modernization, and expansion of port facilities; 124 projects for the construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance
of primary, secondary, and feeder roads; 14 railway projects primarily to increase freight capacity;
17 airport projects for the expansion and upgrading of airport facilities; and 23 telecommunications projects for the
improvement and extension of services.

•

Multisector: 34 projects aimed at more than one of the Bank's major economic sectors.

•

Others: 14 projects not classified in any of the Bank's current major sectoral classifications. T his classification
category came into Bank use in 1992 with the first tourism project.
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D

URING 1997, the Board of Directors confronted the challenge of
responding quickly and yet effectively to the “contagion” that
swept through many financial markets of Asia in the latter part
of the year. The Bank, acting in concert with other development organizations, responded by offering both financial and technical assistance. The
strategy of a rapid and innovative response to the financial turmoil underscored the Bank’s capacity as a broad-based development institution.
The Board, in addition to discharging its normal oversight role in
respect to loan and technical assistance activities, continued to promote
increased effectiveness, efficiency, and quality throughout the organization. These initiatives included the approval of new and revised policies
and the revision of existing strategies.

General operations
In 1997, the Board met formally on 48 occasions (including executive
sessions) and approved total lending of $9,414 million for 75 projects.
This amount represents loans of $7,794.4 million from ordinary capital
resources (OCR) and $1,619.6 million from the Asian Development Fund
(ADF). Equityinvestments totaled $74.3 million. Government-guaranteed
loans were approved for 73 projects, with an average project size of approximately $61 million over the total loan portfolio. (For purposes of
comparabilitywith prior years’ analyses, the average project size excludes
from the calculation the Financial Sector Program loan and institutional
strengthening technical assistance loan to the Republic of Korea totaling
$4.015 billion, as this amount represents 43 percent of total Bank lending
for 1997.)
Twenty-four countries received Bank loans in 1997, including the
Republic of Korea which returned as a borrower after ten years’ absence.
In addition to loans, the Board, either directlyor through the delegated
authority vested in the President by the Board, approved 298 technical
assistance grants totaling $162.5 million.
In addition to being fully in compliance with its policies, any loan,
technical assistance, or equityinvestment extended bythe Bank must also
satisfythe Bank’s strategic objectives. The strategic objectives are defined
by reference to the following forms of intervention: economic growth,
poverty reduction, human development, gender equity, and environmental protection.
The Board, in addition to the formal meetings, held five seminars and
informal discussions. As in previous years, the agenda on these occasions
covered a range of diverse matters, including the yearly review of the
Bank’s Three-Year Work Program and Budget Framework (1998-2000),

The Boards and Their Functions

T

HE BANK is governed by a Board of
Governors , which, at the end of 1997,
consisted of 56 members representing 40 regional and 16 nonregional. Under Article 28
of the Bank’s Charter, the Board of Governors
is vested with all the powers of the Bank. In
turn, the Governors delegate their authority
to the Board of Directors, except for certain
powers reserved to them under the Charter.
T he Board of Governors meets formally
once a year for the Bank’s Annual Meeting.
T he resolutions approved by the Board
of Governors during 1997 and its membership are shown in Appendixes 1 and 2,
respectively.
Also under Article 28, the Board of
Governors elects a 12-member Board of
Directors, eight elected by regional members
and four by nonregional members. Each
Director appoints an Alternate. The President
of the Bank is the Chairperson of the Board
of Directors.
The Board of Directors performs its duties
on a full-time basis at the Bank’s Headquarters
in Manila, Philippines, and meets in regular
formal and executive sessions which the
President chairs. The Directors exercise their
authority and functions through their quarterly
and annual supervision of the Bank’s financial statements, their annual approval of the
Bank’s administrative budget, and their continuous review and approval of policy documents and all loan, equity, and technical
assistance operations.
T he Directors and the members they
represent are shown in Appendix 3.
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Postevaluation Reports Discussed
by the Audit Committee in 1997
Project Performance Audit Reports
• Agriculture Diversification Program
(Fiji) (29 September 1988)
• Special Assistance Project (Mongolia)
(29 October 1991)
• Multiproject Loan (Vanuatu)
(5 December 1985)
• Third Development Financing
(Pakistan) (17 December 1987)
• Health and Population Project
(Indonesia) (17 October 1985)
• Flood Damage Restoration Project
(Pakistan) (30 March 1989)
• Pabna Irrigation and Rural
Development Project (Bangladesh)
(12 December 1978)
• First and Second Manila Water Supply
Rehabilitation Projects (Philippines)
(27 October 1983 and 24 January 1989)
• Ports Development Project
(Papua New Guinea) (2 July 1985)
• Agriculture Program Loan (Sri Lanka)
(28 November 1989)

Technical Assistance Performance Audit
Reports
• Supporting Policy Analysis in the
Ministry of Finance (People's
Republic of China) (2 January 1992)
• Urban T ransport Planning Project
(Malaysia) (29 September 1993)

Impact Evaluation and Reevaluation Studies
• Reevaluation of the Lower Citanduy
Irrigation Project (Indonesia)
• Evaluation of Bank Assistance to
Developing Member Countries for
Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation
• Bank Operations in the Industrial Crops
and Agro-Industry Sector in Indonesia
• Bank Assistance to the Industrial Crops
and Agro-Industry Sector in
Sri Lanka
• Reevaluation of the Songkhla and
Phuket Ports Project

certain country operational strategies, and the Report of the Task Force
on Improving Project Quality.

Policy issues
During 1997, the Board considered and approved a number of major
policy initiatives designed to improve the social and economic impacts of
Bank interventions in its developing member countries (DMCs) or to
enhance the internal effectiveness of the Bank in delivering its services.
This approach of continuous reviewand improvement is consistent with
the process of quality management, and forms part of the Bank’s overall
framework designed to ensure the continuing responsiveness of the organization to the needs of its DMCs.

Operational policy development – technical assistance operations: In 1997, the Board reviewed the Bank’s technical assistance operations, noting that technical assistance plays an essential role in the
Bank’s efforts to achieve its development impact. The importance of
technical assistance in Bank operations is highlighted in this year’s special
theme chapter, which addresses many of the points raised by the Board
in their review.
Internal policy development – review of the financial planning
framework for the management of ADF resources: In January 1997,
the Bank and donors agreed in Tokyo to replenish the ADB’s soft loan
facility, the ADF, with $6.3 billion. This replenishment will cover the
four-year period from 1997 to 2000.
The resources mobilized for ADF VII will allowthe Bank to continue
to provide important financing for the priority investment needs in the
poorer DMCs. As part of the negotiations, the Bank has agreed to review
various policies, including its financial policy, the issue of graduation, and
ADF lending terms during the ADF VII period.
The Bank’s new financial planning framework will maximize efficiency in the use of resources other than donor contributions to the
current replenishment to increase the ADF commitment authority.

Review of the Bank’s income and reserves policy: T he Board
reviewed and approved the Income and Reserves Policy, which has as its
major recommendations that the Bank adopt a long-term minimum policy
objective for the interest coverage ratio, establish a planning goal of about
25 percent for the reserve:loan ratio, effect a medium-term plan to reduce
the actual reserve:loan ratio, use the surplus account in the annual income planning process, give priority in the allocation of excess net income
to the Technical Assistance Special Fund and then to the ADF, and
maintain the Bank’s current policy of funding liquidity with equity.
Institutional development – Asian Development Bank Institute:
In December 1997, the ADB Institute was officiallyinaugurated in Tokyo.
The Institute has been structured as a development “think tank” and a
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high-level training center. It will carry out innovative development research and provide management training for top-level policymakers and
officials of public and private development institutions from the Bank’s
DMCs. The Institute will examine critical issues affecting the development of the Asian and Pacific region and, through this process, create a
knowledge and information database around and upon which future development strategies for DMCs can be identified and structured. The
Institute will offer not only innovative approaches to development interventions but also practical advice on howsuch approaches can be implemented and, hence, the importance the institution attaches to applied
research and training. The Institute will be fullyfinanced bythe Government
of Japan.

Institutional representation – resident missions: The Board agreed
to the opening of three resident missions, two in the Central Asian
republics (Kazakstan and Uzbekistan), and one in Sri Lanka. These missions will assist in project implementation and improving dialogue between
the Bank and the countries concerned.

Policy Papers Discussed by the Board in 1997
Approved papers
• Review of the Bank's Income Outlook and Allocation of the 1996 Net
Income
• Policy on Confidentiality and Disclosure of Information
Implementation Report for 1997
• Legality of OCR Net Income and Surplus T ransfer to the Asian
Development Fund
• T ransfer of OCR Surplus to the Asian Development Fund
• Change in the Loan Ceiling for Loans Processed under the Bank's
Emergency Rehabilitation
• Establishment of Bank Resident Missions in the Central Asian
Republics
• Establishment of Bank Resident Mission in Sri Lanka
• Review of the Bank’s T echnical Assistance Operations
• Review of the Bank's Income and Reserve Policy
• T he Bank's Policy on Fisheries
Working papers
• Policy on Involuntary Resettlement – First Annual Report
• Cooperation between ADB and Nongovernment Organizations
• T he Bank's Policy on Indigenous Peoples

Board committees
Audit Committee : In 1997, the Audit Committee of the Board met on
18 occasions. It reviewed ten project performance audit reports, two
technical assistance audit reports, two reevaluation reports, and three
impact evaluation studies ( see box). In addition the Committee discussed
special topics such as the role of the Audit Committee, provisioning for
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A r oad i m pr ovem en t pr oj ect i n t h e Lao PDR
gi ves r u r al pr odu cer s bet t er access t o
m ar k et s an d pr om ot es cooper at i on am on g
cou n t r i es of t h e Gr eat er Mek on g Su br egi on .

Afghanistan loans and for private sector operations,
implementation of the recommendations of the Task
Force on Improving Project Quality, the Bank’s internal controls, a report on the audit of derivatives,
the Bank’s system for evaluating and rating project
performance, benchmarking, and the Management
Letter prepared by the Bank’s outside auditors.
The Committee welcomed the Bank’s newoutside auditors, selected bycompetitive biddingin 1996.
The Committee reviewed the 1996 Financial Statements with the Bank’s outside auditors and discussed
with them the scope of the outside audit of the 1997
accounts.
In its July 1997 Annual Report to the Board of
Directors, the Committee noted the achievements
made by staff in acting upon lessons learned from internal audits and
postevaluations, and again emphasized that the Bank must strive for
constant reassessment and improvement in its operations. In this context,
it noted the importance of self-evaluation by the Bank, as well as evaluation by parties outside the Bank. The Committee emphasized the need
for the Bank to develop relevant, clear, reliable, and measurable performance indicators to be incorporated in its projects at the design stage.
It looked forward to the development and implementation of the project
performance management system in 1998.

Budget Committee: The Budget ReviewCommittee was convened
from 10 to 21 November 1997 to reviewthe Bank’s operations during the
year. Members discussed the work plans of various departments and offices,
deliberated on substantive issues underlying Management’s 1998 Budget
proposal, and reached a consensus on its recommendations.
The Committee recommended further strengthening of the Bank’s
efforts to catalyze development assistance, while at the same time continuing to improve the quality of the Bank’s integrated services to the
DMCs.
The Committee noted the Bank’s 1997 initiatives in its assistance to
help resolve the currency turmoil affecting some DMCs, and recommended that the Bank build its in-house expertise to provide effective
support to the highly technical and complex areas of establishing and
maintaining sound and efficient financial and capital markets. It welcomed the creation of the Task Force charged with coordinating the
Bank’s response to the crisis and noted that additional budgetary resources had been allocated for processing planned program loans. This
action by the Bank highlighted the need for flexibility in the use of budget
provision to support urgent and priority programs not previously planned
or envisaged and for responding to changing operational needs.
Finally, the Committee recommended that the Board approve the
administrative budget for 1998, and authorized an expenditure of $204.8 million, which, excluding the general contingency provision of 1 percent,
reflected an increase of 3.7 percent over the 1997 revised estimate. This
administrative budget would support $6.1 billion lending, $155 million
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technical assistance, and $3.7 billion cofinancing programs in 1998, with
no growth in the authorized staff positions.

Inspection Committee: During1997, the Inspection Committee received
the first request for inspection, relating to the Korangi Wastewater Management Project in Pakistan, which was referred to the President for
handling as an “initial complaint” under the Bank’s Inspection Procedures.
Detailed Inspection Procedures and general information on the Bank’s
inspection policy are included in ADB’s Inspection Policy: A Guidebook.
Similar information on the inspection policy is available on the Bank’s
Internet Web site.
The Committees of the Board of Directors are shown in Appendix 4.

Directors’ visits
The Board of Directors undertook two group visits in 1997: the first to
the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) and Thailand from
23 Februaryto 8 March 1997; and the second to Indonesia from 31 August
to 13 September 1997. During the course of each of
the visits, Board members held wide-ranging policy
discussions with government ministers, senior officials, business representatives and NGOs, and also
sawfirsthand ADB-sponsored projects. Directors’ visits
serve two important purposes. First, dialogue with
the countryin question is enhanced. Second, bygaining
a better understandingof the challenges facingDMCs,
Board members can support more effectively and
encourage Bank initiatives designed to address the
development needs in the countries concerned.
In Thailand, Boardmembers met with the Deputy
Prime Minister andMinister of Finance, His Excellency
Dr. Amnuay Viravan, as well as other senior officials
of the Government of Thailand. In the Lao PDR,
they met with the Minister of Finance,
Hon. Xaysomphone Phomvihane, and other senior government officials.
During the Indonesia visit, the Board members had the honor of
meeting the President, His Excellency Soeharto, Minister of Finance,
Hon. Mar’ie Muhammad, and other senior government officials.

Tech n i cal edu cat i on (i n t h i s case i n
In don esi a, on e of t h e cou n t r i es vi si t ed
by t h e Boar d) r ai ses a cou n t r y’ s
int er nat ional com pet it iveness by
im pr oving pr oduct ivit y.
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to Broad-Based
Development Institution
E FFECTING

CHANGE THROUGH TECHNIC AL ASSISTANCE

T

ECHNICAL ASSISTANCE is a vital element of the Bank’s development strategy. Through its technical assistance operations,
the Bank assists its developing member countries (DMCs) in
identifying, formulating, and implementing projects; improving their institutional capabilities; formulating development strategies; promoting
technology transfer; and fostering regional cooperation — elements which
are essential to economic growth.
As a major provider of technical assistance in the Asian and Pacific
region, in 1997 the Bank provided $162.5 million in grants to finance
298 technical assistance projects, and provided a further $353.6 million
of technical assistance components in its loan-financed projects. During
the year, 384 individual consultants and 169 teams from consulting firms
were fielded to the Bank’s DMCs through technical assistance grants to
provide advice; help formulate policies, programs, and projects; carry out
studies; and provide training. In addition, a number of regional conferences and workshops were organized with the aid of technical assistance.
The Bank’s technical assistance projects address a wide range of
development issues and challenges. For example, in 1997 technical assistance
helped promote energy-savingconstruction materials in the People’s Republic
of China, promote public finance reforms at the state government level
in India, promote pension reforms in Kazakstan, improve fisheries management in the Federated States of Micronesia, establish a tender support
bureau in Sri Lanka, and strengthen the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s information disclosure and compliance requirements in
Thailand.

Historical perspective
During the past 31 years of the Bank’s existence, there has been a shift
in the focus of technical assistance. When the Bank was first established,
the founders agreed that technical assistance should be an integral part
of the Bank’s operations ( Box 1 ), but the emphasis was on the preparation
of projects suitable for Bank financing. Most notably, technical assistance
financed feasibility studies and other project preparation work. It also
financed project implementation through the provision of supervision
services and institutional strengthening of project executing agencies. In
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Box 1: The Early Years
HE BANK’S first operational undertaking, approved on 24 May 1967, was a
$155,000 technical assistance grant to survey
Asian agriculture. T his technical assistance
was a harbinger of much of the emphasis of
the Bank’s early operations.
T he objectives of this first technical
assistance were to survey the needs, problems, and opportunities confronting the agriculture sector in Asia and to inform the world,
including donor countries, of both the urgency and the promise of agricultural development in Asia. What followed were bilateral
discussions to encourage the development of
policies that promoted agricultural growth and
a concentrated investment program to support those policies with the resources and
expertise required to deliver that growth.
B y 1 9 7 8 , t he B ank had invest ed
$1,385 million in the agriculture sector in
Asia. T his accounted for about 26 percent of
total Bank lending during the period, and
reflected the strong emphasis the Bank placed
on development of the sector. T he growth in
agricultural production and productivity in
the region has been spectacular, some of it a
direct result of the seminal directions established in this first Bank technical assistance.
T he next operational undertaking of the
Bank was also a technical assistance, this one
an advisory technical assistance to the
Government of Indonesia. In 1967, food distribution and food sufficiency had become a
serious issue for Indonesia. Much of the
country’s infrastructure was old and deteriorating and milling storage capacity was limited. T he Bank’s technical assistance focused
on technical, administrative, and economic
constraints inhibiting the production of food
crops and their distribution. It resulted in the
formulation of government policies on the
pricing of rice, progressive decentralization of
rice mills, improvements in the availability of
credit to farmers, and pricing policies on the
distribution of rice in urban centers.
T hese two projects were a powerful
beginning to the Bank’s technical assistance
program.

T
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other words, technical assistance was regarded primarily as a modality for
supporting the project financing function of the Bank, which was perceived as its core function.
The emphasis changed in the 1980s and the 1990s. Experiences in
the 1970s and the early 1980s had taught the Bank and its DMCs that
effective development required much more than close attention to projects.
More often than not, the success or failure of a project was decided not
by the technical and financial quality of the project but by the economic
environment both at the macro and sector levels. Technical and financial
design and close supervision continued to be essential factors for the
success of projects, but these were not enough: a project’s success required
the right economic environment. The Bank responded to this finding by
intensifying policy dialogue with DMC governments, introducing a policybased lending modality, i.e., the program loan, and, last but not least,
using technical assistance to address key policy issues.
In the late 1980s and the 1990s, the emphasis on policy and broader
institutional capacity was further intensified, and the role of technical
assistance acquired new dimensions. Many DMCs embraced marketoriented, outward-looking economic management strategies and began to
undertake various policy and regulatory reforms to move in that direction.
Also, manyof the region’s centrallyplanned economies began the process
of transiting to a market economy. These changes, combined with various
factors in the industrial countries, resulted in the sudden surge of private
capital flows to the DMCs. In 1986, the level of both private and official
flows stood at about $14 billion. By 1996, private flows had reached
$136 billion.
These private capital flows, however, were not shared equally by all
DMCs. About 90 percent of such flows to Asia were concentrated in just
five countries. There was a need to help other DMCs attract private
capital through technical assistance for reforms in policy and regulatory
frameworks. In the case of countries in transition, technical assistance was
needed to help create and develop a set of institutions for a market
economy. In many DMCs, rapid economic growth entailed infrastructure
development needs which far exceeded the capacity of public sector
financing. Hence, there was a need for a public-private partnership in the
provision of infrastructure, and technical assistance had an important role
to play in promoting this partnership. The region also faced persisting
poverty, social exclusion of certain groups, especially women, and degradation of the environment. Technical assistance was an important tool
in addressing these problems.
At the same time, as a result of the end of the Cold War, opportunities increased for regional and subregional cooperation. One aspect of
this is cooperation and coordination in trade and investment. The other
is cross-border development of infrastructure and management of natural
resources. The Bank is uniquely positioned to act as broker, promoter, and
financier for such cooperation, providing its knowledge, experience, and
network to help its DMCs, especially through technical assistance.
Finally, to meet the increasinglycomplex needs of its DMCs effectively,
the Bank has been redefining its role from that of a project financing
institution to that of a broad-based development institution that provides
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integrated services of financing, policy support, and capacity building. In
this context, technical assistance has become a key strategic tool for
development assistance. Reflecting this change, the number and amount
of technical assistance grants approved annually have increased dramatically in the past ten years, from 135 projects totaling $41.9 million in 1987
to 298 projects totaling $162.5 million in 1997.

Nature and structure of the Bank’s technical assistance
Technical assistance is normally defined as activities aimed at strengthening the capacity of the recipient country by developing and improving
human resources, institutional framework, and organization through the
transfer of knowledge, skills, technology, and other nonphysical inputs.
The term can sometimes refer to activities aimed at filling gaps in the
recipient country in terms of knowledge, skills, technology, and organization to carryout specific development activities. Often, these two aspects
are combined.
Technical assistance is distinguished from the Bank’s project financing in that the former essentially provides nonphysical inputs. Usually the
outputs are also nonphysical, in the form of improved skills and policies.
By contrast, project lending activities usually result in physical facilities,
such as an irrigation system, replanted forest, highway, telecommunications facility, or power station. Both technical assistance and project
lending are considered essential tools for development assistance: physical
facilities support development while improved skills and know-howhelp
countries to manage and eventually initiate newprojects and services in
the continuation of the development cycle. Most bilateral donors provide
both modalities, sometimes in combination but often in two distinct
institutions each specialized in one or more fields.
Technical assistance is in essence the provision of expert services. In
this sense, the first source of the Bank’s technical assistance is the Bank’s
staff members. Through studies and research, preparation of country and
sector operational strategies, processing and administration of projects,
and policydialogue and technical exchange carried out in these processes,
the Bank’s staff provide expert views, advice, and other inputs to their
counterparts in DMCs. However, when the term “technical assistance”
is used in the operational context, it usually refers to Bank financing of
external expert services to be made available to DMC governments and
agencies. These services are often provided by a team of experts from an
engineering or management consulting company. In other cases, individual experts in specific areas of expertise are engaged.
Project identification, formulation, and implementation constituted
the main focus of the Bank’s technical assistance in its early years of
operations, and these areas remain an important focus today. While DMCs
have built their own capacity to carry out these tasks, as witnessed by an
increased proportion of experts from DMCs in the total consultant resources engaged under the Bank’s technical assistance, international
expertise is still needed because the projects the Bank finances are mostly
at the frontier of development efforts, both from technical and managerial
points of view. Also, because of heightened awareness about the
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environmental and social impacts of projects, today’s project preparation
often involves extensive and sophisticated study of these aspects. International and domestic experts complement each other, with state-of-theart technical and methodological know-howand wide experience of the
former and the familiarity with the local situation of the latter.
Depending on the circumstances, the Bank uses grants or loans for
the financing of project preparation. For a feasibility study of relatively
limited size (not more than $1 million), the Bank can provide project
preparatory technical assistance (PPTA), mostly on a grant basis. If the
size of the study is large and requires more than $1 million of Bank
financing, the Bank usually provides a technical assistance loan. Project
preparation at the detailed engineering stage can be financed by an
engineering loan. Consulting services for project implementation supervision are treated as a component of the project and costs are covered
by the loan for the project itself.
The number and amount of PPTA approvals have increased from
45 projects for $10.5 million in 1987 to 78 projects for $43.7 million in
1997. The number of annual PPTA approvals is primarily determined by

Box 2: Sources of Funds for Technical Assistance

T

HE BANK’S technical assistance grants are financed
by the Japan Special Fund (JSF), T echnical Assistance
Special Fund (T ASF), and other sources. In recent years,
financing from JSF has accounted for about 50 percent of all
technical assistance financing, T ASF for about 35 percent,
and other sources for 15 percent.
T he JSF was established in 1988 when the Government
of Japan made an untied (consultants not necessarily from
the contributing country and DMCs) contribution to the
Fund. JSF quickly became a major financing source of the
Bank’s technical assistance. Priority areas set by the
Government of Japan for the use of JSF include restructuring
of economies, broadening the scope of new investment opportunities, and project preparation to assist in recycling
funds to DMCs. T he Government of Japan has emphasized
protection of the environment, promotion of the private
sector, and improvement of the status of women, by making
supplementary contributions to JSF to address these concerns.
T he T ASF was established in 1967 with voluntary contributions from individual member countries. T hese contributions were, for the most part, tied to consultants from the
contributing country, limiting the choice of experts and making
administration of the funds cumbersome. As a result, the
Bank has been encouraging donors to make their contributions either “partially tied” or “untied.” In 1981, the Bank
adopted the policy of not accepting contributions tied to the
donor country starting in 1983. In 1986, at the time of the
fourth replenishment of the Asian Development Fund (ADF),
it was agreed to transfer an appropriate amount of ADF to
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T ASF to secure adequate funds for steady technical assistance
operations. A similar arrangement continued under the fifth
ADF replenishment. As a result, all member countries contributing to ADF ceased to make voluntary contributions to TASF.
Further, in 1992 the Bank started to transfer a part of the net
income from its ordinary capital resources to T ASF. T his was
a marked departure from the past, where OCR net income was
used to supplement TASF only in a very limited way so that the
maximum amount of OCR net income could be allocated to
Bank reserves. T he change in approach from relying on contributions of member countries to T ASF, either voluntarily or
through the earmarking of ADF replenishment, to funding the
T ASF with Bank resources was completed in 1997 at the time
of the sixth replenishment of ADF. The donors decided that no
funds from the sixth replenishment would be allocated to TASF
and TASF requirements would be fully met by transfers of OCR
net income. In 1997, the voluntary contributions to T ASF
amounted to only $1.3 million, all from DMCs. For more details
on JSF and TASF, see the Bank Resources and Financial Management chapter, page 161 .
In addition to T ASF and JSF, the Bank has arrangements
with several bilateral donors for financing/cofinancing of technical assistance with untied grants. T hese bilateral donors include, among others, the governments of Australia, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and
Switzerland. Once a project to be financed is agreed upon, the
Bank acts as the administrator of the funds. T hese bilateral
funds are often used to finance a soft component, such as
capacity building, in a project financed by the Bank’s loan.
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the level of the Bank’s lending program in the coming years. Not all Bank
loan projects are prepared with PPTA. Of the 73 loan public sector projects
approved in 1997, 32 projects, or 44 percent, were preceded by PPTAs.
For more details, see Table 35 in the Statistical Annex.
Technical assistance for transfer of technology, institutional strengthening, preparation of plans and programs, and conduct of studies is called
advisory technical assistance (ADTA). With the increased emphasis on
the Bank’s policy support and capacity-building functions, ADTA has
increasingly become a crucial tool for Bank operations. The annual approval of ADTAs, which are financed by grants, surged from 53 projects
for $23.9 million in 1987 to 165 projects for $91.3 million in 1997. Major
themes for ADTA are described in the following section.
In some cases, technical assistance is provided for the benefit of an
entire region or for more than one DMC. For example, a conference or
study on a subject of common interest in the region, such as urban
infrastructure financing and regional health policy priorities, or a study
or training provided to a group of DMCs sharing the same concerns or
facing similar problems, or project preparation and advisory activities for
subregional cooperation, might warrant a regional technical assistance
(RETA). The number and amount of annual RETA approvals increased
from 37 projects for $7.5 million in 1987 to 55 projects for $27.5 million
in 1997.

Themes of the Bank’s technical assistance
The Bank’s technical assistance grants cover a multitude of sectors and
subsectors. Over the years, there has been a shift in the focal areas for
assistance. In 1987, assistance in the agriculture and natural resource
sector accounted for 31 percent of all technical assistance grants, followed
by energy (17 percent), social infrastructure (16 percent), transport and
communications (15 percent), and industryand nonfuel minerals (10 percent). In 1997, social infrastructure received the bulk of assistance (22 percent), followed by agriculture and natural resources (21 percent), and
transport and communications (11 percent). While the share of the energy
and industry and nonfuel minerals sectors dropped to 9 percent and
0.3 percent, respectively, the financial sector, which did not appear in the
1987 breakdown, nowaccounts for 10 percent. Similarly, various crosssectoral technical assistance which accounted for 11 percent in 1987, has
increased to 26 percent in 1997, addressing cross-sectoral public administration reform/improvements (9 percent), environmental protection and
management (5 percent), pension reform and social safety net issues
(2 percent), and strengthening of development-related legal systems and
training of legal officers (2 percent).
These changes reflect the changingneeds of the Bank’s DMCs, which
in turn reflect their different stages of development and changes in the
global environment. For example, agriculture remains one of the most
important sectors needing public sector intervention for development. By
contrast, in a number of DMCs, industry and the exploitation of nonfuel
minerals are increasingly left to the private sector. Reflecting still insufficient levels of social services, demand for technical assistance for this
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The Bank ’ s f ir st oper at ional under t ak ing was
a t echnical assist ance gr ant t o sur vey Asian
agr i cu l t u r e. Th e scope of t ech n i cal
assi st an ce h as si n ce expan ded.

sector has been increasing. The requirements for assistance in the energy sector and the transport and
communications sector remain high, reflecting the
greater needs for infrastructure development to sustain a high level of economic growth. Many of the
Bank’s technical assistance projects in these sectors
today are for the development of a conducive policy
and regulatory environment for private sector provision of infrastructure. As many DMC governments
embrace the private sector-leddevelopment approach,
technical assistance for strengthening the financial
sector and developing capital markets has increased.
In this context, the need for improved public sector
management has begun to be felt more acutely, including a newpartnership with the private sector. What
follows is a look at howthe Bank has been responding to these changing
needs of DMCs through its technical assistance grants and loans.

Encouraging public sector management
and public-private partnerships
The main thrusts of the Bank’s assistance for public sector management
are provided in the policypaper “Governance: Sound Development Management” approved by the Board in October 1995.
The Bank’s concept of good governance focuses on four elements of
effective development management: (i) accountability, (ii) participation,
(iii) predictability, and (iv) transparency. Priority issues of public sector
management and governance to be addressed by the Bank’s technical
assistance include the following:

·
·
·
·
·
·

at the central level, policy coordination, civil service reform,
fiscal management, and the supreme audit function;
at the line ministry and agency levels, effectiveness and efficiencyof service deliveryand strategic management of resources;
at the subnational level, the breakdown of responsibilities between
central, provincial, and local governments, local-level revenue
raising, and local-level service delivery;
public/private interface issues, including commercialization,
privatization, and regulation and regulatory independence;
lawand development issues with particular reference to appropriate legislation in dealing with market-based requirements;
and
strengthening civil society with emphases on disclosure of information, participation, and NGO involvement in the delivery
of development assistance.

Reforming the public sector at the central level: In the past, the Bank
has assisted DMCs’ public sector management reforms mostly at the line
ministry and agency levels. Today, the need for Bank assistance at the
central and subnational levels is increasing. At the national level, Mongolia
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and Sri Lanka have requested Bank assistance for public sector management reforms. In the case of Mongolia, the Government requestedthe Bank’s
technical assistance to help implement public service reforms based on the
NewZealand model. Tailoringthe NewZealand model to the quite different
circumstancesof Mongolia wasan important element of the assistance, especially
as the changes in NewZealand had been implemented over more than a
decade and had required considerable resources to implement effectively.
The Bank began this assistance to Mongolia by taking a delegation of
Mongolian parliamentarians and senior officials to NewZealand to witness
firsthandhowthe model worked, andthen to the State of Victoria in Australia
to see howthe NewZealand model was adapted to a different set of circumstances. This initial work was followed by the provision of substantial
technical assistance to provide expert advice to help design and implement a broad series of public sector management reforms.
In the case of Sri Lanka, the Bank’s technical assistance catalyzed
a reform program aimed at creating a results-oriented public service. The
report of the Bank’s technical assistance consultants helped the Government
to establish institutional arrangements to guide and drive the reform
program.
At the subnational level, the Bank provided technical assistance to
the State Government of Gujarat in India for comprehensive public sector
restructuring, including fiscal consolidation, public enterprise reforms,
and public utility reforms. There are also cases of Bank technical assistance on specific functions at the central level, such as economic management, fiscal management, procurement, and audit ( Box 3 ).

Reforming municipal management : In the area of municipal management, the most important role of the Bank will be to help DMCs develop
a vision for the future, anticipate the scale and structure of their cities,
and prepare well-framed investment programs and action plans to mobilize the resources required ( Box 4 ). DMCs need not only develop their
local governments, but also create new metropolitan institutions with
well-defined functions and funding well suited to these functions. In
addition, they need to encourage municipalities to tap the experience and
funding of the private sector. In this endeavor, the Bank can liaise closely
with other international development agencies and the private sector.
Encouraging privatization : An important agenda for public sector management reforms is restructuring of state-owned enterprises (SOEs). In
many DMCs, SOEs are in trouble, causing a drain on public funds, and
becoming a heavy burden in fiscal management. The restructuring of the
SOEs and their privatization form an important agenda for fiscal reform in
manyDMCs (Box 5). The Bank assists these DMCs through technical assistance and loans. For example, a succession of technical assistance to Samoa
in the period 1989-1992 resulted in the sale of two loss-making enterprises
to the private sector as going concerns, liquidation of five enterprises, and
contracting out the government transport pool to the private sector.

Box 3: Institutional Strengthening of
Asia’s Supreme Audit Institutions

S

OUND ACCOUNT ING and auditing
practices are a precondition for transparent, efficient, and effective public financial
management and good governance. Effective
public auditing is essential to ensure uniform
accounting standards, to prevent and detect
deviations from good accounting practices in
public resource management, and to induce
improvements in both administrative reporting and internal control systems. In 1995, in
recognition of this strong link between effective audit and sound development management, the Bank decided to fund a regional
technical assistance to train regional auditors in “performance” audit. T he program
had as beneficiaries the Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs) belonging to the Asian
Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions
(ASOSAI).
The training program consisted of a twoweek workshop on fundamental principles,
concepts, and methods of performance auditing. It was to serve the twofold purpose of
(i) providing the participants — 25 were from
the Bank’s DMCs — with the basic knowledge and practical skills needed to carry out
performance audits, and (ii) developing the
trainees’ ability to pass on the acquired skills
to other staff in their institutions through a
“train the trainers” component. To maximize
impact, the program was targeted at senior
auditors with audit supervisory and/or public
sector managerial experience.
T he success of this technical assistance
led to another Bank technical assistance to
ASOSAI, this time for a regional long-term
training program designed to (i) assist
ASOSAI to assume increasing responsibility
for designing and organizing the regional training programs and information exchange facilities, and (ii) upgrade both the training
and technical audit skills of individual SAIs.
T he program, approved in 1996, is ongoing
with completion of the program expected in
1998.

Developing the policy and regulatory framework for the private sector
provision of infrastructure : T he Bank’s assistance in public-private
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Box 4: Municipal Management Reform
in Lahore, Pakistan

W

HEN T HE Bank wanted to examine what effect
citizens’ involvement in municipal affairs might
have on city management and urban governance, it looked
to Lahore, Pakistan. Lahore’s Chief Minister had indicated that he wanted some dramatic improvements in
service delivery in the capital city of Punjab. A smallscale technical assistance was provided to test the approach
of developing and implementing an action plan for municipal management reform through the participatory
process as a means of starting a process that would lead
to more accountable and effective city government.
A cross-section of the citizens of Lahore including
representatives of business, NGOs, market committees,
and the media were contacted and meetings involving
both citizens and service providers were organized. T wo
workshops were held in which major issues relevant to
effective city management were raised and discussed.
T he workshops led to a proposed action plan which
targeted

· institutional restructuring with an emphasis on eliminating overlapping functional responsibilities between
organizations, and devolution of service delivery responsibilities within the city to the zonal level;

· introduction of professional managers and staffing
policies aimed at creating an effective work force;

· privatization where the need for an appropriate regulatory framework and transparency in the process
was stressed;

· budgeting and finance, under which the use of budget as a planning and management tool and ways of
increasing municipal revenues were recommended;
and

· need for community involvement, particularly in setting investment priorities, establishing and monitoring performance indicators in service delivery, and
solid waste collection.
T hose involved in the process of formulating the
action plan formed a concerned citizens’ group to promote community involvement in managing Lahore. City
managers and other professionals attending the seminar
set up a South Asia Cities Association with the Secretariat
to be based initially at the Calcutta Municipal Corporation.
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partnership focuses on the private provision of infrastructure.
Facing the enormous needs for developing and upgrading infrastructure, many of the Bank’s DMCs are now tapping private
funds and expertise, especially from industrial countries, for the
provision of infrastructure through build-own-operate (BOO)
or build-operate-transfer (BOT) schemes. The Bank has been
encouraging such moves, as this helps governments meet infrastructure needs that cannot be met otherwise, allows the release
of public funds for much-needed social services, and increases
efficiency and quality of services through competition. Private
sector provision of infrastructure requires appropriate arrangements for risk-sharing and the policy and regulatory framework
to meet these requirements, and the wherewithal to develop
appropriate institutional mechanisms to implement the framework. In some cases, technical assistance has been given to help
develop national policy or sectoral frameworks for BOO/BOT
schemes. In another case, the Bank has assisted a government
in preparingand implementinga model BOO/BOT project which
can be replicated. Also, a RETA has been provided to disseminate the collective experience and expertise on this issue and
for capacity building of DMCs in the economic analysis of
BOO/BOT projects.

Promoting the development of the financial sector and capital
markets: In many of the Bank’s DMCs, the domestic savings
rate is relatively high. What is lacking is a mechanism to channel these savings to productive investments. A well-functioning
financial sector and a capital market constitute such a mechanism. The Bank has been pursuing this in many DMCs through
its program loan (policy-based lending) and technical assistance
modalities ( Box6 ). A typical reform agenda promoted by the
Bank in the financial sector and capital markets includes
(i) limiting the scope of direct credit; (ii) deregulating and/or
rationalizing interest rates; (iii) reducing public sector preemption of financial sector resources; (iv) increasing the autonomy
of state-owned financial institutions; (v) promoting private
financial intermediation; (vi) enhancing competition within the
financial sector by removing barriers to entry and market segmentation; (vii) improving the ability of the central bank to
conduct monetary policy through open market operations;
(viii) promoting development of a debt securities market by
establishing interest rate benchmarks and enhancing liquidity;
(ix) easing regulatory and infrastructure bottlenecks to capital
market development, such as administrative controls over share
issue prices, inadequate disclosure and investor protection rules,
and outdated trading and clearance and settlement systems;
and (x) strengthening the regulatory and supervisory framework for the financial system, including capital adequacyratios,
portfolio classification and loan-loss provisioning standards, and
exposure guidelines. Technical assistance is often provided to
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accompanya program loan to help implement these reforms and strengthen
required institutional capacity.

Assisting in the social sectors
The purpose of development is to improve the quality of life of people.
In the Asian and Pacific region, impressive economic growth in the past
few decades has contributed to dramatic improvements in the quality of
life. However, there are countries, regions within the countries, and
particular segments of population that have been left behind. There is a
need to encourage governments to pay an increased level of attention to
the quality-of-life aspect and strengthen their social services, especially
those for disadvantaged regions and groups. At the same time, manyDMC
governments are operating under tight resource situations, facing tradeoffs among competing development needs. There is a need to explore
innovative approaches for the delivery of quality social services in costeffective ways. The Bank’s technical assistance can, and does, play an
important role in this area.
In the health sector, for example, technical assistance is helping
DMCs to decentralize health services, encouraging an increased level of
communityparticipation and public-private partnership, such as contracting out of health services. In the education sector, technical assistance
is helping countries in transition to restructure their educational systems
within the parameters of a market economy. This involves more marketoriented course development for higher education and an increased level
of community participation for primary and secondary education, both in

Box 5: Privatization in the Kyrgyz Republic

A

N IMPORT ANT question about privatization is when to
do it. Where there is not a reasonably developed market,
financial institutions, capital base, or an effective private sector, any attempt at privatization risks failure or the need for
further public support. In the Kyrgyz Republic, for example,
early attempts at privatization sometimes resulted in a structure
and dispersion of ownership which was detrimental to good
corporate governance. T he relative absence of proper legal
conventions and arrangements resulted in an absence of protection for owners and incentives for management to operate
the businesses as efficiently as possible. Ownership was either
too dispersed among too many small outside shareholders, or
concentrated in the hands of insiders who lacked incentive for
restructuring and who ran the businesses for themselves rather
than for the shareholders. Financial discipline was not exercised
in a responsible way. Not only was it difficult for minority
owners to exercise their rights; but also, by and large, they did
not know what their rights were.
T he Bank’s technical assistance set about developing a
capacity on the part of government officials to develop the

diagnostic skills to review existing corporate governance practices in the Kyrgyz Republic, compare these with practices
elsewhere in the world, and understand how these practices
needed to be monitored to make them effective. T he efforts of
the working group set up under the technical assistance were
closely paralleled in the Cabinet which openly debated the
merits of the alternatives examined in the technical assistance.
The principal outputs were a Company Charter which has been
made mandatory for all medium- and large-scale enterprises,
and an accompanying handbook on best practice in corporate
governance. The Charter ensures that medium- and large-scale
enterprises in the Kyrgyz Republic implement sound and effective systems of corporate governance. In addition, the technical assistance helped in the finalization of a new Bankruptcy
Law which was enacted shortly after the Charter was promulgated. T he Charter and the associated measures to implement
and enforce its provisions form the core of the Corporate
Governance and Enterprise Reform Program. The Bank is maintaining the impetus for reform through an associated loan.
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Box 6: Financial Sector Development in Mongolia

I

T WAS evident that the banking sector would play a key strategic role in
Mongolia’s transition to a market economy, especially after the 1990
promulgation of the Banking Law which separated the Central Bank from
commercial banks. It was equally evident that the Mongolian commercial
banking system needed to be strengthened. A combination of measures at
the macroeconomic, sector policy, and individual institutional levels was
needed. Complementary measures were also needed to address structural
constraints to efficient commercial banking operations such as stabilization
policies and a liberalized foreign exchange regime. Proper accounting standards
and adequate banking supervision systems also were needed at the Central
Bank level. Mongolia neither had the resources nor the expertise to address
these issues.
The Bank designed a series of technical assistance and one loan to assist
the Mongolian Government to address the financial sector. T his assistance
resulted in
· a new Securities Law and regulations;
· the establishment of the Securities Exchange Commission to oversee the
securities market and its institutions;
· automation of the stock exchange trading operations;
· a review of loan portfolios;
· passage of a new central banking law and commercial banking law
· a strengthened commercial banking system and supporting accounting
system, able to produce meaningful financial reports; and
· a general action program which is being implemented in the Financial
Sector Program Loan.

A ser i es of t ech n i cal assi st an ce t o
t r an si t i on al econ om i es h as assi st ed t h e
devel opm ent of t he f i nanci al sect or .

curriculum development and financing. The Bank’s technical assistance
has also addressed the issue of education for disadvantaged segments of
the population, in particular women and the poor. A RETA examined the
impact of education on the status of women, and led to the formulation
of a women’s education project in the Lao PDR. In the water supply
sector, Bank technical assistance has helped DMCs to improve the management of water supply utilities and restructure water tariffs. In some
instances, the Bank’s technical assistance has helped in the commercialization of water supply services and introduction of BOO/BOT schemes
for water supply.

Improving the status of women
Interventions that benefit women are widely recognized as crucial to
development, in that poor health, low levels of education and training,
and limited access to resources constrain the quality of life, economic
efficiency and growth, and the overall sustainability of development.
Technical assistance grants have been used to

·
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help DMCs develop appropriate mechanisms to address equal
opportunity issues at the policy level;
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·
·
·
·
·

assist DMC governments develop and improve their statistical
databases to enable the collection and collation of genderdisaggregated data;
strengthen the institutional capacity of government focal points
on women;
cosponsor activities with other development agencies;
enhance the institutional capacityof nongovernment women’s
organizations; and
conduct research and dialogue on regional gender issues.

The Bank has been active at the regional level to encourage a common approach to addressing the concerns of women throughout the region.
For example, regional concerns such as the Asia-Pacific’s preparatory
activities for the 1995 Beijing World Conference, including the Ministerial and Senior Government Officials Meetings, were cosponsored by the
Bank with the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific. Similarly, in 1997 the Bank sponsored the participation
of 15 women leaders from Asian and Pacific nongovernment organizations
(NGOs) in the Global Summit on Women’s Economic Empowerment to ensure that the region was
represented at this important conference.
Addressing the question of poverty through the
marketplace, a RETA has promoted women’s microfinance institutions through capacity building in
women’s organizations in six of the Bank’s DMCs
that are primarilyinvolved in delivering microfinance
to poor women. The idea of continuous improvement is being introduced through encouraging these
organizations to establish a network to share experiences and best practices and to support exchanges
of successful women entrepreneurs to explain how
they have succeeded and to encourage others to
develop their own business ideas.
Country-specific technical assistance grants
have enabled the Bank to place gender concerns
on the mainstream development agenda of interested DMCs. For
example, in Cambodia, technical assistance has led to the adoption
of a National Policy on Women and the e stablishment of a Ministry of
Women’s Affairs.

Im pr ovi n g t h e st at u s of w om en
t hr ough gr eat er access t o educat i on
is int egr al t o achieving ot her st r at egic
devel opm ent obj ect i ves.

Protecting the environment
The Bank has been increasing its technical assistance in the environmental field for a number of years ( Box 7 ). During 1991–1997, the Bank
provided a total of $132 million for 208 technical assistance projects to
address environmental issues. Some of this assistance has been used to
try to get environmental cells established in ministries and departments
whose activities can have major impacts on the environment. For example,
a succession of technical assistance established environmental cells in
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Indonesia’s Public Works Department, essentially to provide it with a
capacityto produce environmental impact assessments of planned public
works projects. Environmental subdirectorates have been established in
each of the Directorates General comprising the Ministry of Public Works.
In other cases, technical assistance was aimed at capacity building of
institutions for conducting environmental impact assessments and for
monitoring. For example, in the People’s Republic of China, the Bank
provided a series of technical assistance to train officials at the national
and provincial levels on environmental impact assessment, develop an
environmental management information system, and strengthen environmental legislation and enforcement.
There are also a number of RETA projects addressing environmental
issues. For example, the teaching of environmental law is being strengthened through a RETA jointly financed by the Bank, the International
Union for Conservation of Nature, the National University of Singapore,
the United Nations Environment Programme, and the United Nations
University.

Promoting regional and subregional cooperation
In the past decade, a number of forces have emerged in favor of closer
regional and subregional cooperation, such as the end of the cold war,
liberalization of economic policy in many DMCs, and increased levels of
regional trade and investments. Regional and subregional cooperation is

Box 7: Environmental Management of Chao Lake, People’s Republic of China

C

HAO LAKE in the People’s Republic of China is the
main water source for the municipal, industrial, agricultural, and recreational uses of almost eight million residents
living within its basin. But Chao Lake is polluted. T he water
quality in the lake has been deteriorating at an alarming rate,
with the level of key nutrients having tripled during the past
15 years. Poor water quality has led to interruptions of supply
in the summer months, leaving the 1.5 million urban residents
who depend on the lake for their water with only partial water
service for several weeks at a time. T he seriousness of the
environmental degradation of the lake was recognized by local
authorities and the National Environmental Protection Agency
alike. Restoration of water quality was given high priority by
the national Government. T he Bank was asked to assist with
the formulation of an environmental program to reduce the
major point source discharges from municipal and industrial
sources and to tackle all sources of pollution, including nonpoint
agricultural runoff in the longer term.
T he main objective of the investment programs is to eliminate the major point sources of pollution into Chao Lake. T he
resulting $336 million investment program, supported by a
$140 million finance package from the Bank, has already produced significant changes.
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· Following a concerted policy dialogue by the Bank, wastewater tariffs were introduced in Hefei and Chaohu cities.
T he tariff, which is based on 85 percent of the monthly
water bills, is paid by all water users, including industries
which have their own water sources. From Hefei alone,
the revenue is generating an annual $4 million, which is
being used to finance $16 million of the construction
cost during the four-year implementation period of the
project.

· Both the Hefei and Chaohu wastewater treatment utilities have been corporatized. T heir debt has been restructured so that they can operate without further subsidies.
T he wastewater tariffs and a connection fee which has also
been introduced will ensure that they will be able to generate a minimum return on assets of 7 percent.

· Key discharges of organics, suspended solids, nitrogen, phosphates, and toxics such as cyanide and phenol into Chao
Lake will be reduced significantly and reverse the current
degradation of the water quality in the lake.
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now considered an important means for accelerating economic growth
and social development. The Bank is well positioned to promote regional
and subregional cooperation and has four complementary functions for
this purpose. First, through its research and regional technical assistance,
the Bank provides information to increase its DMCs’ understanding of the
importance of cooperation. It applies its experience to identify possible
bottlenecks to cooperation and suggests how these could be overcome.
Second, because of its nonpartisan character, the Bank is in a position
to act as an “honest broker.” While cooperation depends on the individual
and collective political will of the DMCs concerned, the Bank plays an
important supportive role by encouraging dialogue, suggesting
approaches, and identifying possible projects. Third, the Bank
Regional Technical Assistance Approvals, 1997
can finance investments in the subregion in such areas as
transportation, communications, energy, forestry and other
Activity
$ Thousand
%
environmental management, poverty reduction, and human
development. Fourth, the Bank can catalyze the mobilization
Policy and Other Studies
10,930
39.8
of funds from other sources, such as bilateral and multilateral
Research
6,345
23.1
agencies and the private sector.
Training
5,555
20.2
While the best known example of the Bank’s involveOther Activities
2,625
9.6
Conferences
1,997
7.3
ment in subregional cooperation is that of the Greater Mekong
Subregion ( Box 8 ), there are a number of other subregional
Total
27,452
100.0
cooperation initiatives that the Bank has assisted. Some of
these initiatives are based on the growth triangle concept,
involving three or more countries sharing some geographical
contiguity. Starting with the Southern China Growth Triangle in 1979,
which was predominantly market- and private sector-driven, the growth
triangle concept now includes those involving Singapore, the Malaysian
state of Johore, and the Indonesian province of Riau; the IndonesiaMalaysia-ThailandGrowth Triangle (IMT-GT); andthe Brunei DarussalamIndonesia-Malaysia-Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA).
Bank technical assistance helped finance the study of the area’s potential
and the development of a comprehensive set of policies and projects to
achieve the area’s overall growth objectives. The Bank is also assisting
subregional cooperation initiatives in South Asia, in Central Asian republics,
andbetween the Central Asian republics andthe People’s Republic of China.
Yet another example of Bank technical assistance for regional cooperation is that for the development of new initiatives on infrastructure
financing and capital market development in Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC). The objective was to assist emerging market economies in the APEC region to mobilize more effectively their high savings
through greater and more efficient capital market intermediation. The
technical assistance resulted in a Voluntary Principles and Collaborative
Initiatives paper which was adopted by the APEC Finance Ministers at
their meeting in Cebu, Philippines in April 1997. T his initiative has
promoted greater understanding of the benefits of capital market integration and best practice in capital market development at a time when these
markets have become subject to increased uncertainty and instability
regionally.
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Box 8: Technical Assistance for the Greater Mekong Subregion

S

UBREGIO NA L ECO NO MIC c ooperat ion in t he
Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS), with a combined population of nearly 240 million, was initiated by the Bank in 1992
through a regional technical assistance (RET A). T here is good
rationale for subregional cooperation among countries with
close geographical, cultural, and historical links, and which
share important natural resources. T he onset of peace among
the countries as well as the opening up and liberalization of
centrally planned economies in the subregion offered the Bank
a good opportunity to initiate a program of cooperation among
the GMS countries. For a subregion with a long history of
conflict, launching such a program was a very challenging task.
Accordingly, when the GMS Program of Economic Cooperation was initiated in 1992, the Bank took a pragmatic, buildingblock approach, emphasizing action- and results-oriented
initiatives. From the beginning, the Bank clearly defined its
role in the Program as that of a facilitator, catalyst, and honest
broker — promoting and encouraging dialogue, providing a
forum for such dialogue, and assisting in project identification
and development.
Following a building-block approach, the Bank’s strategy
for promoting economic cooperation in the GMS has been
implemented in three phases. Phase I, which was funded by a
RET A of $270,000, was the preparatory phase designed to
reach consensus on the need for subregional cooperation and
identify potential areas for such cooperation. During Phase I,
the GMS countries agreed on an institutional framework for
cooperation and identified seven sectors/areas under this
framework: transport, energy, telecommunications, environment, human resource development, trade and investment,
and tourism. A second RET A of $5.26 million was approved
for Phase II, which carried the Program through its planning
phase, involving the conduct of subregional sector studies
and project identification for each of these sectors/areas. A
third RET A of $3 million was granted in 1996 to carry the
Program through its implementation phase, strengthen institutional arrangements, build intersectoral linkages to address
broader development concerns, and develop consistency between subregional cooperation and domestic policies and programs.
After six years, the time, effort, and resources devoted to
the Program appear to have paid off. A framework of cooperation in the seven priority sectors has been established. T he
process of subregional cooperation has been institutionalized,
with the GMS countries adopting arrangements for coordinating and sustaining subregional cooperation activities at both
the national and subregional levels. Seven ministerial-level
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conferences have been held so far, and various sector working
groups and forums have met to discuss subregional activities.
About 100 subregional projects have been identified and prioritized, and a number of these projects are already being implemented or entering the implementation stage. Increasing
attention is also being given to the “soft” aspects of cooperation
such as the liberalization and harmonization of rules and procedures governing the cross-border movement of people and
goods. Social and environmental concerns are carefully considered in the planning, design, and implementation of all subregional projects.
T he Bank’s technical assistance has played a key role in
supporting these activities. Since the Program started in 1992,
the Bank has approved 22 technical assistance projects for the
GMS with a total cost of $33.2 million. Less than 10 percent of
the amount is from the Bank’s T echnical Assistance Special
Fund; one-half have come from the Bank-administered Japan
Special Fund; one-fourth was contributed by cofinancing sources,
namely: Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Japan, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, and the UN Environment
Programme; and the remainder was contributed by the recipient governments. Some of the technical assistance projects
were for the preparation of investment projects, which so far
have resulted in about $370 million of Bank lending. By leveraging these funds, the Bank was able to mobilize an additional
amount of about $700 million from other donors and the recipient countries.
Used effectively, technical assistance is a potent instrument for supporting a sectoral or regional strategy and paves
the way for loan assistance to address specific development
needs. T he technical assistance to the GMS, however, went
beyond its pragmatic results. A notable achievement of the
Program has been the friendship, mutual trust, and respect that
now pervade the countries once beleaguered by conflict and
strife. T hrough its technical assistance to the GMS, the
Bank also contributed to fostering a conducive environment
for private sector investments in the subregion. Partly as a
result of the achievements under the GMS Program, there is
now a growing demand for Bank assistance for promoting
subregional cooperation in other parts of Asia, e.g., Central
Asian republics and South Asia. In the context of shrinking
availability of overseas development assistance and private
capital, technical assistance for regional cooperation efforts,
such as those exemplified in the GMS, provides the Bank with
an effective mechanism to contribute to the economic growth
of the DMCs in the region.
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Key features of the Bank’s technical assistance
Technical assistance comes in manyforms. It is assistance in carrying out
policy studies, providing advice, supporting project preparation and implementation, and enhancing capabilities of a country. Many bilateral and
multilateral donors provide technical assistance for these same purposes.
What then differentiates the Bank’s technical assistance from that provided by other donors?

Close integration with lending and policy dialogue
One important aspect of the Bank’s technical assistance is its integration
into the broad-based development assistance functions of the Bank. The
Bank’s technical assistance is often a result of intensive policy dialogue
with the recipient government. Also, technical assistance provides valuable expert advice and inputs for the further advancement of policy
dialogue. Further, the policy dialogue is backed by the Bank’s lending,
which would help the government to implement reform measures that
have emerged from the policy dialogue and technical assistance. In the
area of project preparation, the Bank has the advantage of being at the
same time the provider of technical assistance and the future financier
of the project to be prepared. The Bank knows key issues to be addressed
during the feasibility study from the financier’s viewpoint. The experience
gained and lessons learned from the implementation of previous projects
help the Bank design and implement PPTA.

Large pool of experts
When compared with bilaterally funded technical assistance, the Bank’s
technical assistance differs largely on the pool of consultancy assistance
accessed to do the work. While bilateral donors generally restrict their
pool of consultants to their nationals, the Bank’s pool is limited only by
its membership. More than 2,500 firms from 43 member countries, and
more than 6,300 individual consultants from 48 member countries are
registered in the Bank’s database on consultants, covering a wide range
of expertise. In addition, in recent years, the Bank’s technical assistance
is drawing on resources and expertise from NGOs through various cooperation programs ( Box 9 ).

Being free of a political agenda
An important aspect of all Bank technical assistance is that they are
perceived as being free of any political agenda. Hence, the Bank is called
in to conduct studies and present alternatives, enabling governments to
choose among them, depending on their own political preferences. Any
new policy, if it is to be implemented effectively, must be politically
marketable. Its political neutrality enables the Bank to influence policy
in a number of sensitive areas, particularly in the economic and social
fields, policy areas to which other donors might find it more difficult to
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Box 9: Technical Assistance and Nongovernment
Organizations

C

OOPERAT ION WIT H nongovernment organizations (NGOs) is
an important part of the Bank’s overall operations, including its technical assistance activities. An increasing number of technical assistance projects
are being implemented in cooperation or in partnership with NGOs. At the
same time, a range of technical assistance projects addressing NGO issues are
being undertaken to strengthen the role that NGOs play in national development efforts. Greater involvement of NGOs in technical assistance activities is consistent with the Bank’s initiatives in developing stronger ties with
NGOs in all aspects of its operations.
The overall objective of cooperation with NGOs in advisory and projectrelated technical assistance activities is to strengthen the effectiveness,
sustainability, and quality of the technical assistance the Bank offers. NGOs
often are aware of specific local development needs and circumstances and
can identify innovative approaches toward meeting the objectives that technical assistance addresses. NGOs frequently are consulted in the development of technical assistance and, in a number of cases, are involved directly
in the preparation and implementation of technical assistance projects. In an
increasing number of projects, NGOs are being engaged as consultants to
undertake necessary studies or to implement specific project components. In
several cases, NGOs have been engaged as implementing agencies for entire
projects. In Lao PDR, for example, technical assistance for the preparation of
an education project for women engaged a local NGO as a resident coordinator, to serve as the functional link between the consultant team, the Bank,
and the Ministry of Education. In Cambodia and Pakistan, technical assistance projects in the health sector are being designed with specific components to be implemented by NGOs. In Bhutan and the Philippines, NGOs
will participate in technical assistance projects aimed at strengthening local
capacities for environmental impact assessment and preparation of environmental guidelines and for the evaluation of environmental standards for

gain access. It also allows the Bank to play the role of “honest broker”
and promoter for regional and subregional cooperation initiatives.

Promoting South-South cooperation and the use of DMC consultants
A trend in development assistance has been for donor agencies to provide
expert advice to developing nations. Bilateral aid by its very nature tends
to be locked into such a model. T he Bank’s technical assistance, by
contrast, emphasizes a “South-South cooperation” — in other words,
advice based on equivalent and recent experience. The model has been
followed by the Bank in a number of areas, most notably in training. For
example, certain kinds of training provided from a center in Bangkok,
Kuala Lumpur, or Singapore are more effective than equivalent courses
from a nation outside the region because trainers and trainees share
similar experiences and problems. The model is being expanded by the
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selected industries. In a project preparatory technical assistance in Indonesia
for an integrated area development project, NGOs have been engaged to
undertake environmental and social assessment studies. In Nepal, NGOs
have been engaged as implementing agencies for technical assistance projects,
focused on environmental protection and microcredit for women.
In addition to technical assistance addressing project development, the
Bank also provides technical assistance that addresses capacity building for
NGOs and the policy environments in which NGOs
work. Where possible and appropriate, the Bank uses
technical assistance to promote an enabling environment
for partnerships that involve the Bank, NGOs, and governments. In a regional technical assistance project to
strengthen the capacity of women’s NGOs, training and
capacity building are being provided for some 180 women’s
NGOs in seven of the Bank’s DMCs. In Bangladesh, the
Bank recently approved the third of a series of technical
assistance projects to strengthen government-NGO
cooperation, and the capacity of NGOs to participate in
development projects supported by the Bank and other
donor agencies. Nearing completion is a regional technical assistance project studying NGOs in nine DMCs,
to establish an accurate profile of national NGO communities and identify specific approaches how the Bank,
NGOs, and governments can together work more effectively and productively. T he role of NGOs is a major
focus in technical assistance, supporting implementation of the Agenda for
Action on Social Development in Asia and the Pacific that emerged from the
World Summit for Social Development held in Copenhagen. Recognizing
their expertise and technical capacity, NGOs are invited often to participate
in conferences and seminars supported by technical assistance.

Par t icipat or y developm ent involving
ben ef i ci ar i es an d NGOs h el ps l essen
possi bl e adver se i m pact s of pr oj ect s on
peopl e an d t h e en vi r on m en t .

Bank into other areas. For example, a proposed technical assistance in
municipal government hasan objective of establishinga network of municipal
governments in Asia to benchmark their services and share information
about continuous improvement.
Another area in which the Bank is able to use its regional presence
effectively to build up alliances through technical assistance is in the more
specific one-to-one relationships which can be established between agencies operating in the same field.
The Bank’s technical assistance has had a profound impact on the
establishment of viable, local consultancy industries in most of the large
DMCs, leading to a reduction of a DMC’s dependence on external expert
assistance. During 1995–1997, consultants from DMCs accounted for
53 percent of persondays of consulting services contracted under the
Bank’s technical assistance grants, 40 percent as domestic consultants,
and 13 percent as international consultants.
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Ensuring more effective assistance
Recent review of technical assistance operations: The Bank’s technical
assistance interventions have had varied results. A recent reviewof Bank
technical assistance found that, while 68 percent of the advisory technical
assistance examined produced sustainable technical improvements, only
37 percent produced sustainable capacity-building results. Shortcomings
noted by the review included (i) inadequate prior sector and institutional
analysis; (ii) ad hoc, one-shot approach with relatively small technical
assistance lacking long-term perspective and commitment; (iii) lack of
measurable and monitorable indicators of success; (iv) overemphasis on
production of reports and hardware supply and inadequate attention to
strengthening of management ability; (v) limited recipient ownership and
participation, reflected among others in the lack of active participation
of higher management of the institutions concerned; (vi) inadequate
attention during consultant selection to the special skills needed for
deliveringadult trainingand capacity-buildingservices; and (vii) insufficient
follow-up of technical assistance recommendations and follow-on assistance from the Bank.
These findings led to a major review of the Bank’s technical assistance policies, which was discussed bythe Board of Directors in July1997.
This review has resulted in a number of changes to the way in which
assistance is to be delivered. A number of principles to guide the identification of technical assistance has also been adopted. The most important of these is the emphasis on a longer-term perspective and continuing
partnership with the agencies working in a sector, noting that capacity
building is essentially a long-term process. The move
in this direction will require heightened attention to
technical assistance in the formulation of the Bank’s
countryoperational strategies and countryprograms.
A higher level of selectivity and focus will be needed

Box 10: Participatory Approach
in Livestock Development in Nepal

T

Technical assist ance suppor t s a f ar m er dr iven appr oach, encour aging user s t o
speci f y t h ei r n eeds.
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HERE ARE many ways to elicit effective community participation. One promising approach is the
so-called “systems learning approach” which was first
introduced to the Bank and DMCs in a workshop in
1986 on Livestoc k Development. This, in turn, led to twoday workshops on the approach to enable Bank staff to use
it when developing terms of reference for project design.
The approach was pilot-tested in a technical assistance to develop a master
plan for the livestock sector in Nepal. The process was effective at the government level, receiving strong support from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock and resulting in a master plan not only adopted formally but also
enthusiastically implemented. The process was extended to the Third Livestock
Development Proje ct in Nepal which became the first “farmer-driven” project
whereby conventional roles were reversed. Farmers specified what they wanted;
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in choosing technical assistance projects. Ad hoc, one-shot technical
assistance in a sector which is not central to the Bank’s country
strategy will no longer occur except in the most pressing circumstances. This will allow the Bank to provide adequate levels of technical assistance resources over an extended period for a limited number
of strategically selected sectors, and at the same time facilitate followup of recommendations and identification of necessary follow-on assistance. The selectivity and focus of technical assistance should be
based on ownership and commitment on the part of the recipient of
the assistance, which will be demonstrated through the formation of
a dedicated team from within the executing agency to produce the
designated outputs with the assistance of the consultancy team, rather
than consultants carrying out tasks on their behalf.
The design and implementation of technical assistance will be
improved by focusing more clearly on outputs and impacts rather than
inputs ( Box 10 ). To facilitate this move, the new policy has made it
mandatory to use the logical framework in design, implementation,
and evaluation of technical assistance. The use of a logical framework
will also encourage the Bank and the recipient to examine better the
project proposal in the strategic perspective for the sector concerned.
One cause for the unsatisfactory result of the Bank’s advisory
technical assistance in capacity building is that, in the past, such
technical assistance focused on specific technical skills. Often, training was done by the technically well-qualified consultants responsible
for the technical aspects of the project but who did not have enough
experience in training. Such training rarely achieved the desired results. The Bank’s Governance and CapacityBuilding Resource Group,
established in February 1997, provides internal expert support to Bank
staff in project design to ensure that the technical challenges aspired
to by a project are balanced with the delivery systems which are
required to support the technical innovation.

public servants facilitated their achieving these objectives. T he process has
formally linked District Livestock Officers with farmers’ associations in action teams which are able to co-opt other specialists whenever required. One
of the roles of the District Livestock Officer is to facilitate participatory
planning so that members of a farmers’ association are able to decide what
their needs are, what resources and support they need to achieve their goals,
and the set of actions they need to implement to achieve these ends. T he
facilitation team assists the farmers by organizing and coordinating technical
inputs, training, and credit as may be required. A local monitoring system has
also been introduced which enables impact to be monitored at the farmer
level so that a feedback loop exists from the farmers’ associations to the
central level. T his qualitative system of checks and balances augments the
conventional monitoring system conducted by the executing agency.
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The Bank’s Post-Evaluation Office is currently reviewing project
preparatory technical assistance. In the meantime, the review conducted
in conjunction with the technical assistance policy reviewindicates that
PPTA has been generally successful in the technical preparation of the

Box 11: Technical Assistance for Countries Affected
by the Current Financial Crisis

T

HE RECENT Bank assistance packages to T hailand and the Republic of
Korea, which were provided as part of the IMF-led assistance packages,
illustrate the role of technical assistance in the Bank’s support. In both cases,
the Bank’s assistance took the form of a program loan (policy-based lending)
aimed both at providing quick liquidity to help the countries overcome the
immediate liquidity crunch and help them carry out reforms to address the
structural weaknesses in the financial sector underlying the crisis. T echnical
assistance constituted essential components for the latter objective.
In the case of Thailand, three technical assistance grants totaling $2.39 million were provided, accompanying a loan of $300 million for the Financial
Markets Reform Program. T he Reform Program supported by the loan was
aimed to (i) strengthen market regulation and supervision; (ii) improve risk
management; (iii) diversify the means of intermediating funds within the
economy, and develop the securities markets to facilitate investor and issuer
access to investment vehicles and instruments that more appropriately match
their requirements; and (iv) develop long-term institutional sources of funds
by promoting the development of pension and provident funds. T he three
technical assistance grants were to (i) assist reforms in pension and provident
funds through studies on the integration of social security and pension and
provident funds into a single system, and measures to support greater investment of pension and provident funds in the capital markets; (ii) study disclosure and compliance requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission;
and (iii) assist in operationalizing the Government’s decree on securitization
through drafting legislation on trusts, preparing a strategic and operational
plan for the Secondary Mortgage Corporation, and undertaking a study on
measures for credit enhancement of securitized assets and a study on pricing
and tax structure.
In the case of the Republic of Korea, a technical assistance loan of
$15 million accompanied a loan of $4 billion for the Financial Sector Program. T he Program was designed to support financial sector reform through
increased reliance on market forces and independent regulatory oversight. It
addresses four major areas: (i) commercial banks; (ii) nonbank financial
institutions; (iii) financial markets; and (iv) corporate accounting and disclosure standards. The accompanying technical assistance will (i) strengthen the
Financial Supervisory Agency in establishing a basic institutional framework,
policies regarding the entry and exit of financial institutions, operational
regulation procedures, and supervisory measures and practices; (ii) strengthen
the Korea Asset Management Corporation through estimating the amount
required for the fund which is being established for troubled financial institutions, review its financial plan and operational strategy, and examine the
lessons from similar experiences in other countries; (iii) upgrade the credit
information and rating systems; and (iv) review institutional and other aspects
of the introduction of mortgage-backed securities.
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project. In the past, weaknesses were found in the attention to the organization and human resources aspects of the projects as well as the environmental and social impacts. In recent years, however, the Bank has
strengthened the treatment of environmental and social impacts substantially by issuing new policies and guidelines and providing staff training.
The Bank has also promoted the adoption of a participatory approach in
project design and implementation to directly involve project beneficiaries and other stakeholders. At one level, the thrust in participation has
been to encourage a greater partnership between the Bank and the project
executing agency with higher levels of participation of the executing
agency staff in design work. At another level, the Bank has promoted
participation at the community level to ensure relevance and to generate
an appropriate degree of community ownership of a project.

Continuing challenges
The Bank has been providing development assistance to DMCs for over
31 years. Technical assistance has played a keystrategic role in the Bank’s
operations. The efforts have been amply rewarded. As was noted in the
Bank’s study on Emerging Asia: Changes and Challenges, most Asians have
had their incomes increased and become healthier, better fed, and more
educated, supported by impressive economic growth. However, the challenges that lie ahead are still enormous. Issues of poverty and environmental degradation will require more comprehensive andbetter-coordinated
programs, linking policies at the macro level to targeted interventions.
There are still some DMCs making the transition from centrally planned
to market economies. Further, as DMCs climb the ladder of development,
theyface challenges of a different nature and magnitude, as demonstrated
in the recent financial turmoil in some of the DMCs. Globalization of
economy and development of information technology are making these
challenges extremely complex, although they are benefiting DMCs in
many ways. To assist DMCs effectively in this changing environment, the
Bank cannot help but make its services more broad-based. The importance of the role played by technical assistance will continue to grow.
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Global economy

T

HE FINANCIAL crisis that unfolded in Thailand in July 1997
has subsequently spread to the rest of Asia and to the rest of the
world. On balance, industrial countries continued to perform well
in 1997 — growth remained strong with the exception of Japan, external
imbalances were the lowest in decades, and price stability was better
than it has been for decades. The global economy remained strong
during 1997 with aggregate world output estimated to have risen by
3.2 percent. Solid growth and lowinflation in the United Kingdom (UK)
and the United States (US), aided by strong recovery in Canada, and
a gradual revival of economic activity in Western Europe, underpinned
the strong performance in 1997. Although some countries experienced
a setback associated with the recent crisis in financial markets in the
Asian newlyindustrialized economies (NIEs) and Southeast Asia, growth
was robust in most of the developing world, particularly in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) and much of the rest of Asia. T here was
evidence of an end to the decline in output in the Russian Federation
and in the transitional economies as a group. Inflation remained lowin
most countries, reflecting a commitment to price stability. The steep fall
in oil prices and a moderate decline in non-oil commodity prices helped
keep the inflation rate in check. Lowinflation rates and stable exchange
rates in the advanced economies resulted in relatively lowworld interest

Economic Indicators of ADB DMCs
and Rest of Developing World
DMCs
1995

1996

Western Hemisphere

a

1997

a

Africa

1995

1996

1997

1995

1996

1997

GDP Growth Rate (%)

8.2

7.5

6.1

1.2

3.5

5.2

2.9

5.3

3.4

Inflation Rate (%)

9.5

6.7

4.3

41.6

20.7

13.7

32.9

25.2

14.1

22.2

6.8

7.2

21.0

11.8

7.0

16.6

10.5

5.9

Merchandise ExportsGrowth Rate (%)
Merchandise ImportsGrowth Rate (%)
ExternalDebt Outstanding($ billion)
Debt-Service Ratio b

23.4

7.5

3.0

10.0

11.5

14.7

17.4

1.5

7.6

596.9

622.0

645.1

648.0

674.0

699.0

290.0

290.0

278.0

14.4

14.1

14.8

41.0

45.7

45.5

21.0

24.2

24.2

a Preliminary estimates.
b As percentage of exports of goods and services.
Sources: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook (Washington, DC, October 1997); Interim Assessment, December 1997; and ADB data file.
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rates. World export volume expanded by 7.8 percent after slowing down
to 6.3 percent in 1996. This was mainly attributable to a recovery of trade
among the industrial countries. Import volume of the US increased rapidly
while export performances of France, Germany, and Japan showed marked
improvement.
The outlook for the global economyin 1998 will dependon a satisfactory
resolution of the financial crisis in Asia, particularly in the NIEs and
Southeast Asia. The impact of the crisis on the world economy will be
significant and will most adversely affect developing countries through a
substantial deterioration in their terms of trade. World economic growth
is expected to moderate to 2.6 percent in 1998 and world trade volume
will increase at a slower pace. Inflation and interest rates will remain low
with the gross domestic product (GDP) deflator for advanced economies
below3 percent.
There are downside risks in the medium term, including a risk that
the uncertainties about the economic and monetary union will continue
even as European interest rates converge. An inappropriate fiscal response to rising unemployment could shift market sentiment and bring
about interest rate and exchange rate turmoil.

Advanced economies
The Japanese economic recovery faltered in 1997 as the effects of the
substantial fiscal tightening implemented during the second quarter of
1997 constrained consumer spending. Spending on private capital and
housing also weakened. Aside from the depressant effects of higher taxes,
the sluggishness can be attributed to the deterioration in consumer and
business confidence arising from the scandals and bankruptcies in the
financial sector. This resulted in a growth of less than 1 percent in 1997,
compared with 3.8 percent in 1996. Japanese interest rates have remained
low, reflecting the weak economic growth. The financial crisis in Asia has
also affected Japan more than any of the major developed economies as
exports to the most-affected countries declined and Japanese goods faced
greater competition. By the end of 1997, Japanese exports to Indonesia,
Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand had declined
steeply. In Australia, growth was driven bya recoveryin domestic demand
in response to reductions in interest rates while in NewZealand, imbalances
in economic policy continue to weaken the economy.
Some advanced economies recorded robust growth in 1997, while
others grew more slowly. The US economy continued its noninflationary
expansion, registering GDP growth of 3.8 percent in 1997, combining
solid growth of output and employment with lowinflation and a diminishing
fiscal balance. This reflects prudent macroeconomic policies with an
exceptionally dynamic private sector and a responsive labor market. In
Canada, economic growth was spurred byincreased business and household
spending, declining short- and long-term interest rates, and improved
external competitiveness. Growth in Western Europe was primarily exportled although there was evidence of improvingdomestic demand, particularly
in France and Spain. In Germany, investment spending continued to lag.
In Switzerland, economic activity expanded by 0.5 percent after six years
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of broad economic stagnation. Recent unemployment figures in France,
Germany, and Italy indicate relatively low levels of resource utilization,
in marked contrast with those for the UK and the US. Growth in the
European Union was 2.6 percent in 1997 with growth picking up in
France, Germany, and UK, while growth in Italywas subdued. With a few
exceptions, the small- and medium-sized advanced economies also enjoyed relatively solid economic growth with moderate inflation.
The high degree of price stabilityremains an impressive achievement,
shared byalmost all the advanced economies. Significant inflation pressures
neither exist nor are foreseen. A problem, however, is the variable labor
market performance. Some economieshave postedrecordhigh unemployment
rates. There has been substantial effort in manyof the economies to reduce
fiscal imbalances that had reached unsustainable levels in the past. Fiscal
tighteningbecame a restrainingforce, both in termsofgrowth andemployment.
However, buoyant household spending, vigorous business investment and,
in some economies, strong export demand compensated sufficiently to
increase output.

Developing economies
Tensions in the financial markets of Southeast Asia in the second half
of 1997 spread to the rest of the developing world, resulting in a decline
in GDP growth to 5.9 percent in 1997 from 6.4 percent in 1996. While
growth in the Asian region moderated further in 1997, growth trends in
other regions were particularly encouraging. In most developing economies, low or declining inflation and generally prudent fiscal policies suggest that threats to growth, arising from policy imbalances,
have been significantly reduced, although challenges in
governance remain. There are, however, a number of deNet Private Capital Flows to Selected DMCs
veloping economies which are lagging in policy reforms and
(in percent of GDP)
risk beingmarginalized in a fast-integratingworld economy.
Private capital flows to emerging markets fell to an esti1983–1998 1989–1995 1996
mated $200 billion in 1997, compared with $295 billion in
1996, according to information released by the Institute of
Newly Industrialized
International Finance. The data reflect a sharp decline of
Economies
$105 million in capital flows to Indonesia, Republic of Korea,
Korea, Rep. of
(1.1)
2.1
4.9
Singapore
5.0
3.8
(10.1)
Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand. Excluding the five
Taipei, China
0.2
(4.0)
(3.2)
Asian economies most adversely affected by the financial
crisis, net private capital flows to emerging markets rose by
China, People’s Rep. of
1.2
2.5
4.7
$12 billion in 1997.
Southeast Asia
Economic growth in Africa declined in 1997 to 3.4 perIndonesia
1.5
4.2
6.3
cent from 5.3 percent in 1996 as drought and civil wars led
Malaysia
3.1
8.8
9.6
to the slowing down of several economies and weakening
Philippines
(2.0)
2.7
9.8
non-oil commodity prices affected growth. Some countries,
Thailand
3.1
10.2
9.3
however, benefited from the implementation of stronger
South Asia
macroeconomic and structural policies. In Latin America,
India
1.5
1.2
2.0
growth remained strong with lower inflation. This was largely
the result of prudent fiscal and monetary policies and con() negative
tinuing economic reforms. Economic activity was particua Excludingprivate sector loans.
larly buoyant in Argentina, Chile, Mexico, and Peru with

1997

2.8
(5.5)
(3.8)
3.7

1.6
4.7
0.5
(10.9)

2.9
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GDP growth in the range of 5.5 percent to 8 percent. T he economic
performance of the developing economies in the Middle East and Europe
continued to register significant improvements despite a slight decline in
oil prices. Economic growth in Central and Eastern Europe (excluding the
Russian Federation) is estimated to have slowed down to 2 percent in
1997, compared with over 3 percent in 1996. The slowdown highlights
the enormous difficulties facing most of the transitional economies.

Developing Asia
Asia continued to be the fastest-growing region in the world although real
GDP growth declined further to 6.1 percent in 1997 from 7.5 percent in
1996. The decline in growth is mainly attributable to the financial crisis
which unfolded in Thailand in July 1997 and rapidly infected a number
of countries in Southeast Asia and the Republic of Korea. The pressures
have been acute in T hailand where fragilities in the banking sector
aggravated the situation, resulting in slightly negative growth for the year.
Spillover from the crisis was also felt strongly in Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Philippines. Toward the end of 1997, the Republic of Korea followed suit.
As a result of these developments in the region’s financial markets, economic growth among the NIEs declined slightly from 6.4 percent in 1996
to 6 percent in 1997, while in Southeast Asia, growth declined substantially
from7.1 percent to 3.8 percent. Inflation declined substantiallyto 4.3 percent
from 6.7 percent in 1996 as conservative monetary and fiscal policies
continued to be enforced, and partly due to the economic slowdown in
the region.
The financial turmoil has not only deepened; it has also widened as
the spillover effects are being felt throughout the region and beyond. The
Southeast Asian currencies and the Korean won have depreciated sharply,
and have yet to show improvements on a trend basis. This has brought
about downward pressures on the currencies perceived to be vulnerable,
not only in Asia but also all over the world. Many emerging and industrial
markets have also experienced sizable declines in their stock markets.

Newly industrialized economies
The NIEs have achieved high levels of per capita income and fast-maturing
industrial structures. An important challenge they face is to maintain
rapid growth, while structurally changing their economies by moving into
more skill- and capital-intensive product lines. Economic growth in the
NIEs weakened beginning in 1996, slipping further from 6.4 percent to
6 percent in 1997. Among the NIEs, only the Republic of Korea remained
in a downturn phase in 1997. Internal financial problems and external
liquidity shortages were aggravated by the regional financial crisis in the
latter part of 1997. This resulted in a call for the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) to broker an assistance package for the Republic of Korea
amounting to $57 billion, includingBank assistance of $4 billion. In the case
of Hong Kong, China, the impact of the regional financial crisis was felt
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throughhigh interest rates which adverselyaffectedthe financial andproperty
markets in the fourth quarter of 1997. Singapore was affected less severely,
but still suffered currencyand stock market declines. Except for mild effects
on the currencyandstock markets, Taipei,China remainedvirtually unscathed
by the region’s financial crisis, aided by exceptionally high foreign reserves
relative to foreign liabilities. On the inflation front, the NIEs have been
successful in controlling consumer price increases, as inflation rates further
declined to 3.5 percent in 1997 from 4.3 percent in 1996.

Hong Kong, China
Economic performance
Economic growth: After a smooth handover to the PRC in July and
robust economic activity in the first nine months of 1997, Hong Kong,
China’s economy slowed down in the fourth quarter as the effects of the
regional currency crisis spread to the local financial markets. Domestic
demand remained vigorous in the first three quarters, underpinned by the
continued strength of both consumer and investment spending. The impact
of the regional crisis on the economy has been felt through high interest
rates adversely affecting the financial and property markets. The Hong
Kong dollar, which has been linked to the US dollar since 1983, came
under pressure in October 1997. The Government of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) had allowed a prompt tightening of domestic monetary conditions caused by the automatic adjustment
mechanism of the currency board system to counter the pressure in the
foreign exchange market. Bythe end of 1997, the benchmark Hang Seng
Index declined by about 33 percent below its August peak and property
prices had dropped by 14 percent since October 1997. Despite the fourth
quarter slowdown, GDP grew by 5.2 percent in 1997.
Inflation: Inflation in 1997, as measured by the consumer price index
(CPI), was moderate at 5.7 percent. Upward pressure on inflation from
the tightening labor market and rising property prices in the first three
quarters of 1997 was countered by the decline in asset prices and the
economic slowdown in the last quarter of the year. Imported inflation also
remained subdued, amid low inflation in the major supplier economies,
continued strength of the US dollar, and generally soft world commodity
prices.
External sector: Export growth was restrained by the modest import
demand in some of the major markets (PRC, Japan, Republic of Korea,
and Singapore) and the continued strength of the US dollar and consequently the Hong Kong dollar. The substantial currency depreciation in
a number of Asian economies since the middle of 1997 did not noticeably
affect HongKong, China’s exports performance. Inbound tourism, however,
weakenedconsiderably. For 1997, total merchandise exportsgrewby4 percent
and merchandise imports rose by5.1 percent in value terms. This was mainly
attributed to a resurgence in retained imports which increased by6 percent.
Domestic policies: Hong Kong, China’s economy is faced with strains
on the currency and financial crisis engulfing the NIEs and Southeast
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Asia. In 1997, the fallout of the Asian financial crisis and the subsequent
tight domestic monetary conditions have brought about an adjustment in
asset prices. The key challenge to the Government of the HKSAR is to
moderate the economic slowdown, while at the same time preserving the
linked exchange rate system that has served the country well for more
than a decade.

Republic of Korea
Economic performance

Republic of Korea:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans $ Million

%

Financial
Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

22
22

4,710.0
635.1

74.3
10.0

11
10

459.5
234.4

7.3
3.7

8

163.8

2.6

8

135.5

2.1

Total

81

6,338.3

100.0
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Economic growth : After reaching its peak at the end of 1995, growth
in the Republic of Korea’s economy began to slowdown and has remained
in a downturn phase. The growth rate, which rose to as high as 8.9 percent
in 1995, dropped to 7.1 percent in 1996, and declined further to 5.5 percent
in 1997. The slowdown in 1996 largelyresultedfromslack in external demand,
falling prices of semiconductors, and sluggish capital investments. In 1997,
even though exports increased in real terms, the downward trend in other
major sectors of the economycontinued from the previous year. Equipment
investment decreased through the year due to the weakened profitability of
businesses and the uncertainty of future economic prospects. Construction
investment also continued its subdued pace, as slackeningbuildingconstruction was barelyoffset byrobust infrastructure-relatedconstruction. The growth
of consumer spendingdropped steeply, compared with the previous year, in
viewof concerns over job security and the level of corporate bankruptcies.
Exports, in real terms, increased sharplyafter the second quarter, helped by
a sharp pickup in exports of heavyindustrial and chemical products, such as
semiconductors and refined petroleum products. As an outcome of slower
economic growth, the unemployment rate rose from 2 percent in 1996 to
2.6 percent in 1997. This was despite a decrease in the economicallyactive
population as manyceased their job search due to the continued economic
slowdown.
Inflation : The Republic of Korea’s inflation rate decreased to 4.5 percent in 1997 from 4.9 percent in 1996. The prices of manufactured goods
showeda rapidincrease due to higher import pricesinducedbythe weakening
of the won against the dollar, more than offsettingthe slack domestic demand.
Prices of farm products declined owing to good harvests. The pace of wage
increases, which hasplayeda crucialrole in aggravatingthe businessenvironment,
moderated from 11.9 percent in 1996 to 8.5 percent in 1997.
External sector: The Republic of Korea suffered serious deterioration
in its balance of payments in 1996. However, its exports reversed their
trend in the second quarter of 1997 and continued a strong expansion
thereafter. Merchandise exports increased by 7.2 percent during 1997,
compared with 4.1 percent in 1996. This was mainly due to the increase
in export volumes, helped by the sharp pickup in exports of heavy industrial and chemical products. Meanwhile, the unit price index of exports
dropped, owing to such factors as the steadyweakening of semiconductor
prices. Merchandise imports decreased by 2.3 percent in 1997 following
a 12.2 percent increase in 1996, largely in response to the sluggish
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consumption and the decline in investments. The trade balance, which
shifted into the black in August, registered a deficit of $2.8 billion for the
year. The deficit on invisibles and transfers, which grewvery rapidly until
the third quarter and then reverted into surplus in the fourth quarter,
ended at $6 billion. The current account deficit improved to $8.8 billion
from the previous year’s level of $23.1 billion.
Domestic policies: Internal financial problems and external liquidity
shortages, which were aggravated in the latter part of 1997, resulted in
the deterioration of the Republic of Korea’s creditworthiness in international
financial markets and reduction in capital inflows. In December 1997, the
Government sought an IMF financial assistance package totaling $57 billion, including ADB assistance of $4 billion. In accordance with the
standby arrangement, the Government adopted a number of measures to
strengthen its economy and pledged to continue implementing reform
policies. Manymeasures in the IMF restructuringprogram are in accordance
with the policy direction that the Government adopted in response to the
economic slowdown in 1996. The onset of the financial crisis, however,
provided momentum for a rapid implementation of the necessary
macroeconomic and financial reforms. The main objective of the monetary
policy is to contain inflation and limit the downward pressure on the won.
A tight fiscal policywill be maintained to alleviate the burden on monetary
policy and to provide for the still uncertain costs of restructuring the
financial sector. In December 1997, the Korean Asset Management
Corporation started to purchase nonperforming assets from banks and
merchant banks. The Government suspended the operations of 14 troubled
merchant banks. To strengthen supervision over the financial sector, the
Financial Supervisory Institution was established. The autonomy of the
Central Bank has also been strengthened.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: In the backdrop of the serious financial difficulties
encountered toward the end of the year, the Republic of Korea approached
IMF for assistance. The basic objective of the IMF-led assistance package
was to restore market confidence, which is to be achieved using a twopronged strategy. First, a strong economic program, i.e., macroeconomic
stabilization with bold policy action and structural reforms designed to
tackle weaknesses, was needed. Second, a sufficiently large package of
assistance was needed so that markets would be reassured that the country
could meet its external payment obligations. On the basis of an assessment
of requirements, IMF originally estimated that official assistance of the
order of $55 billion would be needed. An IMF-led international assistance
package was put together. IMF would provide $21 billion over a threeyear period. This would be supplemented by assistance of $14 billion from
ADB and World Bank. The balance of $20 billion would be provided
through bilateral assistance from Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, UK, and US.
Policy dialogue : The ADB’s Financial Sector Program loan to the
Republic of Korea was designed to complement the Government’s
macroeconomic stabilization and structural reforms being supported by
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Picture no. 10

Newly industr ialized economies ar e concer ned
with sustaining global competitiveness by
incr easing pr oductivity of labor .

IMF under the Standby Arrangement. As the recent crisis has served to
highlight certain basic weaknesses in the Republic of Korea’s financial
sector, the Bank’s operations sought to restore market confidence and
prevent recurrence of such events through support for far-reaching financial
sector reforms. The Government embarked on an ambitious program for
reforming the financial sector. The Bank’s program l oan will carrythis
reform forward through increased reliance on market forces and independent
regulatoryoversight. The goal is to transform the financial system bymaking
it competitive and placing it on a sound basis by correctingpolicyand structural weaknesses. The loan has
been designed to (i) provide for prudential and regulatory supervision of the banking and other subsectors
through an independent agency; (ii) increase competition within the sector and thus subject firms to market
discipline; (iii) enhance efficiency by promoting the
orderly development of capital markets and the introduction of newfinancial products and participants;
and (iv) provide the market — investors and creditors — with transparent financial and accounting
information.
Loans and technical assistance : As part of the
overall international donor community’s effort, the
Bank processed a $4.015 billion Financial Sector Program loan, the single largest assistance package ever
advanced by the Bank, to assist the Republic of Korea.
In the face of the currency and liquidity crises, the crucial component was
the availability of adequate supplies of foreign exchange. As part of the
assistance package, a technical assistance loan of $15 million was provided for
institutional strengthening of the financial sector.
Project implementation: All 79 loans which the Bank had previously
provided prior to 1988, when the Republic of Korea stopped borrowing,
have been financially closed and fully disbursed as of end-1996. The first
tranche of $2 billion of the $4.015 billion Financial Sector Program loan
was disbursed by the end of the year.

Singapore
Economic performance
Economic growth: Singapore’s economic growth slowed down in 1996, as
world demand for computer-related electronics (especiallysemiconductors)
declined, but surged ahead in 1997 with 7.8 percent growth in GDP.
Manufacturing output rose by4.3 percent, spurred bychemicals, petroleum,
and electronics. Electronics account for roughly half of manufactures,
which in turn account for more than three fourths of exports, as Singapore
now has the world’s largest disk drive industry. There was significant
expansion in the petrochemical sector as new plants came onstream.
Commerce, in particular tourism, suffered from reduced regional demand.
The services sector, which nowaccounts for 66 percent of GDP, grewby
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8.8 percent. Financial and business services, particularly foreign exchange
activity and provision of business-hub services, have grown rapidly by
11 percent in 1997, assisted by tax breaks. The construction industry,
which benefited from public investment in infrastructure, expanded by
13.3 percent and led employment growth. Except for its currency and
stock market, Singapore was mildly affected by the region’s financial crisis
in 1997.
Inflation: Money supply (M2) growth averaged 10.3 percent for the
year, and inflation increased slightly to 2 percent from 1.4 percent in
1996. Although prices for imported food from neighboring countries with
depreciated currencies declined, prices for administrative charges,
transportation, communications, water, health care, and housingincreased.
External sector: The country’s high savings rate, fiscal surplus, current
account surplus, limited foreign debt, and the world’s highest per capita
foreign reserves helped the country come through the regional currency
and financial crises relatively unscathed. While the Singapore dollar
depreciatedabout 17 percent relative to the US dollar, it appreciatedsubstantially
relative to most regional currencies. Exportsdeclinedby3 percent in US dollar
terms in 1997. Slowimport growth compensated for the decline in exports,
andthe current account surplus as a percentage of GDP remainedsubstantial
at 15 percent. The steadyrise in net services income has playedan important
role in the current account surplus, although this was tempered in 1997
by the slowdown in tourism, resulting from the financial crisis and environmental haze from forest fires affecting the region. Increased emphasis
on outward direct investment, successive current account surpluses, and
substantial inward-bound foreign direct and portfolio investment have led
to steady growth in international reserves.
Domestic policies: Singapore maintains a concerted effort to broaden
and deepen its economy, particularly in relation to the Southeast Asian
region. The three main components of this policy are to attract foreign
investment, promote and develop the services sector, and develop smalland medium-sized enterprises. Infrastructure and technological innovation
are increasingly being stressed by the Government to boost productivity
and attract foreign investment. The Singapore ONE (One Network for
Everyone) plan to link every home by computer is intended to help
establish the country as a regional financial and product design center.
T o promote its efforts to expand as a regional financial center, the
Government has undertaken a reviewof the banking and financial sectors.

Taipei,China
Economic performance
Economic growth : In a year of unprecedented turmoil in the financial
markets and economic slowdown in Asia, Taipei,China avoided anymajor
financial crisis in 1997 although the domestic currency has depreciated
by 15 percent since July 1997. Stimulated by the strong growth of private
consumption and investment, the real GDP growth rate in 1997 was
6.8 percent, higher than the 5.7 percent growth achieved in 1996. Sustained
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growth in finance, insurance and real estate, and business services
underpinned the 7.9 percent expansion in the services subsector, compared with 7.3 percent in 1996. Industry sector growth remained modest
at 5.7 percent. Real private consumption increased by 7.7 percent from
6.2 percent in 1996. Real government consumption also grew strongly at
5.4 percent mainly because of a large increase in military expenditure.
Inflation: Inflation declined to 0.9 percent in 1997, the lowest in the
last decade, from 3.1 percent in 1996. This reflects stable food prices due
to favorable weather conditions, decelerating moneysupplygrowth, and
lower imported inflation due to a decline in the world prices of industrial
rawmaterials.
External sector : The external trade account has consistently been
in surplus since the mid-1970s. In 1997, the trade surplus declined to
$13.9 billion from $17.6 billion in 1996 because of higher imports.
Taipei,China experienced a deficit on the services account in 1997, reflecting primarily rising insurance and freight charges in line with strong
import growth and increasing amounts spent abroad by tourists. Because
of the smaller trade surplus and the continuing services deficit, the current account surplus fell to $7.7 billion in 1997 from $11 billion in 1996.
Successive current account surpluses have helped the economy to build
up substantial amounts of international reserves of $83.5 billion at the
end of 1997, sufficient to cover eight months of imports.
Domestic policies: The financial storm swept across Taipei,China’s
stock and foreign exchange markets. To stem the fall of the NewTaiwan
(NT) dollar, the central bank intervened heavilyin August and September.
However, as the financial crisis showedno signsof abatingandthe US dollar
strengthened, the central bank, in mid-October, allowed the NT dollar’s
exchange rate to be fully determined by market forces. Taipei,China has
been relatively insulated from the currency crisis, the stock market decline, and the growth slowdown experienced in the region. This was
mainlybecause of its sound macroeconomic fundamentals and the exceptionally high foreign exchange reserves relative to t he country’s foreign
liabilities. The keychallenge for Taipei,China is to moderate the spillover
effects of the Asian financial crisis and strengthen its financial system.

PRC and Mongolia
People’s Republic of China
Economic performance
Economic growth: The PRC’s economy continued to grow rapidly in
1997, accompanied by a sharp decline in inflation. Real GDP growth at
8.8 percent was, however, lower than the growth achieved in 1996. The
slowdown was noticeable primarily in the industry sector which accounts
for about half of the PRC’s GDP. Agriculture sector growth in 1997 was
lower at 3.5 percent, compared with 5.1 percent in 1996. Industrial output
growth decelerated further to 10.8 percent in 1997 from 12.1 percent in
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1996. Although state-owned enterprise (SOE) industrial production improved slightly compared with the 1996 level, it continued to grow at a
much slower pace than that of the nonstate enterprises. The rapidly
growing and modernizing economy has generated a huge demand for
financial, accounting, legal, wholesaling, retailing, and other support services,
boosting services sector growth by8.2 percent in 1997. Investment growth
was kept in check by tight administrative controls on new investments
by planning authorities, a sharp slowdown in net lending by the central
bank, tighter screening by state commercial banks, increases in real interest rates, and excess capacityin manyindustries. Consumption demand
was restricted by the slow rise of real income, and tight monetary and
fiscal policies. The financial crisis in the NIEs and Southeast Asia has not
affected the PRC’s economy significantly. Since the Government has not
made the renminbi convertible on the capital account, worldwide shortterm capital cannot flow into the PRC on a large scale.
Inflation : Inflation, as measured by the CPI, fell sharply to 2.8 percent from 8.3 percent in the previous year. Retail price index inflation
also declined in 1997 to 0.8 percent from 6.1 percent in 1996. The easing
of inflationary pressures was mainly due to bumper harvests for the past
three years, excess production capacity and supplies in many industry
sectors, reduction of infrastructure bottlenecks, tighter control over credit
for fixed asset investment, and modest consumer demand.
External sector: The trade account was in surplus for the fourth
consecutive year and the exchange rate has also been stable. Total exports
continued to grow impressively in 1997, registering a growth rate of
20 percent. Weak domestic demand contributed to a moderate growth of
2.5 percent in imports. This generated a record trade surplus of $46.4 billion and a current account surplus of $20 billion or 2.2 percent of GDP.
T he services account, however, remained in deficit, reflecting the
underdeveloped state of the sector. The capital account showed a sizable
surplus because of the continued large inflows of foreign direct investment
(FDI) at $45 billion. The PRC ranks second among all countries of the
world in terms of FDI inflows and the first among developing countries.
FDI grewby13 percent and total foreign exchange reserves reached a new
high level of $140 billion at the end of 1997 or more than ten months
of import cover. Total outstanding external debt was $119 billion in 1997,
of which long- and medium-term debt was accountable for 85 percent.
The debt-service ratio has declined continuously from 12.6 percent in
1993 to 6.8 percent in 1996. T he high level of reserves and the
nonconvertibility of the renminbi in the capital account has enabled the
PRC to avoid the adverse effects of the regional financial crisis.
Domestic policies: Reform in the SOEs progressed in 1997 and will
gather momentum in the coming years. The Fifteenth Party Congress in
September 1997 placed high priority on reforming the SOEs, which now
incur annual losses of about $80 billion. The main reason for the poor
performance of SOEs is the weak governance structure due to ill-defined
rights and duties of enterprise managers and the Government. The core
of the SOE reform is to convert the more than 300,000 SOEs into
shareholder-owned corporations and open them to foreign competition.
This would involve mergers of many companies into large corporations

People’s Republic of China:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Financial
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Multisector
Social Infrastructure
O thers

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

25
13

2,888.0
1,566.3

41.1
22.2

5
6

686.8
530.0

9.8
7.5

8
3
3
1

519.6
400.0
288.0
156.0

7.4
5.7
4.1
2.2

64

7,034.7

100.0
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and result in laying off redundant workers in these enterprises. Another
key challenge facing the PRC is the reform of its financial sector. The
asset quality of the banks has deteriorated over time and doubtful assets
now constitute a significant portion of the banking sector’s portfolio. A
substantial part of these doubtful assets is accounted for by loans to the
SOEs. Cleaning the banking system’s portfolio is inextricably linked to the
reform of the SOEs. A notable institutional development in the field of
monetary policy is the formation of the Monetary Policy Committee by
the State Council in April 1997, which is in accordance with the recently
enacted Central Banking Lawand reflects the resolve of the Government
to pursue a more independent monetary policy. With the wide disparity
in economic development amongprovinces, the Government has adopted
economic policies to reduce regional disparities and to accelerate
development in the interior provinces.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s revised countryoperational strategyfor
the PRC was discussed with the Government in 1996 and subsequently
with the Board of Directors in February 1997. The strategy emphasizes
three broad objectives: (i) enhancing economic efficiency; (ii) promoting
growth to reduce poverty in poor inland provinces; and (iii) improving
environmental protection and natural resource management. These three
broad objectives will help maximize employment creation, further eliminate
factor market distortions, and address market failures of rapid growth by
spreading the benefits of growth more evenlyand reducing environmental
degradation. This strategy is fully supportive of the Government’s objective
of preservingsocial stabilityand maintainingpublic support for the continued
implementation of the reform program. In line with this strategy, about
two thirds of the proposed projects that are location-specific (excluding
lines of credit and sector-type projects that have national coverage) during
the period 1998-2000 will be located in the inland provinces. Within the
framework of the country operational strategy, Bank operations in the
PRC will focus on (i) strengthening macroeconomic management and
the policy, legal, and regulatory frameworks necessary to support the
continued implementation of market-oriented reforms; and (ii) addressing
issues and constraints primarily in three key sectors: physical infrastructure
(covering energy, transport, communications, and water supply); finance
and industry; and agriculture and rural development. T o achieve
macroeconomic stability and improve investment efficiency, the
Government will need to continue to (i) develop greater expertise in
the use of effective fiscal and monetary policy tools; (ii) establish
efficient financial markets; (iii) accelerate enterprise reforms; and
(iv) strengthen the legal and regulatory frameworks. These four areas will
be the focal points of much of the Bank’s economic and sector work and
related advisory technical assistance.
Policy dialogue: The policy dialogue between the Government and
the Bank covered a broad range of areas to support the PRC operational
program. At the macro level, the Bank is supporting fiscal reforms through
an ongoing series of technical assistance grants. During 1997, discussions
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in the area of fiscal reform focused on social security, off-budget revenues
and expenditures, and municipal finance. As part of the ongoing Bank
assistance in strengthening governance in the financial sector, issues were
addressed related to developinga national payments system, policies affecting
foreign and joint-venture banks, and reforming the rural cooperative
system. Enterprise reform to increase commercialization and responsiveness
to market forces was promoted in the context of individual projects, as
well as by providing broader assistance to address issues related to
restructuring insolvent state enterprises. Improving environmental
management continues to be a major element of the Bank’s policydialogue
in the PRC. Environmental issues addressed in 1997 included the use of
market-basedinstruments for environmental management, buildingcapacity
related to environmental impact assessment procedures, and promoting
clean coal technology. The Bank also promoted energyconservation through
policy dialogue, price adjustments to provide incentives for energy
conservation, and the provision of technical assistance. To help mobilize
the resources necessary to finance the huge infrastructure expenditures
that are needed in the PRC, the Bank is activelypromotingtariff adjustments
to enhance cost recovery. The Bank also plays a leading role in promoting
alternative sources of financing (e.g., build-operate-transfer; leasing and
securitization) in the transport, energy, and water resources sectors.
Loans and technical assistance: Five loans totaling $656 million
were approved in 1997, which was a decline in volume from recent annual
levels. The Government’s attention to project quality, provision of adequate
counterpart funds, and careful preparation of new projects, particularly
in the context of declining domestic growth rates and concerns about
foreign debt exposure and currency risks, largely accounted for the slowdown. Of the five loans approved, two were for transport projects ($250 million), and one each for environmental improvement ($156 million), energy
($150 million), and social infrastructure ($100 million). Thirty-six technical
assistance grants were approved in 1997, amounting to $19.5 million. Of
these, ten were for the preparation of new projects.
Project implementation : Of the 64 loans approved as of end-1997,
17 had been closed and 47 were under implementation, including six
waiting to become effective. During the year, contracts amounting to
$693.6 million were awarded, bringing cumulative contract awards to
$3,897.4 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 25.6 percent.
Disbursements for the year amounted to $714.7 million. Cumulative
disbursements reached $3,355 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997
was 19.6 percent. The PRC portfolio performed generally well due to
several contributing factors: (i) rigorous screening process before projects
are proposed for Bank financing; (ii) strong technical capabilities of the
executing and other government agencies; (iii) strong ownership of the
projects by executing agencies, local governments, and government
authorities; and (iv) clear accountability for project implementation.
However, some difficulties were experienced in securing counterpart funds
in a timelymanner; high cost of domestic borrowing; insufficient coordination
and synchronization of the Bank’s processing cycle; and the Government’s
internal approval procedures. The Bank has been closely involved in
improving project implementation in the PRC by providing a series of
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trainingseminars on the Bank’s operational and implementation procedures,
and training-of-trainers program to augment the sustainability of the
Bank’s efforts toward that end. In addition, the Bank is providing assistance
in developing the national bidding law, and the policies and regulatory
framework for the contracting industry.

Mongolia
Economic performance
Economic growth: Economic growth recovereddespite continuingproblems
in the banking sector, a softening of international copper prices, and
constraints in energy supplies. Real GDP growth in 1997 increased to
3.3 percent from 2.4 percent in the previous year. The services sector,
growing by 5.3 percent, provided the main impetus for the improved
economic performance. The stability in the exchange rate, the initiation
of bank restructuring and reforms, and the abolition of price controls
contributed to the services sector growth. Agricultural output, which
accounts for almost 37 percent of GDP, grewby 2.6 percent. The increase
in livestock and higher cashmere output was offset by weak meat prices
and lower international prices of cashmere. Cropharvest, however, improved
as a supply response to an improved policy environment, due to the
liberalization of wheat prices and favorable weather conditions. The industry
sector recovered with a 2.3 percent growth, compared with 0.5 percent
in 1996. The decline in output of SOEs continued to offset the gains made
in the private manufacturing sector.
Inflation : The inflation rate began to decline during the latter half
of 1997 as seasonal factors became positive with the beginning of the
livestock slaughtering season and the onset of the new wheat harvest in
October. Also, most large price adjustments have been completed, pushing
down inflation to an annual average rate of 20 percent from 49.6 percent
in 1996.
External sector: Total export earnings reached $461 million, an
increase of about 9 percent from the 1996 level, owing to the increase
in copper andgoldexports. Cashmere exports continuedto decline, reflecting
the drop in international prices. Imports declined by 1.5 percent. The
trade deficit has become smaller and the current account deficit improved
to 5.6 percent of GDP. The inflow of concessional external finance was
substantially larger in 1997 and was sufficient to finance the current
account deficit and build up net foreign exchange reserves to $89.9 million by the end of 1997.
Domestic policies: The Government has restored the momentum of
reforms, and reached agreement with IMF on a newthree-year stabilization
andstructural reform program which provides the framework for maintaining
macroeconomic stability in the near term. The uncertainties associated
with the transition process are still significant but the completion of price
and tariff reforms, accelerated privatization, and a greater role of the
private sector are gradually creating the basis for more stable growth in
the country. With fiscal balance as one of the main components of the
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stabilization program, fiscal stability will continue over the duration of the
program. A tight monetary policy will continue to be in place to keep
inflation in check.

Mongolia:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Bank operations
Sector

Operational strategy : The thrust of the Bank’s operational strategy for
Mongolia is to support the ongoing process of economic transition to a
market economy. To promote the transition, the strategystresses (i) creating
an environment in which a competitive, efficient market economy can
flourish; (ii) developing the human resource skills necessary for a market
economy; and (iii) developing the physical infrastructure needed for a
market economy. The operational strategyemphasizes the need to promote
the kind of growth that is financially and environmentally sustainable.
While the strategy is designed to promote efficient resource use and a
competitive private sector, it is sensitive to the need to address the rising
unemployment and poverty. Growing unemployment, poverty, and the
deterioration of health, education, and other social services have become
major areas of concern. While the long-term solution to the rising social
concerns rests on sustained economic growth, these social problems must
also be addressed to alleviate further deterioration of the quality of life
and to ensure continuing public support for the Government’s reform
program. Within the framework of the strategy, necessary alignments will
be made to the operational program to accommodate these shifting
development emphases and priorities as economic recovery progresses.
Policy dialogue: The Bank’s 1997 program reflected the policydialogue
undertaken with the Government on major issues in Mongolia’s energy,
health, urban, and water supply sectors. As a result of the Bank’s policy
dialogue in the energy sector, the Energy Authority is on track in implementing the Energy Law of 1996, increasing tariffs in January 1997 and
removing subsidies for small consumers in May 1997. In addition, the
Government has agreed to implement an automatic quarterly tariff
adjustment mechanism to cover cost increases arising from higher fuel
costs, inflationary trends, and exchange rate depreciation. The Bank
provided policy advice to the Government with respect to restructuring
the electricityand heat sector and to introducingprivate sector participation.
A major focus of the policy dialogue was the improvement of primary
health care systems with increased private sector participation. The resulting
introduction of family group practices and a capitation payment system
— changingthe modes of payment to health service providers to introduce
market signals and incentives for improving cost efficiencyfor the delivery
of primary health care — will result in the provision of cost-efficient
services. The Bank provided policy advice regarding issues related to the
urban and water supplysectors which covered decentralization, investment
priorities, institutional reforms and strengthening of local agencies, and
cost recovery. As a result, the Government agreed to undertake a thorough
reassessment of its investment plans and priorities in the urban sector.
The Government is more committed to increase self-financing capabilities
for infrastructure development in provincial capitals through tariff reforms
andintroduce appropriate cost-recoverymechanisms. The Bank coordinated

Transport and
Communications
Energy
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Financial

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

4
4

109.5
93.8

29.0
24.8

2
5

60.0
38.2

15.9
10.1

2
2

38.0
38.0

10.1
10.1

19

377.5

100.0
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its policy dialogue with the Government, IMF, World Bank, and other
aid agencies.
Loans and technical assistance: Four loans for three projects totaling
$62.7 million were approved in 1997 in the energyand social infrastructure
sectors. The Ulaanbaatar Heat Efficiency Project will improve district
heating in the world’s coldest capital and will improve sector efficiency
byintroducinga tariff andbillingsystem basedon meteredheat consumption.
The Health Sector Development Program and Provincial Towns Urban
Services Project will support policy reforms in the social infrastructure
sector, particularly health, water supply, sanitation, and solid waste disposal
services. Fourteen technical assistance grants totaling $7.4 million were
approved, of which five were for the preparation of new projects.
Project implementation : Of the 19 loans approved as of end-1997,
three had been closed and 16 were under administration. During the year,
contract awardsanddisbursementsamountedto $52.2 million and$67.4 million, respectively. The respective cumulative figures were $257.7 million
and $210.2 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 37.1 percent,
while the disbursement ratio was 39.4 percent. In September 1997, a
country project implementation and administration seminar was held to
familiarize staff of executing agencies and other government offices with
the Bank’s policies and procedures on procurement, use of consultants,
and disbursements. During the country portfolio review undertaken in
September, the Mongolian project directors and managers agreed to establish
a forum and hold informal meetings on a quarterlybasis to address problems
related to project implementation. The Bank plans to provide technical
assistance to help the Government identifyand address keyimplementation
issues. The Bank is also preparinga technical assistance in the development
of procurement legislation andimplementingguidelinesandcapacitybuilding
for project accountants in the executingagencies of Bank-financed projects.

Central Asian republics
Kazakstan, KyrgyzRepublic, and Uzbekistan are in the process of converting
their centrally planned economies into market-oriented systems. All are
implementingIMF-agreed programs with varyingdegrees of success. Within
this context, active programs of assistance are being provided by multilateral institutions and the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development which has specific focus of providing direct assistance to the
private sector in the economies of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. Since the Central Asian republics were in the process of making
radical economic transformation, their economies have recorded negative
growth in the past several years. In 1996, however, their economies began
to stabilize and recorded expansions for the first time. These continued
in 1997. The expansion was led bythe KyrgyzRepublic, registering a GDP
growth of 10.4 percent in 1997, followed by Uzbekistan with 5.2 percent,
and Kazakstan with 2 percent. Economic recovery and the successful
containment of monetary growth resulted in further moderation of inflation rates.
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Kazakstan
Economic performance
Economic growth: The economy of Kazakstan grewat an annual rate of
2 percent in 1997, higher than the 0.5 percent expansion in 1996. The
strength of the economy comes from the export-oriented sectors dealing
with oil, gas, and some nonferrous metals. These sectors have benefited
relatively from the terms-of-trade shift since independence and have
received the bulk of FDI in the country. Agriculture depends heavily on
rainfed grain and while crop production improved, there is little sign of
underlying growth in productivity. In the informal or unregistered economy,
there is evidence of strength in some sectors, including retail trade and
private housing construction.
Inflation: The current small recovery in output followed the success
in lowering inflation that became apparent in 1995. In 1997, inflation
moderated further to 20.4 percent, down from well over 1,000 percent in
1994. Lower inflation has allowed the development of some capital markets’
segments, including those concerning treasury bills and interbank credit.
The banking sector remains weak and unable to provide any meaningful
intermediation for loanable funds.
External sector: The moderate growth achieved in the past years has
resulted in large trade and current account deficits. In 1997, the current
account deficit was 4.6 percent of GDP. These were financed by capital
flows, especially those related to the large foreign investments in oil and
gas, mining, and metallurgy. The development of newmarkets has slowed
down and the Russian Federation remains Kazakstan’s largest trading
partner.
Domestic policies: Maintaining fiscal balance has proven extremely
difficult for the Government, given the general decline in revenue and
the manyexpenditure needs. Revenue efforts have been hampered bythe
poor economic situation of the larger enterprises in the formal registered
economy and administrative difficulties in taxing the smaller enterprises
in the nonformal economy. Expenditure control was complicated by the
need to create public sector institutions in the wake of independence and
to provide for social protection to offset the sharp increase in the incidence
of poverty during the five-year depression. Kazakstan’s landlocked status
and inadequate transport and communications infrastructure present severe
challenges to successfully attracting foreign investment needed in
restructuring the economy on the basis of internationally competitive
firms and farms. This, plus the structural features of the nation, underscore
the importance of economic cooperation within the region. Regional
cooperation offers the potential for broader markets, providingfor economies
of scale in production; and through infrastructure improvements, a reduction
in transport and communications barriers to international markets.

Kazakstan:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
O thers
Social Infrastructure
Multisector
Transport and
Communications

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

3
1
3
2

140.0
100.0
65.0
60.0

33.7
24.1
15.7
14.5

1

50.0

12.0

10

415.0

100.0
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Bank operations
Operational strategy : The main objectives of the country operational
strategyinclude (i) encouraging the transition to a market-based economy
by supporting the Government’s reform agenda, promoting institutional
change and strengtheningsocial protection; (ii) promotingthe rehabilitation
of the environment; (iii) strengthening the long-term potential for sustainable growth; and (iv) encouraging the creation of a newoutput structure and new production capacity through private sector investment.
Cofinancing with other donors is actively sought to address difficulties in
sourcing local counterpart funds.
Kazakstan’s developmental needs are vast, but the Bank’s resources
and experience in working with the country are limited. Moreover, other
funding agencies provide extensive support and technical assistance.
Therefore, Bank activities will focus on a limited number of strategic
sectors and subsectors: (i) strengthening the management of reform at the
Central Government and local government levels; (ii) infrastructure,
especially rehabilitation projects; (iii) education and training; (iv) industry,
focusing on the problems of medium-sized enterprise reform; and
(v) agriculture. In implementing this strategy, a number of strategic
considerations must be addressed, including coordination with other
multilateral finance institutions.
Several of the sectors in which the Bank will be active involve crossborder issues within the subregion of Central Asia. Notable examples are
transport, electric power, the environment, and water resources. Beyond
ensuringthat its activities in each country are consistent with what is being
done in the others, the Bank will endeavor to undertake regional investment
and policycoordination, and promote efforts to ensure a rational pattern of
resource use in the area as a whole.
Policy dialogue: Discussions were held in support of policy and
institutional reforms in agriculture, education, and the pension system.
The main objectives of policy dialogue were to (i) improve the efficiency
of water resource management in selected areas in south Kazakstan;
(ii) rationalize the education sector and improve the efficient use of basic
education resources; and(iii) support the transition of the existingpay-as-yougo pension system to a fullyfunded, defined contribution system. The policy
support program also explored possibilities of regional cooperation among
PRC, Kazakstan, KyrgyzRepublic, and Uzbekistan in areas such as transport
and communications, energy, payment systems, and trade policy.
Loans and technical assistance: Five loans totaling $185 million
were approved in support of the Government’s efforts in strengthening
basic education and water resource management, and reformingthe pension
system. The Bank also approved seven technical assistance grants amounting
to $3.9 million. Of these, two were for the preparation of new projects.
Project implementation : Of the ten loans extended to Kazakstan
since it became a member in 1994, nine are under implementation. In
1997, contracts amounting to $99.5 million were awarded, resulting in a
contract award ratio of 36.4 percent, while disbursements were $71.6 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 54 percent. Cumulative contractsawardedtotaled$198.2 million anddisbursementswere $167.6 million.
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In view of the continuing expansion of the Bank’s loan and technical
assistance portfolio, the approval of the establishment of the Kazakstan
Resident Mission in 1997 is expected to help expedite project
implementation.

Kyrgyz Republic
Economic performance
Economic growth: Following severe economic dislocation, growth in the
Kyrgyz Republic has recovered, spearheaded by both the agriculture and
industry sectors. After six difficult years, real GDP grew by 5.6 percent
in 1996 and by an impressive 10.4 percent in 1997. Solid growth of the
agriculture sector in the past two years was underpinned by favorable
weather conditions and economic reforms. The spurt in GDP growth in
1997 was largely due to a significant increase in industrial production.
Much of this is attributed to the commencement of production from the
Kumtor gold mine in January 1997. Stronger industrial growth has also
been assisted by a recovery in food processing activity. Demand for industrial output has also increased as the economies of former Soviet
Union partners have begun to stabilize. Compared with agriculture and
industry, the services sector has been somewhat sluggish in 1997. The
progress made in macroeconomic stabilization and structural reform has
laid the basis for the country’s economic recovery.
Inflation: Inflation continued to decline from 30 percent in 1996
to 26 percent in 1997. The successful containment of monetary growth
helped to subdue domestic inflationary pressures, as did greater stability
in nominal exchange rates. Broad money growth slowed down from
78 percent in 1995 to 22 percent in 1996 and further to 17 percent
in 1997 as the expansion of credit was brought under control.
External sector : External balances remain fragile, although some
improvement is detectable. The importation of capital goods needed to
develop the Kumtor mine has, to some extent, exacerbated trade and
current account deficits, but structural weaknesses are also apparent.
Although investment-related imports for the Kumtor gold mine were
reduced in 1997, the current account deficit was still substantial at 10.5 percent of GDP. Imports for consumer goods have gone up as the continued
economic recoveryincreased the demand for consumer goods. The Kyrgyz
Republic continues to rely largely on official transfers to finance its current
account deficits.
Domestic policies: Significant progress has been made in achieving
macroeconomic stabilization. The contraction in output has ended; inflation
and the fiscal deficits have been reduced; external trade has expanded;
a credible stabilization policy has been established; and international
reserves have been built up. The Government has made efforts to accelerate
structural reform, including privatization of many SOEs; long-term leases
of agricultural land; restructuring of the banking sector; liberalization of
the external trade and exchange rate system; and the development of a
legal framework required for a market economy.

Kyrgyz Republic:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Transport and
Communications
O thers
Multisector
Social Infrastructure
Energy

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

2

52.5

21.1

1
2
1
2
1

50.0
44.0
40.0
32.7
30.0

20.1
17.7
16.0
13.1
12.0

9

249.2

100.0
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Bank operations
Operational strategy : The primary objective of the operational strategy
is to facilitate the country’s transition to a market economy and to help
the country build a solid base for sustainable development. The basic
elements of the strategy include (i) supporting the Government’s reform
agenda, encouraging institutional change, and strengthening social
protection; (ii) arresting the rapid deterioration of economic potential by
investing in physical infrastructure and human development; and
(iii) encouragingthe creation of a newoutput structure, and newproduction
capacity through private sector investment and job creation. The strategy
concentrates the Bank’s operations on four priorityareas: (i) improvements
in the provision of public services, particularly social services provided by
local governments, and management of reform bythe Central Government;
(ii) agriculture, including rural finance; (iii) human development; and
(iv) infrastructure, especially in the road and energy sectors.
Policy dialogue : The Bank’s policy dialogue with the Government
focused on supporting policy and institutional reforms in the infrastructure,
rural finance, and education sectors and strengthening the competitiveness
of enterprises as well as improving their corporate governance. Key policy
areas addressed included (i) establishing appropriate funding and costrecovery mechanisms in the road subsector; (ii) providing the institutional
framework to support a credit union system for rural finance; (iii) improving
the efficiencyof the education sector and the qualityof basic education; and
(iv) encouraginggreater efficiencythrough incentivesandimprovedcorporate
structure and governance in public and private enterprises. Special efforts
were also made to promote regional cooperation among neighboring DMCs
in communications, transport, energy, and payment systems.
Loans and technical assistance : Five loans totaling $89.2 million
were approved to support the Government’s efforts in strengthening the
education sector and corporate governance and in establishing a rural
credit union network. Five technical assistance grants amounting to
$3.6 million were also approved. Of these, two were for the preparation
of new projects.
Project implementation: As of end-1997, nine loans totaling
$249.2 million had been approved for the Kyrgyz Republic. Contract
awards in 1997 amounted to $55.2 million, while disbursements reached
$51.9 million. In 1997, the contract award and disbursement ratios were
42.4 percent and 36.8 percent, respectively. A country project
implementation and administration seminar was held in October 1997 to
familiarize executingagencystaff with the Bank’s procedures and guidelines
on procurement and use of consultants.

Uzbekistan
Economic performance
Economic growth : Uzbekistan has contended with difficult economic
conditions since it gained independence in 1991. In response to economic
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difficulties, the Government adopted programs of macroeconomic
stabilization and structural reform to contain the decline in output, reduce
inflation and the fiscal deficit, and improve the balance-of-payments
position. Progress has been made in achieving many of these objectives.
After a persistent decline from 1990 through 1995, real GDP grew by
1.6 percent in 1996, led by a strong performance of the trading sector and
a recovery in industry. Economic performance improved further in 1997,
registering growth of 5.2 percent. The recovery in income was reasonably
broad-based, with agriculture sector growth at 5.8 percent and industry
sector growth at 6.5 percent. The agriculture, energy,
mining, and services sectors performed well due to
their comparative advantage andgrowingprivate sector
activity. Output of petroleum and natural gas continued to increase as a result of the Government’s
efforts to encourage development of the sector. The
services sector also expanded in 1997 as private sector
activity grew significantly in urban retail trading,
restaurants, bars, hotels, and taxi services. Industry
continued to experience difficulties as enterprise
reforms resulted in downsizing and closure of nonviable state enterprises.
Inflation: Inflation declined further to about
30 percent in 1997 from more than 60 percent in
1996. T he Government’s tighter fiscal stance, an
expansion in agricultural output, and a general easing
of shortages and bottlenecks all helped to reduce
inflation.
External sector: The balance-of-payments situation improved in 1997
after difficulties in 1996. The current account deficit declined from 7.9 percent of GDP in 1996 to about 6 percent of GDP in 1997, resulting from
an improvement in the merchandise trade account. Total exports grew
steadily in 1997 because of increases in exports of energy and manufactured goods. Import growth was constrained in 1997 as the Government’s
efforts to increase grain production reduced the need for grain imports.
Imports were also restrained by foreign exchange restrictions introduced
by the authorities in late 1996.
Domestic policies: Uzbekistan adopteda gradual approach to structural
reform and progress has been achieved in the transition to a market
economy. Prices of consumer goods were liberalized; prices of oil and oil
products were brought closer to world market levels; and privatization of
small enterprises and housing is virtually complete. To offset the impact of
price increases, the Government continuedto adjust the minimumwage, thus
imposing additional burden on the budget. Consciousof the needto minimize
the social cost of the transition froma centrally planned to a market economy,
the Government considers the provision of social services and protection for
vulnerable groups as integral componentsof the reformprocess. The restoration of fiscal balance is also a principal goal of the Government’s macroeconomic stabilization program. During1997, the Government persevered
with a conservative fiscal policystance and the consolidated state budget
deficit was maintained at 3 percent of GDP. Despite resource constraints,
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capitalexpenditures— viewedascrucialforeconomic recoveryandexpenditures
for social services — were priority categories in the budget.

Uzbekistan:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

Bank operations
$ Million

%

Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Social Infrastructure

1
2

50.0
40.0

55.6
44.4

Total

3

90.0

100.0

Operational strategy: The Bank’s interim operational strategyfor Uzbekistan
is aimed at assisting the Government to further the transition to a market
economy. This entails providingsupport for policyreforms, capacitybuilding,
and institutional strengthening; and sector investments that promote
growth, improve efficiency, and rehabilitate deteriorating infrastructure.
The strategy sharply focuses the Bank’s assistance program in the near
term on three priority sectors: (i) agriculture, including financial support
of small and medium agro-industrial enterprises; (ii) infrastructure
rehabilitation, especially in the road and railway subsectors; and
(iii) education. The Bank’s technical assistance projects will focus on
sector studies to lay the foundation for future sector lending programs,
institutional strengthening, and capacity building. In addition, the Bank
will play a catalytic role in mobilizing cofinancing sources.
Policy dialogue: The Bank’s operations in Uzbekistan began in 1996.
In developing the first loan project, the Bank started the process of policy
dialogue. The initial focus was on reforms needed to create a marketoriented, competitive, and efficient agro-processing subsector. During
1997, extensive discussions were held with the authorities to accelerate
the overall pace of structural reforms. The policydialogue in 1997 focused
on the following areas: (i) policy and institutional reforms in the roads
subsector; (ii) restructuring of the national railways and policy initiatives
to enhance financial sustainability; and (iii) reforms in agriculture to
provide incentives for augmenting productivity and increasing private
investment. The Bank also actively supports regional cooperation of
Uzbekistan with other DMCs in the areas of transportation, energy, trade,
and payments systems.
Loans and technical assistance: Two loans for one project amounting
to $40 million were approved in 1997. Six technical assistance grants
amounting to $4.35 million were also approved. Two of these were for
the preparation of new projects.
Project implementation : A Rural Enterprise Development Project
amounting to $50 million, approved in December 1996, became effective
in June 1997. Two newloans amounting to $40 million were still waiting
to become effective. No contract awards or disbursements were made in
1997. During the year, a seminar was held to familiarize government
officials with the Bank’s operational policies and procedures, including
those relating to project implementation. During 1997, the Bank approved the establishment of the Uzbekistan Resident Mission, which is
expected to expedite project implementation.

Southeast Asia
Aggregate growth for Southeast Asia in 1997 is estimated at 3.8 percent,
compared with 7.1 percent achieved in 1996. The collapse of the Thai
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baht in July 1997 led to enhanced volatility in other financial markets in
the subregion. Since then, the Indonesian and Philippine governments
have floated their currencies and the Malaysian ringgit has depreciated
as well. These events have put pressure on banks and other financial
institutions. The most severely affected country in terms of economic
growth was Thailand, which registered negative growth, followed by
Indonesia with 4.6 percent, Philippines with 5.1 percent, and Malaysia
with 7.5 percent. Following the depreciation of the Thai baht, the Lao
kip depreciated by as much as 40 percent although the low level of
monetization of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) has
buffered the real economy from the contractionary effects of the crisis.
Viet Nam, with a closed capital account, has remained relatively insulated
from direct financial pressures of these currencydepreciations. Cambodia’s
economic slowdown was largely due to the political crisis in July 1997,
while Myanmar’s dual exchange rate system has increased its economy’s
vulnerability to the regional financial crisis. The subregion’s countries
confront this financial crisis with comparatively high savings ratios, historically strong fiscal positions, and a history of market-friendly policies
which have produced economic success. These fundamentals suggest that
if ongoing reforms, especially in the financial and public sectors, are
implemented swiftly, the countries are well positioned to regain the growth
momentum that has been their hallmark in recent years.

Cambodia
Economic performance
Economic growth: Cambodia’s economy in 1997 exhibited a general
slowdown in growth. GDP growth was 2 percent (5 percent belowtarget),
compared with robust growth of 7.4 percent in 1996. The sharp reduction
in real GDP growth is largely due to the political crisis in early July that
severely disrupted economic activity and slowed the economy’s regional
integration. In particular, the rapidly expanding key subsectors of the
garment industry, construction, and tourism were seriously affected. The
extent of the economic slump is manifested in the contraction of the
services sector by 0.4 percent, after an average growth of 8 percent in
previous years, and the sharp downturn in industry sector growth to
0.6 percent, compared with 11 percent growth in previous years. The
agriculture sector, which contributes 44 percent of GDP and provides
employment to 75 percent of the labor force, grewby4.9 percent, due in part
to the successofnewproduction techniquesandfavorable weather conditions.
Inflation : The political crisis also led to rapid price increases which
undermined the successful reduction in inflation. Consumer price increases
averaged 8 percent in 1997, or 3 percent above target. The weak budget
position further fueled inflationary pressures.
External sector : Tourism slumped and there was a marked decline
in trade. Customs duty receipts, which provide more than 70 percent of
government revenue, have fallen sharply. The trade deficit was around
$388 million in 1997. FDI, which amounted to $240 million in 1996, fell

Cambodia:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Social Infrastructure
Multisector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

4
1

80.0
67.7

32.3
27.3

2
2

55.1
29.9

22.2
12.1

1

15.0

6.1

10

247.7

100.0
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substantiallyin 1997. Some bilateral donors have suspended their programs,
and planned membership in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) has been put on hold. The IMF and the World Bank have suspendedbudgetarysupport because of the inabilityof the Government to meet
formally agreed performance criteria.
Domestic policies: Cambodia urgently needs a revival in foreign
tourism, FDI, and external assistance. Political stability and a permanent
cessation of hostilities in the northwest of the country will, in part,
determine the pace of much-needed recovery, particularly in regard to
tourism and foreign investment. External assistance providers are closely
monitoring the actions of the Government in implementing the structural
reform agenda, which aims to complete the transition to a durable market
economy. The main thrust of the fiscal policyis taxation reform to broaden
the revenue base, maintain spending within acceptable levels, and mobilize more revenue through improved tax and revenue collection measures.
The adoption of the Law on Taxation in February 1997 was aimed at
expanding the revenue base. However, the Government has been slowin
implementing the provisions of the law, which inhibited the achievement
of the budget revenue targets.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy in Cambodia is
focusedon (i) buildingcapacityfor goodgovernance andproject management
through an integrated program of technical assistance and sector/program
lending activities; (ii) human development as a national priority with a
focus on the provision of basic health and education services, especially
in rural areas; (iii) promoting economic growth as the principal means of
creating employment and reducing poverty; and (iv) natural resource
conservation and environmental protection as critical inputs for sustainable development, taking account of the Government’s limited financial
and technical resources.
Policy dialogue : In light of Cambodia’s nascent stage of economic
development and transition to a market economy, it is essential for the
Bank to continue dialogue with the Government on macroeconomic
management, particularly public investment planning, and policy reform
in the agriculture, finance, and trade and industrysectors. The Bank also
assisted in strengtheninggood governance practices in Cambodia in various
areas such as external auditing, public procurement, project accounting,
external aid management, and national account statistics.
Loans and technical assistance: No new loans were approved in
1997. Three technical assistance projects were approved for a total amount
of $1.91 million.
Project implementation: Ten loans totaling $247.7 million had been
approved as of end-1997. Eight loans are currently under administration.
Contractsamountingto $41.5 million were awarded, bringingthe cumulative
total to $129.7 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 31.1 percent. Disbursements in 1997 totaled over $10.7 million, with cumulative
disbursements totaling $96.8 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was
6.9 percent. Due to rapid expansion of the loan portfolio in 1996 with
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five newloans totaling $105 million, the disbursement ratio deteriorated
rapidly in 1997. The political disturbance in July 1997 also delayed project
implementation. Institutional strengthening and capacity building are
keys to efficient project implementation. As of end-1997, the Bank had
provided technical assistance amounting to about $40.8 million, along
with cofinancing of about $9.8 million from other sources. Approximately
60 percent of the technical assistance is focused on capacitybuilding and
institutional development. A regional technical assistance was provided
by the Bank for capacity building in project accounting in Cambodia,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, and Viet Nam, to help improve good
governance through the Government’s adherence to submission of audited
financial accounts.

Indonesia
Economic performance
Economic growth: Despite the economy’s strong performance during the
first half of 1997, the rupiah began to weaken in the second week of July
1997, following the floating of the Thai baht, and by the end of the year
had fallen precipitously. GDP growth for the whole of 1997 declined to
4.6 percent owing to subdued increases in all components of aggregate
demand. Growth in the manufacturing sector slowed to 6 percent on
account of liquidityconstraints. Agriculture sector performance was seriously
hampered by the El Niño-related drought. At the same time, the forest
fires in Sumatra and Kalimantan have imposed real resource costs and
dampened tourism, which is a major foreign exchange earner.
Inflation : The steep decline in the rupiah’s exchange rate fueled inflation. This was evident in the last two months of 1997 when the CPI
increased bymore than 10 percent, although for the whole year inflation was
recordedat only6.6 percent. Followingthe currency’s depreciation, the prime
lending rate reached30 percent, compared with 20 percent in 1996.
External sector : Export growth in 1997 rose to 11.2 percent. Import
growth, on the other hand, decelerated markedly, resulting in a larger
trade surplus and smaller current account deficit. With the depreciated
currency, debt service in rupiah terms is significantly higher. Public sector
debt continued to drop due to accelerated repayment of high-cost loans.
Nevertheless, the apparent creditworthiness of Indonesian borrowers,
coupled with low-interest foreign commercial loans, increased corporate
exposure to short-term external debt. International reserves were about
$19 billion by the end of December, including $3 billion drawn from the
IMF standby facility in November 1997.
Domestic policies: To restore investor confidence and shore up
foreign exchange reserves, the Government and IMF in late 1997 agreed
upon a financial assistance package of $23 billion, including ADB support
of $3.5 billion over the next three years. The Government has committed
to implement a range of reforms, including restructuring the financial
sector; reducing import and export tariffs; removing trading monopolies for
some keystaple foods; and allowing foreign companies to set up their own

Indonesia:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Financial
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
O thers
Multisector

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

60

3,854.1

27.1

92
26

3,685.2
2,730.0

26.0
19.2

30
7

2,354.9
940.0

16.6
6.6

13
4
3

431.7
140.6
69.0

3.0
1.0
0.5

235

14,205.5

100.0
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wholesale distribution outlets. Several high-cost infrastructure projects, especiallyin the energyand roads sectors, have also been postponed. The implementation of urgently needed structural reforms is critical to restoring
stability in the foreign exchange and capital markets and resuming sustained long-term economic growth.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s current operational strategyfor Indonesia
supports the Government’s objectives of growth with stability and equity.
The current strategy emphasizes promotion of efficient growth as its
centerpiece to raise the country’s international competitiveness byimproving
total factor productivity. This is to be achieved by (i) improving physical
infrastructure; (ii) enhancing the quality and productivity of human
resources; and (iii) integrating sustainable resource management and
environmental protection. The strategycalls for the Bank to activelysupport
the Government’s ongoingefforts at liberalizingthe economyandcarryingout
policy changes to improve efficiency. The strategy also underscores the
importance of more balanced regional development by intensifying the
Bank’s support of activities in less-developed areas, including the eastern
islands where poverty is more severe than the national average. In light
of the financial turmoil that began in mid-1997 and intensified later in the
year, the Bank is reviewing the strategy and reprioritizing the operational
program. The newstrategywill have to paycloser attention and put greater
emphasis on keyissues in the bankingsector andcapital markets, public sector
financial management, and further industryand trade sector reforms. At the
same time, the newstrategywill needto addresssocial andeconomic dislocations
arising out of the economic crisis.
Policy dialogue: A centerpiece of policydialogue during the year was
the currency and financial crises, including problems in the banking
sector, capital markets, and public finance. The ADB’s policy dialogue on
the financial sector was carried out in coordination with IMF and the
World Bank toward the formulation of a major financial sector program
loan as part of the bigger IMF assistance package. Policy dialogue also
dealt with other major sectoral issues. In the agriculture/water resource
subsector, the dialogue addressed (i) beneficiary participation in planning,
implementation, and management; (ii) options for sustainable management
of irrigation and water supply systems, and enhanced cost recovery;
(iii) innovative financial and technical assistance modalities to farmers or
farmer groups; and (iv) policy and institutional reforms for the sector to
respond more efficiently to the changing domestic and global trade
environment. In the urban sector, substantive progress was made in
decentralization, with provincial and local governments beingfullyinvolved
in project planning, implementation, and financing a portion of investment
requirements. In the transport sector, policy dialogue focused on issues
of public-private partnership in infrastructure financing, financial and
administrative autonomy of state-owned corporations, transport sector
safety, service charges, and cost recovery. In the education and health
sectors, policydialogue continued to focus on closer interagencycooperation
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and coordination, efficient planning of education and health financing,
and promotion of private education and health systems.
Loans and technical assistance: Fourteen loans for 12 projects,
totaling $1,108.8 million, were approved during the year, of which $30 million for two projects were financed from the Bank’s concessional funds
to blend with loans funded by the Bank’s ordinary capital resources. The
total approved amount was higher than the approved lendingof $952.1 million in 1996. Five loans were for the agriculture/water resource development
sector ($313.4 million), two for education ($260 million), one for health
($87.4 million), three for the urban sector ($224 million), and two for
transport ($224 million). The Bank also approved 20 technical assistance
grants totaling $10.16 million. Of these, ten were for the preparation of
new projects.
Project implementation : Of the 235 loans approved as of end-1997,
153 were closed and 82 were under administration. Eleven loans were
waiting to become effective. Contract awards during the year totaled
$422.4 million, bringing the cumulative total to $7,671.6 million. The
contract award ratio for 1997 was 11 percent. Total disbursements for the
year amounted to $676.6 million, with cumulative disbursements, including
interest during construction and private sector loans, reaching $8,218.2 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 14.7 percent. The disbursements
for the year were lower than projected due mainlyto shortage in counterpart
fundsbecause of the economic difficultiesstemmingfromthe currencyturmoil
encountered since the middle of the year. Project implementation continued
to be generallysatisfactorywith the Indonesia Resident Mission (IRM) providingassistance to the Government and executingagencies. An increasing
number of projects have been delegated to IRM for administration; and a
disbursement unit was also established within IRM in October 1997 to expedite disbursements. With a viewto address several cross-sectoral project
implementation issues, a country portfolio reviewwas conducted jointly
with the Government in November 1997. Also, a country project
implementation and administration seminar was held in April 1997 to
familiarize executing agency staff with the Bank’s procedures and guidelines on procurement, use of consultants, and disbursements.

Lao PDR
Economic performance
Economic growth: T he Lao PDR continued its steady growth of the
1990s through 1997, although flooding in 1996 took its toll on growth
in GDP which slipped to 6.9 percent. In 1997, more favorable weather
conditions and increased government incentives to farmers augured well
for the agriculture sector (particularly crops) as it recorded a substantial
increase in output from the 1996 level. Being a landlocked economy
heavily dependent on trade with its neighbors, particularly with Thailand,
the Lao PDR has not escaped the effects of the Southeast Asian financial
crisis. However, the heavy dependence of the economy on subsistence
agriculture and a correspondingly low level of monetization buffered the
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Lao People's Democratic Republic:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Financial

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

9
13
9

247.0
223.3
123.4

32.9
29.8
16.5

9
2

105.7
50.0

14.1
6.7

42

749.4

100.0

real economy from the contractionary effects of the crisis to some
extent. The improved performance in the agriculture sector as well as
the expansion in the services sector boosted GDP growth to 7.2 perce nt in 1997.
Inflation: With the Thai baht as the principal currency for crossborder trading between the Lao PDR and Thailand, much of the inflation
has been imported. Estimates indicate that inflation edged up to over
19 percent in 1997 due to the effects of the floods on agricultural prices,
and the financial crisis in the region.
External sector : Following the rapid depreciation of the Thai baht,
uncertainty spread to the Lao kip which depreciated to a level more than
40 percent lower than at the beginning of 1997. This has improved the
Lao PDR’s export prospects. Thailand remains the principal source of
imports by a large margin but since 1994, Viet Nam has been the leading
destination for Lao PDR exports. At present, wood products remain the
largest source of export earnings followed by electricity sales.
Domestic policies: Widespread use of the Thai baht and the US dollar
limits the Central Bank’s implementation of effective monetarypolicy. As
the kip depreciated, restrictions were placed on the use of foreign currency
for imports. Foreign currency restrictions limited the dollars available to
the banking system and further undermined public confidence in the
Government and banks. Membership in ASEAN is expected to increase
trade liberalization and facilitate foreign investment, as is the promise of
most-favored-nation (MFN) status from the US. As a requirement for
MFN status, the Government has adopted a legal framework which should
also facilitate accession to the World Trade Organization.

Bank operations

Picture no. 11

Pr ojects for the constr uction, r ehabilitation, and
maintenance of r oads facilitate the movement of
passenger s and goods.
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Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for the Lao PDR
places high priority on sustainable economic growth to raise the level of
national income. The Bank also emphasizes policy
reform, social services, and human development to
enhance the economic environment andmarket framework. The Bank’s priority is to support sustainable
economic growth and development through infrastructure investment that will have an impact on the
domestic economy. The Bank assists in developing
social services and buildingthe country’s institutional
capacity to manage a growing economy. The Bank
promotes subregional cooperation to enhance market opportunities for the Lao PDR’s landlocked
economy. Bank support is also directed at bringing
the rural sector into the market economy by extending the transport, energy, and communications
infrastructure to rural growth points. This gives rural
producers better access to markets and to technical
and commercial services.
Policy dialogue : The Bank’s policy dialogue with the Government
focused on energysector efficiency. Power sector agencies were reorganized
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and a newgrid companyis expected to be established with Bank technical
assistance. Policy dialogue resulted in an increased electricity tariff to a
level which complies with the financial covenants. In the financial sector,
restructuringthe commercial banks and encouragingtransparent operation
under prudential regulations continued to be emphasized during policy
dialogue. Under the Secondary Towns Urban Development Project, a
decree was issued to create Urban Development and Administration
Authorities, which enabled overall planning and management for four
provincial towns in the country. In the road sector, the Bank has discussed
institutional capacity building, privatization, and the development of a
viable and efficient domestic construction industry, and adequacy of roaduser charges. Policy dialogue also focused on developing National
Procurement Guidelines and Regulations, and on establishing an
independent national audit office for the country.
Loans and technical assistance : Three loans totaling $103 million
were approved in 1997. Nine technical assistance grants were also approved
for a total of $5.1 million, of which three were for project preparation.
The remaining six were advisory technical assistance.
Project implementation : Of the 42 loans approved as of end-1997,
23 had been closed and 19 were under administration. During the year,
contracts amountingto $65.9 million were awarded, bringingthe cumulative
total to $540.2 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 31.2 percent. Disbursements in 1997 totaled $87 million and cumulative
disbursements amounted to $451.9 million. The disbursement ratio for
1997 was 32 percent. Overall performance of ongoing Bank projects was
generallygood. To help improve the Government’s adherence to submission
of audited financial accounts, the Bank provided a regional technical
assistance for Lao PDR, Cambodia, and Viet Nam for capacity building
and good governance in project accounting. The Bank has been also
assisting the Government in preparing national procurement regulations
and strengthening its Procurement Monitoring Office.

Malaysia
Economic performance
Economic growth: The financial crisis in the region that unfolded during
the second half of 1997 dampened Malaysia’s economic performance.
Economic growth for the year slowed to 7.5 percent owing to a smaller
increase in all components of aggregate demand, in turn attributable to
diminished confidence in the markets and negative wealth effects. Fiscal
and monetary restraints also contributed to the growth slowdown. The
agriculture sector performed well, expanding by3.5 percent in 1997. Palm
oil, sawnlogs, and livestock output improved, but rubber and cocoa production declined as a result of land use conversion and labor shortages.
Manufacturing output growth eased, particularly due to the weak
performance of the electrical and electronics industry. Growth in the
construction sector also decelerated due to the imposition of a cap on
bank lending to the broad property sector and the slackening of demand
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Picture no. 12

Development finance loans ar e extended for
onlending to viable enter pr ises.
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for office spaces, condominiums, and retail outlets. The services sector
was buoyant on the back of strong performance of the storage and transport
and communications subsectors. However, finance, insurance, real estate
and business services, as well as wholesale and retail trade, hotel and
restaurants, recorded lower growth.
Inflation: The aim of Malaysia’s monetary policy in 1997 was to
sustain high growth in a stable price environment. The inflation rate, as
measured bythe CPI, was slightlyhigher at 4 percent for the year. During
the first half of the year, the monetary policy tried to accommodate strong
growth in loans to the private sector. Since July when the effects of the
Thai financial crisis began to spill over into Malaysia and the ringgit came
under pressure, the Central Bank intervened by raising interest rates.
However, this had the effect of channeling liquidity from the stock exchange to the money market, causing a decline in equity prices. It also
dampened private sector investment.
External sector: Merchandise exports increased by about 6 percent
in 1997, slightly lower than the increase in the previous year due mainly
to continued soft global demand for electrical and electronics products.
Commodityexports increased marginallybyjust under 1 percent, reflecting
the higher export volume of palm oil and palm kernel oil. Export earnings
from crude petroleum declined by 1.7 percent as global prices softened.
Mining exports registered a high growth of above 15 percent, underpinned
by a sharp increase in export of liquefied natural gas. However, growth
in exports of textiles, clothing, and footwear — traditionally the second
largest foreign exchange earner among manufactured goods — grewonly
slightly owing to stiffer competition from low-cost countries. Growth in
imports rose to around 7 percent in 1997, reflecting largely capital goods
imports and such lumpy items as ships and commercial aircraft. Imports
of intermediate and consumption goods grewmore moderately due to the
ringgit’s depreciation. The higher growth of imports relative to exports
resulted in a smaller trade surplus in 1997, contributing to a wider current
account deficit of 5.5 percent of gross national product (GNP).
Domestic policies: In response to the regional financial crisis, the
Government instituted foreign exchange controls in August to stabilize
the foreign exchange and equity markets. These include restrictions on
access to ringgit in the offshore swap market, tradingcurbs on 100 designated
blue-chip stocks, and the use of pension and unit trust funds. However,
these proved counterproductive, stepping up the ringgit’s decline and the
exodus of investors from the stock market, prompting the lifting of these
measures. The high dependence on imports, lack of interindustry linkages,
structural weaknesses of the services sector, and high rate of investment
in the nontradable sector are being addressed to improve the current
account position. The decision to scale back or defer the implementation
of several large projects and to reviewthe purchase of expensive foreign
goods by government agencies represented further efforts to strengthen
the balance-of-payments position. The Government also announced a
number of measures to curb imports of luxury products, increase the
savings rate, encourage exports, and develop the financial and services
sectors to reduce the country’s reliance on external resources.
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Bank operations
Operational strategy : The objectives of the Bank’s operational strategy
for Malaysia are to support human development, reduce socioeconomic
disparity across states and regions of the country, promote sustainable
environmental management, and support capacity building in selected
areas. Support for human development isfocusedon technical andvocational
education, while assistance for balanced regional development is centered
on Sabah and Sarawak and support for Malaysia’s participation in subregional
economic cooperation. Capacity-building support will be provided to the
financial sector to assist in improving environmental management and to
strengthen the Department of Women’s Affairs.
Policy dialogue : Staff held discussions with the Government as the
currency crisis unfolded during 1997 and offered to increase cooperation
in regard to financial sector policy development and regulation. The Bank
also worked closely with the Government in developing newapproaches
to rural development which place emphasis on sustainable development
and private sector-led growth. Dialogue also took place on the future of
technical and vocational education in Malaysia and the need for adopting
market-oriented approaches in providing that. T he Bank and the
Government also initiated joint assistance aimed at sharing Malaysia’s
development experiences with the Bank’s DMCs in Central Asia.
Loans and technical assistance : The Bank approved a $40 million
loan to strengthen technical education. T he project will assist the
Government in improving the quality and expanding the capacity of the
technical education system, and will support the development of contextual
learning and pilot the introduction of “smart” schools using advanced
information technology. Four technical assistance grants totaling$1.3 million
were approved to prepare the Technical Education Project, to support a
Strategic Reviewof Technical Education and Skill Training, to prepare
an Industrial Pollution Control Management Project, and to support
Malaysia-Central Asian Republics Development Cooperation.
Project implementation : Of the 76 loans approved as of end-1997,
66 had been closed and ten were under administration. The contract
awards for the year amounted to $59.3 million, bringingcumulative contract
awards to $1,251 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 21 percent. Disbursements amounted to $86.4 million, bringing cumulative
disbursements to $1,212.6 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was
25.8 percent. Progress in project implementation was generally satisfactory.

Malaysia:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)
No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
O thers
Financial

21

750.6

37.8

26
11

566.0
321.5

28.5
16.2

15

255.1

12.8

1
1
1

53.0
26.3
15.0

2.7
1.3
0.7

Total

76

1,987.5

100.0

Sector

Myanmar
Economic performance
Economic growth: In the last fewyears, despite its economic and political
problems, Myanmar has managed to achieve fairly respectable growth
rates. Real GDP growth in fiscal year 1997/98 (ending 31 March) is
estimated at 5 percent, slightly lower than 5.8 percent achieved in 1996.
Myanmar continues to face the same structural problems as in previous
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Myanmar:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Financial

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

15
6

316.1
99.1

59.5
18.7

2
5

42.5
31.8

8.0
6.0

2
2

21.4
20.0

4.0
3.8

32

530.9

100.0

years which prevent the economy from moving to a higher growth path.
Myanmar’s accession to the ASEAN in 1997 is expected to further boost
trade and investment. Despite being a closed economy to a large extent,
Myanmar felt the impact of the financial crisis in the region which highlighted
the country’s economic frailty and policy shortcomings.
Inflation: The fiscal deficit and expansionary monetary policy have
kept the inflation rate at high levels. Serious flooding in July and August
1997 in the south and in the Irrawaddy delta region destroyed 1.2 million
hectares of rice crop. This drove upfood prices in late 1997 which is expected
to result in a substantial increase in consumer prices during the year.
External sector: Although financing problems have kept import
growth at moderate levels, weak export growth has kept the current
account deficit high. International reserves stood at $200 million, equivalent to about one and a half months of imports.
Domestic policies: The single most critical issue Myanmar faces is
the dual exchange rate system which, in light of the devaluations throughout
the region, has made it difficult for the country to spur growth, investment,
and trade; hold inflation at bay; and keep its shaky economy on track.
The second important issue that needs to be resolved is the recurrent
large fiscal deficit which results from a small tax base. Despite a significant
reduction in government expenditures, the nonfinancial public sector
deficit remains at 5-6 percent of GDP. This has been routinely financed
with credit from the Central Bank which contributes to inflationarypressures.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank continuedto monitoreconomic developments
in Myanmar. An operational strategywill be formulated when appropriate.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan has been provided to
Myanmar since 1986 and no technical assistance since 1987.
Project implementation : Of the 32 loans approved, 31 have been
closed and one loan, which was approved in 1986, remains open with no
project activity carried out. Very little disbursement had taken place
under this loan before Bank operations in Myanmar were held in abeyance.
The loan has been kept open at the Government’s request. No contract
award or disbursement was made in 1997.

Philippines
Economic performance
Economic growth: Economic performance in 1997 was satisfactorydespite
disruptions caused by the regional currency crisis in the latter half of the
year. Real GDP posted a growth rate of 5.1 percent, slightly lower than
5.7 percent achieved in 1996. Fairlycreditable growth rates were achieved
by the industry and services sectors at 5.7 percent and 5.6 percent,
respectively. Notwithstanding pessimistic expectations based on the El
Niño phenomenon which caused adverse weather conditions, including
severe droughts, the agriculture sector posted a growth rate of 2.8 percent
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which was better than anticipated. The year witnessed substantial buildup
in stocks, sharp slowdown in imports of rawmaterials, and higher interest
rates. With the continuing financial market turbulence, pressure on the
peso was intense. Overall aggregate employment growth slowed down to
1.9 percent in 1997 with the agriculture sector most adversely affected.
Inflation : Inflation averaged 5.1 percent in 1997 despite the sharp
peso depreciation. Tight controls on moneysupplyexpansion, which were
maintained until about the middle of 1997, and the moderate growth in
the year, resulted in low inflation.
External sector : The Philippines continued to sustain robust export
growth. Merchandise exports, boosted by a strong electronics sector
performance, grewby22.8 percent in 1997, while imports grewby14 percent. The trade deficit narrowed to $11.1 billion but the current account
deficit increased to $4.3 billion. Following the currency instability, private
capital inflows slowed markedly. By the end of 1997, overall balance of
payments recorded a deficit of $3.4 billion, which was financed through
a drawdown of reserves.
Domestic policies: The economic recovery in recent years has been
the product of stabilization and structural reforms on the one hand, and
political stabilityon the other. The public sector and fiscal imbalances have
been reducedandmanypublic enterpriseshave been privatized. Quantitative
restrictions on foreign trade have been substantially reduced and the
tariffs rationalized. FDI in almost all sectors is now allowed. A number of
domestic industries includingtelecommunications, shipping, andpower generation have been openedto market competition. Some important tax reform
measures, such as the Comprehensive Tax Reform Program, have been
implementedrecently. In July1997, the Government respondedto mounting
pressures in the currencymarket byfloating the peso and tightening fiscal
and monetary policies. Since then, interest rates have also increased
sharply.

Philippines:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Energy
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Transport and
Communications
Social Infrastructure
Financial
Multisector
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

26

1,957.6

30.4

58

1,517.2

23.6

24
28
14
6

1,020.8
1,013.8
595.0
283.7

15.9
15.8
9.2
4.4

4

42.8

0.7

160

6,430.9

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s operational strategy for the Philippines
was revised in 1997. In line with the Government’s updating of the
national development plan, the Bank’s new strategy gives increased
importance in Bank operations to the reduction of poverty, human
development, promotion of regional equity, and improved environmental
management. While concern with sustaining economic growth through
support for physical infrastructure development continues to be an important
element of the Bank’s strategy, the Bank’s assistance program has begun
to be orientedtowardan increasedallocation of Bank resources for promoting
more equitable development throughout the country, improving the
provision of social services in keyareas such as primaryhealth care andbasic
education, and sustainingthe development of the natural resource base and
bettermanagingandprotectingthe rural andurban environment. The promotion
of more equitable growth will require increasedattention to rural development,
more balancedregional development (with special emphasis on programs and
projects for the southern Philippines), and continuation of policies to improve
the country’s infrastructure, with increased emphasis on participation of the
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private sector in the development process. Since manykeysector development
responsibilitieshave nowbeen devolvedto local governments, implementation
of the strategy has necessitated greater interaction between the Bank and
municipal and provincial officials in the formulation and implementation of
projects for local development.
Policy dialogue: The Bank’s policy support program in 1997 built on
earlier interventions in key sectors. The issue of governance has figured
prominentlyin the Bank’s policyagenda with the Government. Discussions
have focused on the Government’s efforts to improve public sector
management, upgrade planningandadministrative capacitywithin agencies,
developandstrengthen independent regulatorybodies, decentralize functions
to local governments, and privatize public sector enterprises — all with
a viewto enhancingtransparencyandaccountabilityandpromotingefficiency
andeconomy. In addition to these broadissuesof development administration,
the Bank’s policy dialogue with the Government also continued to focus
on the refinement of micro policies in the agriculture, water supply, road
transport, power, health, education, and environment sectors to improve
overall sector efficiencyand performance.
Loans and technical assistance : Five loans for four projects totaling
$341.6 million were approved in 1997 for power ($191.4 million), transport
and communications ($93 million), agriculture ( $35.2 million), and social
infrastructure ($22 million). In 1997, the Bank also approved15 technical
assistance grants amounting to $7.6 million, of which seven were for the
preparation of new projects.
Project implementation: Of the 160 loans approved as of end-1997,
107 had been closed and 53 were under administration. Contract awards
totaled $137 million, bringing the cumulative total to $3,903.1 million.
The contract award ratio for 1997 was 10.3 percent. Total disbursements
for the year amounted to $389.6 million and cumulative disbursements
reached $4,193.1 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 24.5 percent.
A joint portfolio reviewwith the Government was conductedto findsolutions
to residual issues from the past and to address newones that had emerged
due to such factors as decentralization of national government functions and
ongoing or intended privatization of government agencies. To improve
coordination between the Bank and the Government on the processing of
projectsandto improve monitoringof project implementation, agreementson
manyissues were concluded and an action plan, incorporatingconcrete and
monitorable measures on both sides, was drawn upto address the issues raised
during the review. A joint working team of the Bank and the Government
will be set upto undertake detailed monitoring, includingcounterpart budget
provision. To expedite the procurement processunder Bank-financedprojects,
the Bank held procurement seminars during the year.

Thailand
Economic performance
Economic growth: Thailand’s recent era of high growth ended in 1997.
Initially, the downturn was mainly due to the virtual stagnation of export
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growth, the Government’s restrictive monetary policy, and the political
uncertainty prevailing throughout the year. This was followed by severe
pressure on the baht and the closure of several finance companies constituting the prelude to a financial crisis of unprecedented magnitude,
which spread to other economies of the region. Given the magnitude of
the crisis and the poor performance of the economy in the second half
of the year, GDP growth for the whole of 1997 was negative 0.4 percent.
The lack of liquidity, caused by the financial crisis, has severely affected
manufacturing.
Inflation: The inflation rate started rising in August 1997 mainly on
account of the higher unit value of all imports following the depreciation
of the baht. T he price rise also reflects the first-round effects of an
increase in the value-added tax from 7 percent to 10 percent. By December 1997, the year-on-year inflation rate was 7.7 percent although the
average inflation rate for the whole of 1997 was contained at 5.6 percent.
External sector : After the poor performance in 1996, total exports
grewby3.2 percent in 1997. This was due mainlyto the good performance
of medium-technology exports. Imports, on the other hand, declined by
9.3 percent. Due to the general deceleration of the economy, a substantial
decline was observed in non-oil imports linked to domestic expenditure.
The trade and current account balances in 1997 recorded smaller deficits
compared with 1996. On the other hand, the capital account deteriorated
due to lack of confidence in the Thai economyand expectations of further
devaluations. This gave rise to an outflow of domestic capital and to a
smaller inflow of foreign capital, resulting in depleted foreign exchange
reserves.
Domestic policies: In August 1997, the Government negotiated a
$17 billion financial assistance package with the IMF, including ADB
support of $1.2 billion on the condition that the country implement an
austerity plan. However, six months after the implementation of the IMF
program, the economy showed fewsigns of improvement, prompting the
reviewof the policymix that was adopted. Subsequently, the Government
was allowed a budget deficit of 2 percent of GDP in 1998 to shore up the
economy. The current economic crisis has revealed flaws in Thailand’s
economic policy and in its institutional and sectoral structures. Many
aspects of Thailand’s current economic crisis remain obscure because of
a lack of transparency and inadequate information, particularly in the
financial sector. However, the current crisis is primarily traceable to an
exchange rate policy of tying the baht to a basket of currencies heavily
weighted by the dollar, combined with imprudent lending policies, and
inadequate supervision of banks and private finance companies. These
factors also brought to the surface Thailand’s declining competitiveness
in low-technology, labor-intensive products, the shortage of skilled labor,
and the consequent difficulties of shifting to a high-technology production structure. The severe deterioration of the Thai economy reflected the
need for correction of some accumulated structural imbalances. These
adjustments need to work within a framework of stabilizingmacroeconomic
policies, combined with microlevel reforms in the financial sector, and
measures to improve supply-side efficiency. Stable political conditions and
sound development management are also necessary.

Thailand:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Social Infrastructure
Financial
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

27

1,632.3

37.5

17
13
7

1,214.5
619.4
440.0

27.9
14.2
10.1

12

409.1

9.4

1

39.0

0.9

77

4,354.3

100.0
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Bank operations

Picture no. 21

The development of natur al gas is being
pr omoted by the Bank.
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Operational strategy: The operational strategyis under reviewin response
to the current economic crisis in the country. The newstrategyis expected
to redress the causes of the crisis and the longer-term factors that impede
development and undermine the qualityof life. Its objectives are, therefore,
expected to be to assist the countryin (i) restoring stabilityin the economy;
(ii) strengthening competitiveness and sustainable growth; and
(iii) improving T hailand’s quality of life, with a focus on social and
environmental goals. To attain these objectives, the Bank will focus on
policy reform in key sectors; key supporting factors for improved
competitiveness, through support for human development, selective physical
infrastructure, rural development, and subregional economic cooperation;
and sectoral crosscutting issues with special emphasis on natural resource
management and improvement of the environment. The newstrategy is
scheduled to be finalized in 1998.
Policy dialogue : Dialogue in 1997 was extensive at both the macro
and micro levels, including the reform program of the financial and social
sectors in light of the current economic crisis in Thailand, and key issues
in water resource management. The dialogue led to formulatinga financial
sector reform program loan approved in December
1997. This reform program included a comprehensive package of policy measures to strengthen financial markets regulation andsupervision, facilitate access
to domestic financial resources, and develop longterm institutional sources of funds. It was also followed by a number of policy actions and measures,
including the strengthening of the autonomy of the
Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand.
Dialogue for the water resource sector focused on
cost recovery of water services and restructuring of
water tariffs. Capacity building and decentralization
were also in the dialogue agenda for all Bank operations in the country.
Loans and technical assistance: T hree loans
totaling $550 million were approved in 1997 for water
supply in the northeast region ($50 million), rural
enterprise credit ($200 million), and financial markets sector reform
($300 million). The last two loans were extended in response to the
Government’s urgent need, internationally supported in light of the current economic crisis of the country. Commercial cofinancing in the amount
of $1,000 million was mobilized for the Financial Markets Reform Program loan. Technical assistance grants totaling $4.45 million for nine
projects were also approved, two of which were for project preparation.
Project implementation : Of the 77 loans approved as of end-1997,
58 had been closed and 19 were under administration. Contracts amounting
to $632.5 million were awarded, bringingthe cumulative value to $2,886 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 42.4 percent. Disbursements
totaled$592.9 million with cumulative disbursements reaching$2,725.3 million. T he disbursement ratio for 1997 was 38.3 percent. A portfolio
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performance review was undertaken to identify country project
implementation constraints to improve project implementation and quality.
A country project implementation and administration seminar was also
conducted during the year to help executing agencies, particularly those
that are implementing Bank-assisted projects for the first time, to improve
project implementation performance and be familiarized with Bank
procedures and requirements. The financial crisis which occurred during
the latter half of the year had serious effects on project implementation
and will require the Bank’s close monitoring on future development. As
part of the financial assistance package arranged by the IMF to deal with
the crisis, ADB provided a financial markets reform program loan amounting
to $300 million, which was fully disbursed by the end of the year. Another
$30 million was disbursed under the Rural Enterprise Credit Project.

Viet Nam

Viet Nam:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Economic performance
Sector

Economic growth : Viet Nam continued its fast pace of growth in 1997,
with real GDP growth of 9.2 percent. This impressive performance is in
large measure a reflection of sound macroeconomic and supply-side
management. The industry sector escaped the worst effects of the regional
financial crisis as growth was underpinned by a strong performance of the
private sector. Services output grew a little more slowly in 1997 than in
1996. Agriculture sector growth, assisted bya good rice crop, was impressive
at 4.9 percent. Despite economy-wide growth, the state-owned enterprise
sector continued to have difficulties which had adverse effects on the
financial sector in 1997.
Inflation : Viet Nam has made remarkable headway in promoting
price stability. Consumer price inflation edged down to 3.2 percent in
1997, which is lowrelative to the rapid rate of income growth. Consistently
tight monetary policy has been largely responsible for keeping price inflation in check.
External sector: Both exports and imports grew rapidly in 1997,
though not as fast as in recent years. Total merchandise exports in 1997
reached $9 billion, equivalent to an increase of 22 percent over the
previous year. To some extent, export growth may have been held back
bythe regional currencycrisis and bya sharp real appreciation of the dong
against the currencies of Viet Nam’s trading partners. Import growth was
subdued by the introduction of import restrictions on a number of goods.
The scarcityof foreign exchange and accumulating inventories of domestic
products, particularly with the state enterprises, have prompted the
Government to reimpose import restrictions on a number of commodities.
The current account deficit in 1997 was substantial at 7.7 percent of GDP
and was financed largely by FDI and official flows.
Domestic policies: Although Viet Nam was largely spared from the
adverse effects of the regional financial crisis in 1997, its terms of trade
are likelyto be affected in 1998. Viet Nam’s vulnerable balance-of-payments
position could be further eroded by a slowdown in export growth and a

Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Financial
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

13
7

484.6
297.6

35.3
21.7

5
3
2

276.2
186.3
97.0

20.1
13.6
7.1

1

30.0

2.2

31

1,371.7

100.0
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contraction in FDI. To mitigate inflation and foreign exchange risks, more
contractionary economic policies may be needed. A managed depreciation of the local currency would help preserve competitiveness in key
export sectors. To secure future growth in a context where other regional
economies are strengthening their industry and financial sectors, there is
a pressing need to accelerate the economic reform process. In particular,
this calls for expediting the restructuring of state enterprises and implementing reforms for making the financial and banking sector more efficient and transparent.
Picture no. 25

Por t impr ovement and str engthening of the
shipping sector help boost subr egional tr ade.
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Bank operations
Operational strategy : The principal objective of the Bank’s operational
strategy for Viet Nam is to promote efficient economic growth and reduce
poverty. The strategy is designed to facilitate the transition to a market
economy, while promoting balanced and sustainable development. The
Bank’s support to Viet Nam in the medium term addresses critical constraints in the following areas: (i) policy reform and institutional development; (ii) infrastructure development; (iii) rural development; (iv) human
development; and (v) environmental and natural resource management.
Policy dialogue: A vital component of the Bank’s operations in Viet
Nam is to encourage policy and structural reforms to improve public
sector efficiency, and develop the private sector. The Bank’s first policybased loan to support the Government’s Agriculture Sector Program has
been concluded successfully. The major achievement of this Program is
the enhancement of market orientation and economic efficiency through
trade liberalization in input and output markets. Another policy-based
loan in the financial sector is under implementation, and aims at facilitating policy reforms to increase efficiency of the banking sector. In
addition to program lending, policy dialogue is an important feature in
all of the Bank’s loan projects. Dialogue includes support for increased
efficiency through tariff reform and other measures to increase cost recovery and strengthen financial management, policy analysis, and planning within state-ownedutilities. Policydialogue also plays an important role
in improvingnatural resource management andenvironmental protection. To
facilitate policy dialogue, advisory technical assistance was provided to key
government agencies that formulate and implement policy changes.
Loans and technical assistance: The Bank approved six loans totaling
$359.6 million for the agriculture, social infrastructure, and energy sectors.
Sixteen technical assistance grants totaling$16.5 million were also approved,
three of which were for project preparation.
Project implementation : Of the 31 loans approved as of end-1997,
11 had been closed and 20 were under administration. Contract awards
in 1997 amounted to $154.31 million, bringing the cumulative figure to
$351 million. T he contract award ratio for 1997 was 14.5 percent.
Disbursements amounted to $149.3 million, with cumulative disbursements
reaching $254.7 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 15.8 percent.
Viet Nam has experienced project implementation difficulties due to
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centralized decision-making procedures, lack of counterpart funds, and
lack of project management know-how. T he Bank has engaged the
Government in policy dialogue and also provided technical assistance for
resolving these issues. As a result of efforts made by the Government as
well as the Bank, there has been an improvement in project implementation.
Project implementation reviews were frequently conducted and regular
monthly meetings held. These deliberate efforts and the cooperation
extended by the authorities have increased the disbursement ratio. However, improved project implementation performance was largely attributed to the smooth implementation of program loans. Greater efforts are
still required to improve disbursements under project loans and to understand better the Government’s processingand implementation procedures.
Through a series of workshops and discussions with the Government, the
Bank prepared a list of recommendations to improve project implementation in Viet Nam in certain key areas such as counterpart funding/fund
release system, procurement and contract administration, and the
Government’s approval procedures. Several recommendations have alreadybeen implemented bythe Government, and the Bank will continue
to monitor the progress. The Bank is also preparing a technical assistance
to strengthen the financial management capacity of the Ministry of Finance. A regional technical assistance was provided to Cambodia, Lao
PDR, and Viet Nam for capacity building in project accounting to improve the Government’s good governance and financial control through
adherence to submission of audited financial accounts.

South Asia
South Asia’s economies remained buoyant with an average 4.9 percent
growth in 1997 after an impressive growth of 6.8 percent in 1996. South
Asia’s export growth remained strong, helped by further liberalization of
trade regimes and domestic deregulation, along with an expansion of
market access for the subregion’s textile exports and a slowdown in exports
in the NIEs and the PRC. Largely because of the relative smallness of the
subregion’s financial sectors and limited exposure to external capital flows,
the regional financial crisis had minimal impact on economic performance
in 1997. Strong economic growth in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka was mainly
attributable to rebounds in agricultural production. In Bhutan, the increase in GDP growth was predominantly due to a hefty service sector.
In India, growth moderated in 1997 after two years of strong growth due
to slowdown in agriculture and industry. Maldives, Nepal, and Pakistan
likewise experienced declines in their GDP growth due to sluggish agriculture and industry sectors. A major challenge facing the economies of
South Asia is the reduction in fiscal deficits to sustainable levels. This
is complicated by lowtax elasticity due to weak enforcement and exemptions. Although some long-term measures have been taken to reverse this
position in the intervening period, additional efforts may be required to
curtail the current account deficits.
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Bangladesh
Economic performance

Bangladesh:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Social Infrastructure
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Financial

Total

120

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

58
18

1,971.9
1,069.8

36.6
19.9

15
22

965.1
896.4

17.9
16.7

8
8

262.5
217.6

4.9
4.0

129

5,383.3

100.0

Economic growth: GDP growth accelerated to 5.7 percent in fiscal year
(FY)1996/97 (ending 30 June), the highest achieved since FY1990/91.
The performance of the agriculture sector was particularlyimpressive with
a growth rate of 6 percent for the year. This achievement was attributable
mainly to favorable weather, although the improved availability of agricultural inputs such as seeds, urea, and other fertilizers helped boost
foodgrain production. However, growth in the industrysector was disappointingat 3.6 percent, the lowest in the 1990s. Unresolved supplybottlenecks in
the power sector and sluggish private investment contributed to the weak
performance. The services sector grewby 6.2 percent. The slack in trading
services reflected lowimports and reduced industrial activities. The pace of
economic reforms in finance, public enterprise, and trade remained slow. Aid
utilization and reforms in the implementation of the Annual Development
Program remained stagnant. Although stock market capitalization is small, a
tumultuous boom followed by a drastic bust in the stock market affected
investor confidence negatively. While the fiscal deficit was largely under
control, its financing was a cause for concern. Rapid growth of public borrowing from the limited resources of the banking sector resulted in slow
growth of credit to the private sector.
Inflation : Sufficient food crop production and moderate monetary
expansion kept inflation under control. The inflation rate measured by
the Dhaka Middle Class Index was 3.9 percent during FY1996/97. Inflationary pressure, however, built up in the last quarter of FY1996/97 when
food prices started to rise.
External sector : Export growth was buoyant at 13.8 percent, with
merchandise exports at $4.4 billion in FY1996/97. Imports, on the other
hand, grew slowly at 3.5 percent, mainly due to a decline in food grain
imports. The weak growth of the industry sector and stagnant private
investment also reducedthe import demandfor rawmaterials andmachinery.
Slowimport growth and a surge in workers’ remittances brought down the
current account deficit to 2.7 percent of GDP from 5.2 percent in the
previous year. However, the deterioration in the capital account outweighed
the improvement in the current account. Foodandcommodityaiddecreased
and many project aid disbursements were behind schedule. Net private
capital inflows showed a $120 million deficit, reflecting a large outflow
of foreign portfolio investments. As a result, foreign exchange reserves fell
below three months of import cover at the end of the fiscal year.
Domestic policies: On the reform front, the Government has increased
some keyadministered prices which could have a positive impact on the
budget. Reforms in banking and capital market areas have also made some
progress. To improve the country’s international competitiveness, the
Government has been pursuing a more flexible exchange rate policy.
However, progress on structural reforms remains sluggish. There has been
little progress in the restructuring and privatization of SOEs and in the
implementation of trade policy reforms. Following the extreme move-
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ments in the stock market, the Government exerted considerable efforts
to develop a more efficient capital market. Other concerns include issues
of governance, especially public sector management and local government
reform, and the slow pace of aid-related project implementation.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for Bangladesh
focuses on poverty reduction. Ways to create economic opportunities for
the poor and improve their access to basic social services through equitable
and sustainable growth are being emphasized. A significant component
of the Bank’s operations in the country in support of economic growth
is human development, particularly of women, through education, and
the provision of employment and income opportunities. The Bank pays
attention to protecting and improving the environment, promoting broadbased and equitable economic growth through greater market orientation
and support, and enhancing private sector participation.
Policy dialogue : During 1997, extensive policy
dialogue was conducted on issues in a number of
sectors. One major area was the restructuring and
reform of the capital markets in Bangladesh through
a capital market development program loan. The
Bank continued its long-standing dialogue to improve the efficiency of the Bangladesh Railways with
the ultimate objective of corporatization. Increasing
the role of nongovernment organizations (NGOs) and
beneficiaries in development activities was encouraged
through an innovative approach to deliver basic health
services in urban areas and by promoting microcredit
for rural livestock development. The Bank also provided technical assistance for improving cooperation
between NGOs and the Government, establishinga
regulatory agency in the natural gas sector, and improving the training
of civil servants.
Loans and technical assistance : In 1997, the Bank provided seven
loans amounting to $459.7 million to Bangladesh for six projects in the
agriculture, social infrastructure, transport, and financial sectors, and one
private sector loan without government guarantee. The Bank also approved
15 technical assistance grants totaling $8.1 million.
Project implementation: Of the 129 loans approved as of end-1997,
90 had been closed and 39 were under administration. Contracts worth
$202.8 million were awarded during the year, bringing the cumulative
total to $3,616.8 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 17.9 percent. Disbursements for the year totaled $193 million, bringing cumulative disbursements to $3,683.8 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997
was 16.2 percent. Disbursement performance was adversely affected by
project implementation and procurement delays. Discussions were held
with the Government to address this persistent problem.

Picture no. 1

The Bank’s ener gy policy focuses on impr oving
ener gy efficiency and integr ating envir onmental
and social costs into ener gy pr ojects.
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Bhutan
Economic performance
Economic growth: Macroeconomic developments in FY1996/97 (ending
30 June) were generally favorable, with real GDP growth increasing to
6.6 percent from 6.1 percent in the previous year. While the agriculture
andservicessectorsmaintained their respective average growth rates, industry
sector growth was largely determined by the commissioning of projects
under construction, particularly in the power sector.
Inflation: Monetarygrowth, which remained at 20 percent in FY1996/
97, was mainlyattributedtothe increase in reserves resulting from grant aid
and the accumulation of net domestic credit by the private sector. Inflation averaged 7 percent for the fiscal year, largely reflecting price movements in India.
External sector : Exports in FY1996/97, 94 percent of which went to
India, increased by 8.5 percent as the output of recently commissioned
projects was exported. Import growth expanded to 25 percent due to the
construction of major infrastructure projects. As a result, the current
account deficit deteriorated to 22 percent of GDP. However, with the net
external resource flows from abroad — mainly concessional official loans
and grants — being much larger than the current account deficit, the
overall balance-of-payments position remained strong. Although Bhutan’s
external debt will expand as a result of major projects under construction,
the country’s debt situation will remain comfortable due to the highly
concessional nature of bilateral assistance financing these capital
investments.
Domestic policies: Fiscal policy continued to be prudent. Measures
aimed at encouraging efficiency in the financial sector include:
( i) liberalization of rates for deposits above ngultrum (Nu)5 million;
(ii) introduction of a government securities auction; (iii) the conversion
of Unit Trust of Bhutan to a second commercial bank; and (iv) actions
to strengthen the legal framework in commercial and business activities.
The Eighth Five-Year Plan (FY1997/98-FY2001/02) retains the thrust of
the macroeconomic objectives and policy strategy of earlier plans, aiming
for accelerated growth and improved living standards while ensuring the
preservation of Bhutan’s environment and cultural heritage. While the public
sector continues to dominate the economy, the Government is committed to
reducing the state’s role in the commercial sectors of the economy.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank seeks to assist Bhutan’s efforts for a
further shift from a subsistence to a more diverse and modern economy,
with emphasis on (i) improvingthe capacityof macroeconomic management
and development administration; (ii) developing infrastructure; and
(iii) protecting the environment. Due to the limited absorptive and debtservicing capacities of the countries, the Bank has limited its lending
volume and aims to play a catalytic role, using technical assistance and
mobilizing cofinancing, especially grant financing. Lending will be mainly
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in physical and social infrastructure projects, such as power, roads, urban
infrastructure improvement, andbasic skillsdevelopment. The financial sector
will also be strengthenedandpreservation ofthe natural andcultural environment
will be given special attention in all Bank assistance. Technical assistance
will continue to be focused on strengthening institutions, particularly in
physical and social infrastructure.
Policy dialogue : Private sector development has been constrained
bylack of infrastructure, a small base of entrepreneurs, labor shortage, and
the difficult terrain. The Bank encouraged a more transparent and liberal
commercial environment to help promote private sector activities. The
Government continues to aim at financing all its recurrent expenditures
by domestic resources, and development expenditures by external grants
and soft loans. To improve revenue prospects before major projects come
onstream, it will be particularly important to broaden the base for tax
revenues, introduce user fees, and improve cost recovery. The Bank will
continue to play the role of lender of last resort and a catalyst in external
resource mobilization, whenever possible on grant financing, to soften the
terms of lending.
Loans and technical assistance: In 1997, the Bank provided a
package of assistance for the Financial Sector Intermediation Facility,
consisting of two loans amounting to $8 million and an equityinvestment
up to $790,000. Six technical assistance grants amounting to $2.3 million
were also approved.
Project implementation : Of the 13 loans approved as of end-1997,
eight had been closed and five were under implementation. Contracts
amounting to $1.6 million were awarded during 1997, bringing the
cumulative total to $41.2 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was
12.8 percent. Disbursements duringthe year amounted to $7.2 million and
brought cumulative disbursements to $40.9 million. The disbursement ratio
for 1997 was 49.7 percent. Common implementation issues impeding
timely project implementation in nearly all sectors were (i) shortage of
skills, (ii) weak procurement and contracting regulations, (iii) inadequacies in monitoring and coordination, (iv) delays in the recruitment of
consultants, and (v) poor performance of some contractors. Although
disbursement performance exceeded the projection for the year, it is likely
to fall next year unless contracts are awarded on time. The Bank’s assistance
in the improvement of the regulatoryframework for the procurement and
contractingindustrywould help improve project implementation in Bhutan.

Bhutan:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Multisector
Financial
Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

2
3
2

12.4
10.5
10.4

20.8
17.7
17.5

2

9.7

16.3

2
1

7.8
7.5

13.1
12.6

1

1.2

2.0

13

59.5

100.0

India
Economic performance
Economic growth: Following two years of strong performance, growth in
the Indian economy moderated in FY1997/98 (ending 31 March) to an
estimated 5 percent. After a strongrecoveryin the previous year, agriculture
sector contracted by 2 percent. The delay in the onset of the monsoon
in some areas led to a fall in the area under cultivation and, hence, a
decline in the production of kharif crops, while heavy off-season rainfall
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India:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Energy
Transport and
Communications
Financial
Social Infrastructure
Multisector
O thers
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

16

2,816.8

39.6

13
10
5
3
1

2,088.6
1,080.0
405.0
300.0
250.0

29.3
15.2
5.7
4.2
3.5

4

175.9

2.5

Total

52

7,116.3

100.0
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in much of the country in October/November adversely affected rabi
crops. Industry sector growth is also estimated to have slowed down to
6 percent, compared with 7.2 percent in the previous year. The sector’s
performance in both years was well below the 12 percent per annum
growth target set under the Government’s Common Minimum Program.
Continued slow growth in consumer demand, subdued export demand,
and worsening infrastructure constraints were the main factors accounting
for the slowdown in industrial growth, although heightened political
uncertainty, which finally led to the dissolution of Parliament in December 1997, was also a factor. Despite the success of the Government’s tax
amnestyscheme, the VoluntaryDisclosure Income Scheme, the economy,
and especially industry, failed to respond to the budgetary stimulus and
revenues fell short of target. The Government’s plans for disinvestment
had to be cut back due to the downturn in global stock markets in the
latter half of 1997. At the same time, the Government’s decision in July
1997 to grant major pay increases raised expenditure above the level
budgeted. Even allowing for certain fiscal corrections introduced by the
Government in September 1997 to deal with the revenue shortfall, the
gross fiscal deficit of the Central Government is likely to exceed the
budget estimate of 4.5 percent of GDP in FY1997/98.
Inflation: Inflation, as measured bythe CPI, is expected to fall to about
6.5 percent on an annual basis in FY1997/98 from 9 percent in 1996/97. The
wholesale price index, another indicator published by the Government of
India, is also expected to showa slower growth rate in FY1997/98 of about
5 percent, compared with 5.6 percent in FY1996/97.
External sector : In FY1997/98, total exports are expected to grow
byabout 5 percent while imports are estimated to rise by8.2 percent. The
major reason for the slowexport growth was the fall in exports of primary
products. The slow import growth primarilyreflected the continued slow
growth of the industrysector and, hence, reduceddemandfor importedcapital
goods. It also reflected a fall in crude oil imports as a result of increased
domestic production. The current account deficit may increase slightly
from 1 percent of GDP in FY1996/97 to 1.2 percent of GDP, reflecting
a small decline in the surplus on the invisible account. Capital inflows
remained strong in FY1997/98. In particular, FDI inflows increased to
around $4 billion, almost 50 percent higher than in the previous year.
Although foreign portfolio investment remained strong, inflows for the
year were marginally lower than in FY1996/97. In fact, India experienced
net outflows of portfolio investment in November and December as a
result of the worsening Asian financial crisis.
Domestic policies: Fiscal reform, designed to achieve a substantial
reduction in the fiscal deficit while reducing fiscal disincentives, has been
a keycomponent of India’s economic reforms. The Central Government’s
1997/98 budget was designed to continue this process while at the same
time giving a strong push to growth, particularly in industry. Besides deep
cuts in direct taxation, the budget also included a range of other measures
designed to boost saving and investment and revive the capital market.
Progress continued to be made in the area of economic reform, although
with heightened political instability which finally led to the dissolution
of Parliament in December, this development was slow. The most important
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reform, announced along with the much-delayed increase in the price of
petroleum products, was the decision to phase out the Administered Price
Mechanism for these products by the year 2000. As an important step in
this direction, subsidies on diesel, fuel oil, and naphtha (other than for use in fertilizers) were completely
removed, their prices being adjusted monthlyin line
with international prices. At the same time, measures
were taken to clear the arrears owed to oil companies
from the oil pool account. In a significant move to
strengthen fiscal discipline while providing greater autonomy to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the
Government announced in the budget that from April
1997, it would discontinue the use of ad hoc Treasury
Bills. The RBI also outlined a series of measures to
continue the liberalization of the financial sector.
Apart from efforts to give a boost to economic growth,
particularlyindustrygrowth, economic management
in 1997 was dominated by concerns over the exchange rate and, at least by the latter part of the
year, by efforts to limit contagion from the Asian
financial crisis. Monetary policy was eased further in April and October
1997 to encourage credit offtake and boost industry growth. However, in
November, the central bank tightened monetarypolicyin an effort to ease
pressure on the rupee. Other than the exchange rate, the adverse impact
of the crisison the economyhasbeen limited. Given the massive devaluations
that have occurred in Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
and Thailand and in order to maintain external competitiveness, some
correction is possibly needed in the rupee’s exchange rate.

Picture no. 44

The Bank’s pr ivate sector oper ations ar e intended
to help pr ivate enter pr ises under take financially
viable pr ojects with significant economic mer it.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s operational strategy for India is to
assist the Government of India to promote employment and reduce poverty
through support for improved efficiency and higher sustainable economic
growth. These objectives are to be accomplished through (i) improving
the supply-side efficiency of the economy; (ii) developing and improving
the policy, institutional, and regulatory framework so as to enhance the
efficiency of public sector operations; (iii) encouraging private sector
investment through an improved incentive framework; and (iv) supporting improved public resource mobilization and management at the state
level. While support for financial and capital market reforms continues
to be an important area of Bank activities, the Bank is also providing
critical support in the infrastructure sectors. Consistent with the Bank’s
overall strategy, the Bank’s operational program is guided bythe principle
of selectivity in both sectoral and geographical aspects. At the sector
level, assistance has focused on energy (power and hydrocarbon), transport
(ports, railways, and roads), urban development, and housing finance.
Geographically, state-level operations are under wayin two states (Gujarat
and Madhya Pradesh). State-level operations will account for about
50 percent of annual lending in the next few years.
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Policy dialogue: Policy dialogue with the Government of India
continued during the year on tax reforms, infrastructure development,
resource mobilization in housing finance, and the establishment of the
Development Finance Corporation. Policydialogue with the State of Gujarat
also continued with regard to the restructuringof the power sector, including
tariff adjustment andlegislative reform. In preparation for the Madhya Pradesh
Public Resource Management Program Loan, intensive policydialogue was
initiatedwith the State Government of Madhya Pradesh, the secondstate the
Bank selectedforstate-level operations. The programloan will support structural
reform in Madhya Pradesh andwill focus on improvingefficiencyin the public
sector, including SOEs. It will also seek to promote greater participation of
the private sector in infrastructure development. The Bank has also played
an active role in promotingincreased commercialization in the energy, transport, financial, and social infrastructure sectors with a view to improving
efficiencyand encouragingincreased private sector participation. The activities of policydialogue were undertaken in close consultation with IMF, World
Bank Group, and Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund.
Loans and technical assistance: In 1997, the Bank approved six
loans amounting to $563 million in the housing, energy, ports, and financial
sectors. In addition, the Bank provided ten technical assistance grants
totaling $6.27 million.
Project implementation : Of the 52 loans approved as of end-1997,
16 had been closed and 36 were under administration, including six
waitingto become effective. Contract awards for the year totaled $550.1 million, bringing the cumulative total to $4,074.6 million. The contract
award ratio for 1997 was 17.6 percent. Total disbursements for the year
amounted to $645 million, with cumulative disbursements reaching
$3,827.7 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 24.6 percent. The
Bank emphasized the need to formulate a project administration strategy
to expedite project implementation and provided assistance to the working group establishedbythe Government to evolve the strategy. The country
portfolio reviewmission, conducted duringthe year, identified and discussed
with the Government the reasons for project implementation delays which
include systemic problems across most sectors, both at the policy and
operational levels, and technical problems in individual projects.

Maldives
Economic performance
Economic growth: Preliminaryestimates indicate that GDP growth in 1997
should be approximately6 percent. Higher tourist arrivals and brisk construction activityoffset a relativelystable output of the fisheries sector. Construction was mainlyrelated to infrastructure (ports, schools, and hospitals) in the
outlying atolls and the start of construction of new tourist resorts.
Inflation: Inflation in the Maldives is expected to be about 8 percent
for 1997, somewhat higher than the 6.2 percent observed in 1996. The
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increase in the price of fish, caused by the lower catch, was the main
reason behind the increase.
External sector : The trade deficit is estimated to have deteriorated
to $200 million in 1997, compared with $168 million in 1996. The increase in fish prices partly offset the reduced catch, while higher tourism
receipts compensated for the growth in imports. As a result, the overall
balance-of-payments position improved. At the end of 1997, international
reserves stood at about four months of imports, despite the repayment of
a balance-of-payments support loan contracted earlier.
Domestic policies: The Maldives continued to pursue a prudent
fiscal policy in 1997, and it is expected that the modest deficit will be
financed through concessional foreign loans, thus eliminating for the
second consecutive year the need to resort to monetary financing from
the Monetary Authority. Over 90 percent of government revenues are
still dependent on import duties and tourism tax receipts, but some diversification is expected in 1998, with the introduction of a rental income
and business turnover tax. There is also considerable scope for liberalization of the financial sector and, in the medium term, for shifting from
direct to indirect instruments of monetary control, accompanied by conversion of the existing debt of the Monetary Authority into governmentissued bonds.

Maldives:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Energy
Transport and
Communications
Multisector

3

22.3

54.5

3
1

16.2
2.4

39.6
5.9

Total

7

40.9

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s strategyaims to promote equitable and
sustainable economic growth in the Maldives. To achieve this objective,
the Bank’s operations over the medium term will accordpriorityto improving
regional planning and atoll development as well as improving human
development.
Policy dialogue: Policy and institutional matters in the power sector
were the principal areas of dialogue with the Government during 1997.
Bank technical assistance also facilitated dialogue in the areas of legal
development, post-secondary education, and regional development.
Loans and technical assistance : One loan amounting to $7 million
was approved during1997. The Bank also approved four technical assistance
grants amounting to $1.5 million.
Project implementation: Of the seven loans approved as of end1997, four had been closed and three were under administration. Contracts
worth $300,000 were awarded during the year, bringing the cumulative
total to $34 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 4.8 percent.
Disbursements amounted to $2.9 million in 1997, with cumulative
disbursements reaching $33.8 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997
was 55.7 percent. Technical assistance was provided to strengthen the
institutional capacity of the Maldives Audit Office, which would help the
Government achieve a greater degree of financial accountability in its
activities, including Bank-financed projects. A country loan and technical
assistance portfolio review was also conducted in joint effort with the
Government.
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Nepal
Economic performance

Picture no. 49

Investments in human development
yield significant gains in pr oductivity
and income.
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Economic growth: T he overall economic performance during
FY1996/97 (ending 15 July) was mixed. While economic growth slowed
down moderately, the external position improved although the trade
deficit continued to widen. The fiscal position also improved marginally.
Real GDP growth in FY1996/97 declined to 4 percent, compared with
5.3 percent in FY1995/96. The slowdown was evident in all sectors, particularly the industry and services sectors. Growth in the agriculture
sector was 4.1 percent, close to the average annual growth rate of the
sector for the past two decades. Industry growth slowed to 3.2 percent
from 5.9 percent in FY1995/96 mainly due to a continued decline in the
growth of construction and manufacturing. Limited infrastructure, power
shortages, and lack of skilled human resources are the main obstacles to
further industrial development. The services sector grew by 5 percent,
down from 7.9 percent in 1996. This reflected significant slowdown in
finance and real estate, and of communityand social services. The overall
budget deficit (including foreign grants) improved slightly from 5.6 percent of GDP in 1996 to 5.3 percent in 1997.
Inflation: Monetary expansion continued to slow down to 10.7 percent, mainly due to the slowdown in accumulation of net domestic assets,
particularly domestic credit to the private sector. Consumer price increases
declined to 7.8 percent in FY1996/97 from 8.1 percent in FY1995/96. This
was largely the result of price changes in food and beverages, which
constitute about 62 percent of the commodity basket, as well as in nonfood and services. The increase in electricity tariffs did not have a significant impact on overall inflation. Due to open-border trading with
India, price developments in Nepal often closely reflect those in India.
The exchange rate was relatively stable, with a depreciation of about
3 percent against the dollar during FY1996/97, and exerted no inflationary
pressure on the economy.
External sector: Export growth recovered to 10.3 percent in FY1996/
97. Exports are heavily dependent on two countries, Germany and the
UnitedStates, andtwo products, carpetsandgarments. Earningsfrom carpets
andgarments contributed65 percent of export earnings in FY1996/97. Import
growth increased to 10 percent in FY1996/97, widening the trade deficit to
23 percent of GDP. Significant increases in workers’ remittances and investment income contributed to the improvement in the service account. As a
result, the current account deficit was reduced by38 percent to 7.2 percent
of GDP in FY1996/97. Inflowsof official grantsandconcessional aidcontinued
to finance a substantial portion of the current account deficit. Total foreign
reserves at mid-July1997 amountedto about $812 million, which was equivalent to six months of imports. The debt-service ratio stood at 8.2 percent of
exports; however, outstandingexternal debt remainedat more than 50 percent
of GDP.
Domestic policies: Despite substantial development efforts and
generous financial support by external agencies, Nepal’s economy has not
been able to produce adequate growth due to the lowproductivity of the
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agriculture sector, on which overall output remains substantiallydependent.
Several factors such as the difficult terrain, lack of infrastructure, and
power shortages continue to constrain growth in the manufacturing and
services sectors. The Government’s Ninth Five-Year Development Plan,
covering FY1997/98-2001/02, incorporates a sustainable macroeconomic
framework, which involves prioritization of expenditures and preparation
of a three-year rolling expenditure plan. Nepal’s structural reform program
has been seriously delayed during the past three years. Steps have been
taken to initiate financial sector reform, continue efforts in privatization,
and simplify tax and tariff structures as well as strengthen their
administration. The challenges for the newGovernment remain at building
a consensus to reinvigorate the reform process, reinstalling fiscal discipline
and investor confidence, and restoring political stability.

Bank operations

Nepal:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Social Infrastructure
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
O thers

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

47
13

677.5
382.4

44.4
25.0

12
10

224.7
132.1

14.7
8.7

5
3

75.1
35.6

4.9
2.3

90

1,527.4

100.0

Operational strategy : Poverty reduction remains the overall objective of
the strategy through broad-based, labor-absorbing economic growth, and
expansion of basic social services that would create job opportunities and
increase incomes for the poor. Structural reform is supported to create
the right policy environment for private sector development. Further
support will be provided for reforms in the agriculture sector and the
implementation of the Agricultural Perspective Plan prepared with Bank
assistance, which has identified the priority areas for intervention toward
a growth-oriented strategy. The Bank will also continue to support physical
and social infrastructure projects, capacity building, human development,
poverty reduction, and natural resource management, particularly
environment protection.
Policy dialogue: Economic liberalization to increase reliance on market
forces and promotion of the private sector were the main focus of the
discussion. T o maintain fiscal and macroeconomic stability, the
Government was encouraged to mobilize domestic resources, including streamlining the collection and administration of taxes. T he
Government was able to introduce a value-added tax with effect from
November 1997. The Government was also urged to prioritize development expenditure for both ongoing and new projects, and to improve budgeting, release, and reimbursement procedures. Improvements
in the institutional, financial, and technical capacity of implementing
agencies were also emphasized, including the performance of the portfolio
of Bank-assisted projects.
Loans and technical assistance : Only one loan of $27 million was
approved in 1997 to provide for the expansion and improvement of key
facilities at the T ribhuvan International Airport and to assist in the
reform of the civil aviation management. The loan was cofinanced bythe
Organization of PetroleumExportingCountries(OPEC) Fundfor International
Development with $11 million. Twelve technical assistance grants amounting to $6.32 million were also approved.
Project implementation : Of the 90 loans approved as of end-1997,
63 had been closed and 27 were under implementation. Contract awards
in 1997 totaled $166.7 million, bringing the cumulative total to
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$1,060.9 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 49.1 percent.
Disbursements for the year totaled $106 million, with cumulative disbursements standing at $953.9 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997
was 21.8 percent. Improved project implementation performance has been
exhibited in some areas such as contract awards and disbursements, despite
other issues that continued to delay implementation. The first country
portfolio reviewled bythe Nepal Resident Mission was undertaken during
the year. An agreement was reached with the Government on time-bound
actions to address issues of (i) staffing, (ii) time-consuming administrative
procedures, (iii) the need for improved project coordination and monitoring at the national and project levels, (iv) delays in consultant recruitment, and (v) inadequate counterpart budget allocations. To improve
project implementation further, a technical assistance grant was approved
duringthe year to strengthen the capacityof the Government’sprogramming,
budgeting, and management of development projects. A country project
implementation and administration seminar was conducted during the
year to familiarize staff of executing agencies and other government officials
with the Bank’s policies and procedures on procurement, use of consultants,
and disbursements.

Pakistan
Economic performance
Economic growth: Pakistan’s real GDP registered a growth rate of 3.4 percent for FY1996/97 (ending 30 June), compared with 4.2 percent in the
previous year. The slowdown was largelydue to sluggish growth in agriculture
and manufacturing. The agriculture sector registereda growth rate of0.7 percent in FY1996/97, compared with 5.3 percent in the preceding year.
Manufacturing’s poor performance can be attributed to a fall in cotton production andthe impact on industrial output with its strongtextile component,
lack of credit, slowexports andoutdatedproduction capacity. Investment and
savingsratesremainedverylowat 18.4 and11.4 percent of GNP, respectively.
A varietyof internal and external factors were responsible for the economy’s
weak performance asdomestic political developmentsanduncertaintiesabout
the availabilityof external resources complicated the task of sound macroeconomic management. Economic performance also sufferedfromweaknesses
stemmingfrom infrastructure inadequacies, environmental degradation, and
human resource constraints.
Inflation: Inflationary pressures remained uncomfortably high.
Measured by the CPI, inflation rose from 10.8 percent in FY1995/96 to
11.8 percent in FY1996/97, compared with the target of 9 percent for the
year. The sensitive price indicator, which is more relevant for the cost
of living of the low-income groups, increased even faster by 12.4 percent
in FY1996/97. This was the fourth consecutive year of double-digit inflation
in the country.
External sector: T he balance-of-payments position weakened
considerablyin FY1996/97. Exports declined by2.7 percent mainlybecause
excessive rains curtailed cotton production. Persistent inflation, low
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technology, and a shortage of financial resources constrained the recovery
of exports despite the sharp depreciation of the rupee. The rise in capital
goods imports was offset by the decline in imports of food, chemicals, and
metals, resulting in a contraction in imports by 5 percent. Increased debt
servicing, reflected in a debt-service ratio of 37 percent, exacerbated the
deficit on the service account which increased the current account deficit
to $4.2 billion or 6.5 percent of GDP in FY1996/97. At the end of June
1997, gross foreign exchange reserves fell to about $1 billion, equivalent
to only four weeks of imports, and total external debt rose to $29 billion.
Moreover, mounting demand pressures and market speculations led to a
sharply widening gap between the official and the free-market exchange
rates, adding to the balance-of-payments difficulties. In October 1997, the
IMF announced a new three-year, $1.56 billion loan agreement. The
agreement helped alleviate some pressure on Pakistan, which was facing
difficulties meeting payments both on its current account deficit and
foreign debt obligations.
Domestic policies: A strong reaction of the business community to
taxation measures in the FY1996/97 budget adverselyaffected the economic
and financial conditions, contributingto market uncertainties and slippages
in several areas. To offset the slippages, additional measures, including
further fiscal contraction, a tightening of the monetary policy, and a
substantial devaluation of the rupee, were introduced in the second
quarter. T he Government, which assumed office in February 1997,
adopted a supply-side strategy of broad-based structural reforms which
was expected to stimulate growth and thus restore macroeconomic
stability. A series of measures — including tariff and tax reductions,
encouraging agricultural production, reviving industrial activity, reforming the banking system, and improving governance — was introduced in quick succession. On the demand side, greater reliance was
placed on expenditure controls to contain the budget deficit and t he
level of government bank borrowings. Unlike demand-related measures
which impact more swiftly, a positive outcome of supply-side measures
emerges after a lag as investors gain confidence that those policies will
not be reversed.

Pakistan:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Financial
Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals
Multisector

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

53
43
33
24

2,783.8
2,707.0
1,427.0
1,101.2

29.4
28.6
15.1
11.6

11

767.0

8.1

12
3

341.4
344.0

3.6
3.6

179

9,471.4

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s current strategy for Pakistan focuses
on human development (including education, health, population welfare,
and water supply and sanitation). High priority is particularly given to
improving the situation of women asbeneficiariesaswell asprovidersof social
services. The Bank also continues to support economic growth to ensure job
opportunities for a rapidlygrowing population and to generate the financial
resources for sustained investment in human and physical capital in both the
private and public sectors. Infrastructure bottlenecks in the agriculture,
transport, and energy sectors will be addressed on a priority basis, and
natural resource management remains an important consideration. To underpin the ongoingcomprehensive economic reform program of the Government, the Bank also highlightspolicy-basedlendingassistance in keyeconomic
sectors, as well as support in the areas of governance, economic management,
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and public sector restructuring. The Bank’s countryoperational strategyfor
Pakistan will be reviewed and updated in 1998.
Policy dialogue: Extensive policy dialogue was conducted on
macroeconomic reforms, financial management, and aid utilization, in
close coordination with the Bretton Woods institutions and bilateral
donors concerned. On the sectoral level, the focus was on the financial
and trade sectors. The Capital Market Development Program loan, approved in November 1997, includes a number of measures to increase the
mobilization of long-term resources and improve the efficiency of their
allocation through a diversified and efficient capital market. Cross-sectorally,
the main areas of policy interventions included participatory approaches
to beneficiaries and the private sector, cost-recoverymechanisms for operation and maintenance, and domestic resource mobilization, as well as
strengtheningmanagement capacities of provincial and local governments. A
dialogue for strengthening the country’s legal and judiciarysystem was also
initiated in the latter part of the year.
Loans and technical assistance : Six loans, including one program
and one technical assistance loan, were approved in 1997 totaling$501 million in the agriculture, financial, and social infrastructure sectors. Fourteen
technical assistance grants amounting to $7.3 million were also approved
during the year.
Project implementation: Of the 179 loans approved as of end-1997,
107 had been closed and 72 were under administration, includingseven yet
to become effective. Contract awards duringthe year amountedto $424.3 million, bringing the cumulative figure to $6,389.3 million. The contract
award ratio for 1997 was 20.2 percent. Disbursements for the year totaled
$451.9 million, with cumulative disbursements reaching $6,327 million.
The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 15.7 percent. The Bank undertook
a country portfolio review during the year to assist the Government in
identifying and resolving project implementation constraints. Timely
implementation of Bank projects has been hampered by a number of
project management, financial, and procurement constraints. Timely and
adequate release of counterpart funds also remains a problem. Manyissues
raised during the previous country reviews still require urgent action by
the Government. A time-boundaction plan wasagreedwith the Government
in resolving problems which will be followed up by missions concerned
with its implementation.

Sri Lanka
Economic performance
Economic growth: Real GDP growth in Sri Lanka recovered to 6.3 percent in 1997, after the slowdown to 3.8 percent in 1996. Rebounds in
agricultural production, tourist arrivals, and manufacturing exports all
contributed to bringing the growth rate back to its 1990s average. The
agriculture sector grewby 5.4 percent, following a contraction of 4.6 percent in 1996. Manufacturing was the most dynamic sector, growing at
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around 9 percent, stimulated by buoyant demand for Sri Lanka’s
manufactured exports, such as garments and rubber goods. Growth in the
services sector was also robust, particularly in the communications, banking and finance, and tourism-related subsectors. The investment rate
improved to 25.8 percent of GDP and domestic savings rate to 16.5 percent of GDP, compared with 24.2 percent and 15.5 percent, respectively,
in 1996. Increased business confidence and the recent decline in interest
rates translated into higher private domestic investment. The reduction
of the budget deficit and the use of privatization proceeds to retire public
debt also stimulated private investment. The country started to diversify
its power supply away from hydroelectric plants to reduce dependence on
weather conditions. Resumption of growth had a positive impact on unemployment, which declined to about 10 percent of the labor force.
Inflation: The inflation rate declined to 9.6 percent in 1997 from
15.9 percent in 1996. Improved supplies of rice, vegetables, coconut, and
other food crops; a reduction in the fiscal deficit; low increases in the
money supply; and a decline in interest rates all contributed to more
moderate price dynamics.
External sector: Exports grew by approximately 13 percent while
imports expanded by nearly 7 percent in 1997. Consumer goods exports,
particularly garments, leather, and rubber products, led export growth.
Agricultural exports also improved, largely due to favorable tea prices and
increased export volumes of tea and coconut. Investment and intermediate goods dominated imports, followed byconsumer products, reflecting
a rebound in consumer demand. Tourist arrivals and earnings as well as
workers’ remittances also registered robust growth, bringing the current
account deficit to 2.1 percent of GDP, compared with 5 percent in 1996.
Improved business confidence, stock market recovery in the first half of
the year, and significant privatization undertaken during1997 have resulted
in net capital flows totaling$776 million, resulting in a balance-of-payments
surplus of $362 million and strengthening the international reserves position to approximately five months of imports.
Domestic policies: Despite being plagued by prolonged ethnic strife,
there has been continuing improvement in the economic fundamentals
in Sri Lanka. Commitment to budget discipline and to economic
liberalization, aided by fair weather conditions, led to improved growth,
reduced inflation, and a decliningcurrent account deficit in 1997. Sri Lanka
continued on the path of fiscal deficit reduction. The deficit decreased
from 8.9 percent of GDP in 1996 to 4.9 percent in 1997. Privatization
proceeds were used to reduce the amount of public debt outstanding,
sending a positive signal to the markets. Some relaxation of monetary
policy took place at the beginning of the year to support an orderly
reduction in interest rates. Action on large structural items of expenditure
would be necessary to support further the process of fiscal consolidation.
Strengthening the financial sector — through improved accountability
and performance of the two state-owned commercial banks, and more
stringent prudential regulations and banking supervision – should also be
considered in the future.

Picture no. 20

In the agr icultur e sector , the Bank aims at
impr oving pr oductivity and sustaining existing
agr icultur al systems to ensur e food secur ity.

Sri Lanka:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Social Infrastructure
Financial
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Multisector
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

37
13
12
9

781.6
358.5
341.0
265.8

39.3
18.0
17.1
13.4

10
1

222.3
14.7

11.2
0.7

2

5.1

0.3

84

1,989.0

100.0
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Bank operations
Operational strategy: Bank operations in Sri Lanka aim to reduce poverty
and unemployment through supporting measures which would raise the
level of economic performance and efficiency. The key objectives of the
strategy are to (i) promote sound macroeconomic and sector policies to
improve domestic resource mobilization; (ii) improve the capacity and
efficiency of the public sector; (iii) provide adequate basic infrastructure
to avoid bottlenecks to balanced national development; and (iv) ensure
an appropriate matching of labor force skills to meet market requirements.
Efficiency gains are expected to emerge through supporting public sector
reforms and increasing the scope for private sector participation in the
economy.
Policy dialogue: Policydiscussions were a feature of Bank operations
during 1997, particularly in the roads and water sectors. In the roads
sector, agreements were reached on improved operation and maintenance
and institutional arrangements and increased participation of the private
sector in road works in the Southern Province. This model for the efficient management of provincial roads is expected to be extended nationally in the coming years. In the water sector, a comprehensive dialogue
was undertaken, including water and sewerage tariffs, private participation in the sector, institutional autonomy for water utilities, and operation
and maintenance. In the energysector, technical assistance was approved
to examine the main policyand investment issues for the future development
of the sector. In the interim, dialogue was continued on the key issues
of electricitytariffs and the financial performance of public sector electricity
utilities.
Loans and technical assistance: Six loans amounting to $166.6 million were approved during the year in agriculture and natural resources
($36.6 million), social infrastructure ($95 million), transport ($30 million), and financial ($5 million) sectors. The Bank also approved 11 technical assistance grants amounting to about $7 million.
Project implementation : Of the 84 loans approved as of end-1997,
57 had been closed and 27 were under administration, including six yet
to become effective. Contract awards during the year amounted to
$128.9 million, bringing the cumulative total to $1,421.4 million. The
contract award ratio for 1997 was 21.1 percent. Disbursements during the
year amounted to $100.5 million, with cumulative disbursements reaching
$1,377.7 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 20.8 percent.
Technical assistance was provided to improve the implementation of
Bank projects and an action plan was agreed with government authorities
on measures to streamline portfolio implementation and performance. A
project implementation andadministration seminar wasalso heldin Colombo
to familiarize executing agency staff with the Bank’s loan administration
procedures andrequirements. Specific measures were undertaken to improve
portfolio performance: (i) a project implementation and administration
seminar was held to familiarize staff of executing agencies with the Bank’s
procedures and requirements; (ii) the Bank provided technical assistance
to improve procurement procedures, resulting in the establishment of the
Sri Lanka Tender Support Bureau; and (iii) two workshops were held
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during the year with participants from the various executing agencies,
during which an action plan was agreed upon to improve project implementation. Duringthe year, the Sri Lanka Resident Mission was established;
and it plans to hold regular meetings with various government officials
concerned to discuss implementation issues.

Pacific islands
In terms of overall economic performance, 1997 was a tough year for the
Pacific DMCs. Most Pacific DMCs experienced contractions in their real
GDP growth rates, compared with 1996 and five — Fiji, Marshall Islands,
Federated States of Micronesia, Papua NewGuinea, and Solomon Islands
— registered absolute declines in their GDP. Inflation rates in 1997
remained subdued in most Pacific DMCs, reflectingthe sluggish economic
performance. In terms of monetary management, the choice of policy
instruments is limited for six of the DMCs who have no national monetary
unit. Large trade and current account deficits were a common feature of
the external accounts of the Pacific DMCs in 1997. Sluggish demand for
the commodity exports of Fiji, Papua New Guinea, and Vanuatu generated deficits in their current accounts. For Cook Islands, Fiji, Samoa,
Tonga, and Vanuatu, tourism receipts continued to be a principal source
of foreign exchange. In the case of the Marshall Islands and the Federated
States of Micronesia, official transfers from the US continue to be the
main source of external income. The Bank has responded to the deteriorating economic performance of the Pacific DMCs in the form of financingpolicyadvisoryand fiscal and economic management teams in the case
of the Cook Islands, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Federated States of
Micronesia, Samoa, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu. The Bank has also financed
programs of public sector and economic reform in Cook Islands, Marshall
Islands, and Federated States of Micronesia, which aim at reducing both
the size and the role of government in the economy and fostering private
sector investment and economic development. Ongoing regional analyses
of comparative economic advantage and economic and public sector policy
support these national interventions. Other regional activities supported
by the Bank are in the areas of fisheries, aviation, air transportation,
financial and investment advisory services, and the provision of venture
capital.

Cook Islands
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Following contraction at an average annual rate of 5.5 percent during
1995-1996, the level of economic activity in the Cook Islands stabilized
in 1997, with a small positive growth of about 0.5 percent. With the
implementation of an economy-wide restructuring program that included
a sharp reduction in the size of the public sector, the share of public
administration in GDP fell to about 17 percent in 1997, compared with
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Cook Islands:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Financial
Transport and
Communications
O thers
Multisector
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

3

6.0

24.5

2
1
3
1

5.4
5.0
4.6
2.7

22.0
20.4
18.8
11.0

1

0.8

3.3

11

24.5

100.0

25 percent in 1994. The shares of the tourism and agriculture sectors in
GDP increased in 1997. Consumer prices in the Cook Islands have shown
little movement over the past three years, with the inflation rate remaining
below 1 percent. This is attributed mainly to stable food and transportation costs. There is a close relationship between price movements in the
Cook Islands and New Zealand, the latter supplying the bulk of the
country’s imports. The country’s external account position continued to
be characterized by a large trade deficit, partially offset by substantial
receipts from the export of services (tourism), aid inflows (both grants and
soft loans), and some FDI. Merchandise exports, which had been declining, showed signs of recovery, especially with increases in the export of
pearls and papaya.
Domestic policies: Since March 1996, the Government has dealt
with the dual problems of a serious fiscal crisis and a contracting economy.
A comprehensive Economic RestructuringProgram(ERP) isbeingimplemented.
This program embraces measures over the short term to stabilize andimprove
the Government’s financial operations through expenditure reduction, asset
sales, and the retirement and restructuringof debt; and over the longer term,
to restructure the economy through policyand institutional reforms so as
to facilitate private sector-led growth.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s strategy for the Cook Islands supports
implementation of the ERP. T he main focus is on three key areas:
(i) supporting policy, institutional, and economy-wide structural reforms; (ii) enhancing the role of the private sector; and (iii) developing
social and physical infrastructure to promote private sector growth
and the development of the outer islands. In addition, the Bank plays
an active role in donor coordination through the consultative group
process. A Consultative Group meeting for the Cook Islands was held in
July 1997.
Policy dialogue: The Cook Islands’ ERP was formulated and is being
implemented with Bank assistance. The Bank’s ongoing policy dialogue
has been within the framework of the ERP, focusing in particular on fiscal
stabilization, including the introduction of institutional and legislative
measures to ensure greater transparency and accountability in the
management of the Government’s financial functions. Bank support is
also being extended to facilitate a multilateral process for a possible
restructuring of the country’s official external debt.
Loans and technical assistance: One loan amounting to $800,000 was
approved in 1997 for rehabilitation of areas devastated by a cyclone. One
advisory technical assistance grant amounting to $600,000 was approved
to strengthen the institutional capacity for financial and economic
management.
Project implementation : Of the 11 loans approved as of end-1997,
six had been closed and five were under administration. Contract awards
in 1997 totaled $4 million, with cumulative contracts awarded totaling
$18.6 million. The contract award ratio was 41.8 percent. Disbursements
during the year amounted to $2.4 million, with total cumulative
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disbursements at $18.9 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was
36.6 percent. Project implementation experienced delays which were
attributed to general institutional weakness and shortage in staffing.

Fiji
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
The economy of Fiji contracted in 1997 by about 1 percent, compared
with growth of 3.1 percent in 1996. Money supply growth, which was
above average in 1996, also slowed down in 1997. Domestic credit grew
by about 5 percent while foreign assets declined by about 10 percent.
Consumer prices increased by 2.9 percent during 1997. The trade deficit,
which corresponded to 2.3 percent of GDP in 1996, widened in 1997 due
to a decline in exports of sugar, fish, gold, and timber and an increase
in imports of textiles, machinery, pharmaceuticals, minerals, fuels, and
lubricants, amongothers.
Domestic policies: The 1997 budget deficit deteriorated to around
9 percent of GDP, exceeding the average annual deficit of 2.4 percent
of GDP forecast for the decade. The Government approved additional
borrowing during 1997, bringing the total borrowing for the amortization
of domestic and external debt, and payment of government services to
about $267 million or 9.2 percent of GDP. While external borrowings
averaged only 7 percent of GDP since 1992, domestic borrowing reached
41 percent of GDP in 1997.

Bank operations

Fiji:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Social Infrastructure
Financial

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

4
3

78.0
36.9

48.4
22.9

3
1
2

27.6
9.6
9.0

17.1
6.0
5.6

13

161.1

100.0

Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategyfor Fiji is to support
the Government’s ongoingefforts to expand and diversifythe economic base,
strengthen the pace of public sector reforms, and develop export-led growth
policies. Keycomponents of the Bank’s program include assistance in policy
formulation, planning, and monitoringand evaluation capacities of central
andkeysectoral departments; commercialization andcorporatization of public
enterprises; andreorientingpolicies to focus on the needs of the private sector.
Policy dialogue : Discussions during the year focused on improving
policies and operational capacities in the transport, energy, and environment
sectors; and on capital market development, agricultural diversification,
and corporatizing public entities.
Loans and technical assistance : One sector loan of $40 million was
approved in 1997 for road upgrading. The Bank also approved three
advisory technical assistance grants amounting to $1.57 million for
cost recovery improvements ($100,000), safety and traffic management
($70,000), and reform and safety improvements ($1.4 million) of the
road sector.
Project implementation : Of the 13 loans approved as of end-1997,
11 had been closed. Contract awards for the year amounted to $20,000,
bringing the cumulative total to $109.2 million. Disbursements for the
year amounted to $1.8 million and cumulative disbursements reached
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$111.9 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 53.2 percent. Overall
project implementation has been generally satisfactory, although progress
slowed down due to problems in land acquisition, contractor performance,
and financial constraints.

Kiribati
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Kiribati maintained economic growth of around 2 percent in 1997, while
inflation rate was around 2 percent. Large trade deficits continued to be a
feature of the economy of Kiribati, although earnings from investments,
fishinglicenses, andexternal aidwere sufficient to maintain external balances.
Domestic policies: The Government of Kiribati startedimplementation
of a national development strategy in 1996 aimed at promoting private
sector investment, including FDI, and improving the Government’s efficiency and rationalizing its role in the economy.

Kiribati:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

Bank operations

$ Million

%

Transport and
Communications
Energy
Financial

2
2
1

2.3
1.6
1.0

46.9
32.7
20.4

Total

5

4.9

100.0
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Operational strategy : The Bank’s strategy for Kiribati seeks to promote
sustainable growth and improvements in the living standards. The focus
of Bank operations are on (i) strengthening policy and public sector
reforms, with emphasis on improving government resource efficiency and
on the restructuring/reform of public enterprises; (ii) developing social
infrastructure; and (iii) promoting outer island development.
Policy dialogue : With Bank assistance, a comprehensive program
has been prepared for infrastructure improvements in water supply, sewerage,
and solid waste management. Institutional reforms, designed to improve
operation and maintenance of public utilities, have also been identified.
The Bank’s policydialogue with the Government during the year included
corporatization of the Public Utilities Board (PUB), and operation and
maintenance of sector assets in an efficient and effective manner. The
corporatization of PUB is suggested as a measure to operate public utilities
with clear responsibility and accountability.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan was approved in 1997. Two
advisory technical assistance grants were approved, totaling $275,000 for
the corporatization plan for PUB ($100,000), and the aerial photography
and mappingof Tarawa ($175,000). The latter is financed bythe Australian
Agency for International Development and administered by the Bank.
Project implementation : All of the five loans approved as of end1997 have been closed. No contract awards or disbursements were made
during the year.
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Marshall Islands
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Economic growth in the Marshall Islands was adversely affected in 1997
as the country began a process of significant structural adjustment. The
inflation rate was about 4 percent in 1997. The current account deficit
remained at around 50 percent of GDP, financed mainlybyofficial transfers
from the United States.
Domestic policies: For the Marshall Islands, a principal policy issue
in 1997 was the implementation of initial measures to adjust the economy
to the progressive decline of external funding. These measures included
tax increases and expenditure reduction, especially by decreasing civil
service. Significant progress has been made in public expenditure control
through reduction in civil service.

Marshall Islands:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Social Infrastructure
O thers
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Multisector

4
1

23.6
12.0

54.8
27.8

1
1

7.0
0.5

16.2
1.2

Total

7

43.1

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for the Marshall
Islands continues to focus on providing policy advice and facilitating
donor coordination. The main objective is to assist the Government in
achieving sustainable and self-reliant economic growth in the face of the
termination of the United States Compact Assistance after 2001. Structural
constraints are addressed by focusing the technical assistance program on
improvingmacro and sector policies, strengtheninginstitutional capacities,
and carrying out civil service reforms.
Policy dialogue : The principal areas of the Bank’s policy dialogue
with the Government remain concentrated on governance issues to enhance
economic and financial management of the country. The dialogue focused
on public sector reforms, private sector development, and issues relating
to good governance. A policy-based program loan supporting the reforms
was approved during the year, including technical assistance for program
implementation. To support the policyreform program of the Government,
Bank assistance also focused on institutional strengtheningof the transport
sector, establishment of the private sector unit, and fisheries management.
Loans and technical assistance : A $12 million loan was approved
in 1997 for the Public Sector Reform Program. During the year, the Bank
continued to provide assistance for capacitybuilding through seven advisory
technical assistance grants amounting to $2.75 million for the development
and strengthening of the transportation, tourism, health, fisheries, and
private sectors.
Project implementation : Of the seven loans approved at the end of
1997, two had been closed and five were under administration. Contract
awards for the year amounted to $7.6 million, bringing cumulative contract
awards to $23 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 33 percent.
Disbursements amounted to $10.1 million, bringing the cumulative total
to $18.2 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 28.6 percent.
Project implementation, in general, suffered from weaknesses in project
management, frequent staff changes, and counterpart fund shortages.
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Federated States of Micronesia
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)

Federated States of Micronesia:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

O thers
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources

1
1

18.0
10.6

51.3
30.2

1

6.5

18.5

Total

3

35.1

100.0

Real output growth was less than 1 percent in 1995, and estimates for
1996 and 1997 are not yet available but are expected to continue at low
if not negative levels as the country undertakes a process of significant
structural adjustment. Inflation in 1997 is likely to remain at its 1996 level
of 3 percent. The current account deficit, excluding official transfers, has
remained about 50 percent of GDP. The external deficit is substantially
funded byexternal grants, primarilythrough the Compact with the United
States. This dependency continues to be a major threat to economic and
social stability.
Domestic policies: The Government is addressing the need for a
restructuring of the economy through the implementation of a Public
Sector Reform Program. The Program, discussed at both national and
state economic summits in 1995 and implemented in 1997, involves tax
increases, reductions in public sector employment and expenditure, and
aims at improving the environment for private sector investment. The
Program includes a newforeign investment law, the elimination of export
taxes, a new tax regime, business training, and examination of means to
improve access to land and to improve operations of the banking and
financial sectors.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for the Federated
States of Micronesia focuses on the need to shift the economy from one
that is dominated and overlycontrolled bythe public sector to an economy
that is increasingly sustained by a competitive private sector. The time
for necessary reforms and restructuring is set for 2001 when large fund
transfers from the United States end.
Policy dialogue: Policy reform and policy dialogue continue to be the
major focus of the Bank’s program of assistance to the Federated States
of Micronesia. T he core of this dialogue is moving from an emphasis
on fiscal and macroeconomic stability and management to the stimulation of private sector investment, and to public sector prioritization
and reorganization. The Bank is starting to examine and discuss land
and capital market development policies in addition to sector policy.
T his is likely to be an increasingly important component of future
overall development policy. T he Bank convened the second Core
Group meeting of the country’s donors at the Bank’s 30th Annual Meeting
to discuss further progress with reform implementation.
Loans and technical assistance: A program loan amounting to
$18 million was approved in 1997 to promote public sector reforms. Four
advisorytechnical assistance grants totaling $2.4 million were approved.
Project Implementation : All three loans approved as of end-1997
are under administration. Contract awards in 1997 totaled $14.9 million,
while disbursements totaled $11.3 million. Cumulative contract awards
anddisbursements amountedto $15.6 million and$11.8 million, respectively.
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The contract award ratio for 1997 was 49.4 percent, while the disbursement
ratio was 32.7 percent. Project implementation suffered from weak
institutional capacities and inadequate counterpart funding. The Bank
continues to provide technical assistance for capacity building.

Nauru
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Lower phosphate export earnings and lower royalty payments from the
Nauru Phosphate RoyaltyTrust fund adverselyaffected Nauru’s economic
growth in 1997. Consumer spendingdeclinedandthe countryhadto undergo
structural adjustments to cut budgetarydeficits. The inflation rate remained
at single-digit level. Imports continued to decline as the economyremained
on the downturn. The value of exports declined due to the drop in the
production of phosphate and a limited availability of suitable markets,
resulting in a substantial trade deficit.
Domestic policies: Nauru introducedmeasuresto augment government
revenue and reduce expenditure byabout 50 percent for FY1996/97 (ending
30 June). Significant downsizing in civil service and state corporations
and other policies to reduce government expenditure further are under
consideration.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank’s operational strategy for Nauru is to
achieve long-run economic and financial sustainability through a reform
program which includes improvedfiscal management, consistent application
of national policies, better public debt and trust fund management, and
restructuring of the public sector.
Policy dialogue : In 1997, the Government of Nauru sought Bank
assistance for a comprehensive reform program. Discussions are under way
regarding the specific measures to achieve macroeconomic stability and
fiscal balance.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan or technical assistance
grant was approved in 1997.
Project implementation : No loans have been approved.

Papua New Guinea
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
The Papua NewGuinea economyrecovered from a contraction of GDP by
4.7 percent in 1995, to growat 3.9 percent in 1996. In 1997, overall GDP
again contracted byan estimated 6.5 percent due to a decline in mining and
petroleum output, exacerbated by the effects of El Niño-related drought.
During 1997, inflation continued to be subdued, with overall price rises of
about 4 percent on an annualized basis. The current account contracted to
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a deficit estimated at 2.5 percent of GDP, from a surplus of 5.6 percent in
1996, owing to declining exports and rising imports. However, the capital
account remained sufficiently strong that import cover declined only to
3.1 months from 4.7 months in 1996.

Papua New Guinea:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)
No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Financial
Multisector
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

14

180.1

29.7

10

171.1

28.3

9
5
3
3

164.6
43.0
22.5
16.0

27.2
7.1
3.7
2.6

1

8.4

1.4

Total

45

605.7

100.0

Sector
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Domestic policies: A conservative fiscal stance was maintained during
1997, resulting in a small fiscal deficit for the whole year.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for Papua New
Guinea focuses on improving living standards through sustainable
employment generation and improved social services. The strategy aims
to strengthen development management; improve governance; promote
employment growth and private sector development; and improve social
conditions. The sectors of focus are agriculture, transport, education,
health, and public sector management.
Policy dialogue: The most pressing issue for policy dialogue in recent
years has been the financing of Papua New Guinea’s fiscal and external
deficits, which was largely met by standbyand quick-disbursingfacilities
from the World Bank, IMF, Australia, and Japan. With the easing of the
overall 1994-1995 fiscal crisis, attention has returned to the underlying
weaknesses in development management which hamper effective planning
and management throughout the economy. The Bank is assisting, in particular, in reformingthe Government’sfinancial management systems, with a view
to move toward program budgeting. Improving the efficiency of service deliveryand ensuringadequate coverage have been the core of dialogue in both
the health sector and in technical and vocational education, where the Bank
is assisting the Government to develop a policy agenda.
Loans and technical assistance : Three loans totaling $60 million
were approved in 1997 for the Health Sector Development Program
($50 million) and Health Sector Development Project ($10 million). The
Bank also approved five technical assistance grants amountingto $1.12 million, of which two were for preparation of new projects ($300,000) and
three for advisory and operational purposes ($812,000).
Project implementation : Of the 45 loans approved as of end-1997,
36 had been closed and nine were under administration. Contract
awards for the year amounted to about $28.8 million, bringing the
cumulative total to $456.4 million. The contract award ratio for 1997
was 21.3 percent. T otal disbursements for the year amounted to
$24.3 million, with cumulative disbursements reaching $448.7 million. T he disbursement ratio for 1997 was 15.7 percent. Project
implementation suffered from limited government appropriations and
inadequate staff. Changes in leadership positions and key personnel
disrupted the normal functioning of several government departments.
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Samoa
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
In 1997, the economy of Samoa grew at a slower pace than the average
8 percent real GDP growth rate achieved in 1995 and 1996 due to the
slower performance of the agriculture and tourism sectors. The inflation rate rose to 8 percent in 1997 from 7 percent in 1996. T he
balance of payments in 1995/96 recorded an overall surplus of 1.9 percent of GDP due to a significant increase in the current account
balance, but the Government expected a sharp reduction in the current account balance and an overall deficit of 2.9 percent of GDP in
1996/97.
Domestic policies: In the wake of a series of natural disasters in
the early 1990s, the Government has adopted a policy of fiscal restraint
and promoted private sector investments to attain sustainable growth. It
has embarked on a major reform program in the financial sector, changing monetary management from a system of direct controls to a system
that is indirect and market-led. The Government has also embarked
on a public sector reform program anchored by the introduction of
performance budgeting that was initiated in 1996. There is an ongoing
program to be financed by a Bank program loan for divestment of
SOEs and a plan to devolve certain T reasury and Public Service
Commission functions to line departments.

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The Bank supports the restructuringof the Samoan
economy to make it more market-responsive, competitive, and vigorous,
and led by a strong and diversified private sector. The Bank assists the
Government to overcome structural impediments to sustained growth
and promote an enabling environment for the private sector to prosper,
primarily through financial sector liberalization, economic policy analysis
and management, policy reforms in trade investment and taxation,
public sector restructuring, and corporatization and privatization of
SOEs. In 1997, the Bank began work on a program loan to support
financial sector policy reforms, including the privatization and
corporatization of public enterprises and utilities.
Policy dialogue: T he Government was encouraged by the Bank
to establish a market-based financial system for efficient resource
mobilization and allocation, strengthen the prudential and regulatory
framework for banks and financial institutions, implement its
privatization program to reduce the fiscal burden of SOEs, and promote
private commercial businesses. The Bank also stressed the importance
of a macroeconomic policy framework for strategic planning of the
national and sector levels and the need to rationalize utility pricing
to achieve cost recovery and financial viability of public utilities.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan was approved in 1997
for Samoa. One advisory technical assistance grant amounting to
$600,000 was approved for the implementation of the privatization strategy.

Samoa:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Financial
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Multisector

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

9
5
6

41.5
16.0
15.0

46.2
17.8
16.7

4
1

13.0
4.4

14.4
4.9

25

89.9

100.0
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Project implementation: Of the 25 loans approved as of end1997, 24 had been closed and one was under administration. Contract
awards during the year totaled $950,000, bringing the cumulative
amount to $86.4 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 95.8 percent. Disbursements for the year totaled $910,000, with cumulative
disbursements reaching $86.4 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997
was 66 percent. Institutional weaknesses of executing agencies impeded
progress in project implementation.

Solomon Islands
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Solomon Islands:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Energy
Transport and
Communications
Financial
Social Infrastructure
Multisector

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

4
2

20.2
8.9

46.7
20.6

3
2
1
1

8.0
4.0
1.7
0.5

18.5
9.2
3.9
1.1

13

43.3

100.0

Real GDP in the Solomon Islands in 1997 was below the 3.5 percent
growth rate achieved in 1996. The expansionary effects of two major
construction projects were more than offset by declining production of
major commodities, particularly log exports. Continued high levels of
government spending and associated large public sector wage increases
resulted in the inflation rate rising to 12 percent in 1997. Exports in 1997
declined sharplyfrom the previous year’s level largelydue to the downturn
in log export prices and sluggish demand from traditional Asian markets.
As a result, balance-of-payments difficulties developed in late 1997. Of
serious concern are the arrears on domestic and external debt, which have
accumulated since 1995.
Domestic policies: In response to the severe fiscal and balance-ofpayments crisis, the newcoalition Government, elected in August 1997,
introduced immediate remedial measures — canceling existing tax exemptions and remissions, tightening up revenue collection, and introducing newcontrols on expenditures. A reform program is being prepared by
two keygovernment task forces with emphasis on achieving fiscal balance,
improving the productivity and efficiency of the civil service, and restoring
the country’s creditworthiness in the medium term.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for the Solomon
Islands is to strengthen central agency capabilities in economic policy
formulation, planning, and economic management. Only after achieving
some progress in these core areas would the Bank be able to address
longer-term human development and social sector issues and assist in
development of infrastructure. The Government and the Bank are currently
working to restore professional working relationships which had broken
down in mid-1995.
Policy dialogue: The major immediate challenge for the Government
is to restore the economy’s fiscal and external balances. To achieve this,
tight fiscal discipline is necessary, supported by increased efficiency of
public investment. Other core issues are the size and productivity of the
civil service; weak regulatory frameworks in key sectors such as forestry
and fisheries; and poor services, particularly in the health and education
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fields. At the 30th ADB Annual Meetingin Fukuoka, Japan, the Government
expressed interest in restoring its relationship with the Bank and seeking
possible assistance for a reform program. In response, the Bank suggested,
and the Government agreed, that as a first step a Pacific Island Economic
Report (PIER) would be prepared for the Solomon Islands to help provide
a framework for a possible comprehensive reform program. With cooperation
from the Australian Agency for International Development, a six-person
team of consultants was fielded in November 1997. The results of the
PIER will be a useful input in the preparation by the Government of its
forthcoming Medium-Term Development Plan.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan or technical assistance
grant was approved in 1997.
Project implementation: All 13 loans approved are closed. T he
cumulative total of contract awards remained at $37.1 million and the
cumulative disbursements at $37.6 million.

Tonga

Tonga:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
The Tongan economyregistered good growth performance in recent years,
fueled byboomingsquash exports and donor-financed construction activities.
Although the economy experienced a slowdown in FY1995/96, preliminary estimates suggest a recovery in growth of real GDP to about 3 percent
in FY1996/97 (ending30 June). Inflation fell steadilythrough 1997, averaging
1.8 percent, compared with 2.8 percent in 1996. As in previous years,
Tonga continued to experience merchandise trade deficits. However, this
has been offset by inward remittances from private sources. Gross foreign
reserves have remained in a relatively healthy position, equivalent to
about five months of imports.
Domestic policies: The Government’s development strategy seeks to
(i) promote private sector development, (ii) encourage exports, (iii) expand
financial services, (iv) construct and maintain the infrastructure necessary
for economic development, (v) provide equitable distribution of the
development benefits, and (vi) ensure environmental conservation. The
Government has recently moved toward a rational forward-looking policy
formulation and fiscal management process, using a program budgeting
framework beginning with the 1998/1999 budget. This will facilitate the
implementation of other much-needed reforms such as in the tax system,
investment regulations, and management of public enterprises.

Sector
Energy
Multisector
Transport and
Communications
Financial
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Industry and
Nonfuel Minerals

Total

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

2
5

12.2
11.4

25.5
23.9

2
2

11.3
6.5

23.6
13.6

2

6.0

12.6

1

0.4

0.8

14

47.8

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for Tonga focuses
on strengtheningfinancial and economic management, creatingan enabling
environment for the private sector, and catalyzing development in the
outer islands. These aims are to be achieved through support for public
sector and public enterprise reforms; private sector development, includingbasic infrastructure; agricultural diversification; andhuman development.
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Policy dialogue: In terms of economic management, the major effort
has been directedat introducingprogram budgetingwithin the Government.
The new budgeting system has been designed and is being installed for
application by all Ministries in the coming year. For private sector
development, the Bank will continue to encourage the Government to
simplify regulations on business and to establish effective policies with
respect to the promotion and regulation of foreign investment. Further
progress on the corporatization and privatization of public enterprises will
be pursued. The Bank has also initiated a study in December 1997 on
women in development in Tonga to identify appropriate policy directions
and opportunities for advancing women’s welfare.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan was approved in 1997. One
advisory technical assistance grant amounting to $280,000 was approved
to prepare and implement a strategic plan for the Tonga Development
Bank.
Project implementation : Of the 14 loans approved as of end-1997,
ten had been closed and four were under administration. Contract awards
duringthe year totaled $3 million, bringingthe cumulative total to $35.3 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 28.5 percent. Disbursements
for the year totaled $2.1 million, with the cumulative total reaching
$31 million. T he disbursement ratio for 1997 was 10.8 percent. T he
implementation of projects progressed slowly and delays were experienced
at the initial stages, indicatingthe need to strengthen institutional capacity.

Tuvalu
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Tuvalu maintained growth of around 2 percent in 1997. Inflation remained
verylow, reflecting continuing lowrates of price increases in Australia and
NewZealand, the main sources of imports. Export earnings can finance only
4 percent of imports. Fishing license fees, foreign aid, migrant remittances,
and the earnings from the Tuvalu Trust Fund account for the difference and
are sufficient to maintain the external balance.
Domestic policies: In April 1997, the Government presented a longterm policy strategy, “Vision 2015.” Emphasis was given to education and
health, good governance, and more equitable income distribution among
the islands.

Bank operations
Operational strategy : The Bank’s operational strategy for Tuvalu aims
at sustainable economic and social development through (i) human
development; (ii) upgrading the transport sector, including interisland
transport; (iii) enhancing private sector development; and (iv) improving
the economic conditions of the outer islands. Assisting the Government
in donor coordination is an important task of the Bank.
Policy dialogue : The dialogue between the Government and the
Bank focused on economic management, international and domestic
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transport by sea and air, urban and environmental management, outer
islands development, and aid coordination.
Loans and technical assistance: No loan was approved in 1997. One
technical assistance grant of $100,000 was approved to prepare for a new
project on establishing an investment fund.
Project implementation : Tuvalu became a member of the Bank in
1993. No loans have been provided yet.

Vanuatu
Economic performance (growth, inflation, and external sector)
Economic activity in Vanuatu continued to be dampened by political
instability, which affected investor confidence. Real GDP growth remained
about 3 percent, while real per capita incomes have been falling and the
overall investment rate declining. Some recovery in agriculture sector
output and increased visitor arrivals were positive factors. Inflation declined
steadily from an average rate of about 4 percent in 1992, reflecting the
falling overseas inflation rates, declining levels of economic activity in
Vanuatu, and the absence of hurricanes during the period. A number of
distortions in the market place, such as import licensing on a range of
essential goods, bear heavily on the level of prices in the country. During
1997, inflation remained subdued withoverall price increases of 2.5 percent
on an annualized basis. Duringthe first half of 1997, the balance of payments
showed a deficit of vatu (Vt) 439 million, compared with a surplus of
Vt1,018 million achieved in the same period in 1996. Much of this deficit is
reflected in a relatively large reduction in the foreign assets of the Reserve
Bank and a much smaller surplus in commercial bank foreign exchange
holdings. T he capital account recorded a marginal decline of Vt63 million
to June 1997, reflecting a decline in both external debt flows (net) and FDI.
Domestic policies: During 1997, the Government’s financial position
became more precarious with an estimated deficit of Vt1.5 billion. By
mid-1997, the Government had exhausted all its financial reserves and
resorted to borrowing from the Reserve Bank to fund its day-to-day
requirements. Under the Comprehensive Reform Program (CRP), major
policyand institutional reforms are to be undertaken to strengthen financial
and economic management. This will include the introduction of legislation
to ensure the transparent and accountable management of public finances
based on key principles of fiscal responsibility.

Vanuatu:
Cumulative Bank Lending
(as of 31 December 1997)

Sector

No. of
Loans

$ Million

%

Social Infrastructure
Transport and
Communications
Financial
Multisector
Agriculture and
Natural Resources

1

10.0

34.1

2
2
1

9.2
6.0
3.0

31.4
20.5
10.2

1

1.1

3.8

Total

7

29.3

100.0

Bank operations
Operational strategy: The strategic thrust of Bank operations in Vanuatu
during 1997 was to assist the Government in formulating its CRP. Bank
operations in Vanuatu will assist in the implementation of the CRP. In
particular, the Bank will focus on (i) addressing governance and public
sector reform issues, in coordination with other donors to achieve sustainable,
private sector-led growth; (ii) providing assistance to build institutional
capacity in financial and economic management; (iii) supporting outer
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Picture of OPO consultative group
meetings.

The Bank chair ed Consultative Gr oup meetings
for the Cook Islands and Vanuatu in 1997.
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island development to reduce income disparities and
promote more balanced growth and development;
and (iv) promoting the further development of
Vanuatu’s financial sector. The strategy envisages a
more active role for the Bank not only in terms of
direct assistance to formulate and implement the
CRP, but also in coordinating other donor support,
which is being facilitated through the Consultative
Group (CG) process. T he first CG meeting for
Vanuatu was held in July 1997.
Policy dialogue: The Bank’s policy dialogue, in
the context of the CRP, covers both economic and
public sector reforms. The principal focus is on policy
and institutional reforms to liberalize the economy
and strengthen its export performance and to
strengthen institutions to ensure good governance
and stability. The priority in policy dialogue will be on (i) strengthening
macroeconomic policy analysis and fiscal management; (ii) reviewing
and rationalizingthe operation of SOEs to enhance efficiency; (iii) reviewing
and rationalizing the role of the Government vis-à-vis that of the private
sector in the economy; and (iv) ensuring greater accountability and transparency in public service management.
Loans and technical assistance : No loan was approved in 1997. An
advisory technical assistance grant amounting to $150,000 was approved
for a strategic plan for the National Bank of Vanuatu.
Project implementation : Of the seven loans provided as of end–
1997, five had been closed and two were under administration. Contract
awards for the year amounted to $980,000, bringing cumulative amount
to $17.2 million. The contract award ratio for 1997 was 10.6 percent.
Disbursements for the year were $270,000, bringing the cumulative total
to $17.3 million. The disbursement ratio for 1997 was 2.5 percent.

Corporate Planning and Support Activities

Corporate Planning
and Support Activities

Corporate planning

T

HE BANK recognizes that to achieve its ambitious medium-term
objectives effectively and efficiently, it must be both a planning
and a learning organization. Accordingly, it follows a rolling threeyear planning cycle that is updated each year. In this planning cycle, the
coming year’s work program is firmed up and budgeted in light of the
current year’s results, and the ensuing two years’ work plans and priorities
are mapped out and sharpened. Specifically, each year (i) individual
country assistance plans covering the next three years are developed or
updated in close consultation with government planning and sectoral
ministries; (ii) these are translated into departmental work programs
within the Bank and aggregated into an overall work plan and budget
framework on which informal Board feedback is sought; and (iii) the
administrative budget for the coming year is proposed. The Bank’s planning and programming process is designed to retain the flexibilityrequired
to respondefficientlyandadequatelyto unanticipateddevelopment assistance
needs in the region. Such flexibility was successfully exercised in 1997 in
respondingto the currencyandfinancial crisesthat hit several Asian countries;
despite significant newBank commitments to the Republic of Korea and
Thailand, the core assistance program of the Bank was maintained.
As an essential part of its planning process, the Bank continuously
reviews its business practices to increase operational efficiencyand development impact. This year, not only operational planningandproject preparation and appraisal, but also financial management and administrative
processes, including the Bank’s accounting systems, have been scrutinized
for streamlining and strengthening opportunities. At the same time, both
a stronger performance management system and an accompanying management information system are being introduced in phases, to enable
more systematic performance assessment and improvement, both at the
corporate and individual project levels. This will be supported by the
Bank’s Information Systems Strategy (ISS), which was updated in 1997
and will be implemented at the Bank’s Headquarters and at the resident
and regional missions and representative offices.
These strategic planning and learning processes, most of which are
undertaken by interdepartmental work teams and task forces, continue
to guide gradual changes in staffing plans and organization. An effective
organization structure and a robust but flexible staff-skills mix are considered by Management to be critical success factors for the Bank’s business processes and objectives. Most recently, a business process redesign
has enabled the planning and phased implementation of organizational
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realignments in the finance and administration area of the Bank. The
overall medium-term human resource strategy has been approved on the
basis of how it will effectively support the Bank’s operational strategies.

Economics and Development Resource Center
The Bank’s Economics and Development Resource Center (EDRC)
undertakes and promotes research on keydevelopment issues and strengthens analytical awarenessof mattersof economic relevance to Bank operations.
This primarilytranslates into (i) undertakingresearch and analysis on development policyissues and disseminatingthe findings for the use of developing
member countries (DMCs); (ii) extendingoperational support byreviewing
the qualityof project evaluation and sector work; (iii) providing information
and advice to Management andother Bank staff on economic events,
studies, statistics, and policy debates in the field of development;
(iv) providing statistical information and assistance to DMCs and other
parts of the Bank; and (v) engaging in other resource center activities,
such as the provision of training to DMCs or assistance to other research
organizations.
The EmergingAsia Study was published in the first quarter of the year.
The results of this major study were disseminated in Frankfurt, Manila,
New Delhi, and Washington, DC. Other studies completed during the
year include the studies on the Brunei Darussalam-Indonesia-MalaysiaPhilippines East ASEAN Growth Area, and the Emerging Trading Environment. Topics studied during the year included financial flows and
policy issues in DMCs, foreign direct investment and technology transfers
in Asian developing countries, and past trends and future prospects for
Asian exports. Toward the end of the year, a major study on financial
markets was initiated. The objective of this study is to improve understanding of the sources of the recent financial crisis to promote the design
of effective preventive measures. Approval was also obtained for a study
on newtrade policyinitiatives andtheir impact on DMCs, to be implemented
jointly with the Economic and Social Commission forAsia and the Pacific
and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
Conferences and seminars were held on various economic issues.
These included a panel seminar on “Asia: The Next Thirty Years” held
at the 30 th Annual Meeting of the ADB Board of Governors, and the
“Tenth Workshop on Asian Economic Outlook” which examined regional
economic growth. A conference on “The Future of Asia in the World
Economy” was held jointlywith the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) in Paris. An Inaugural Symposium for the
ADB Institute discussed “The Currency Crisis and Beyond.”
In the area of improving economic evaluation and project quality
prior to loan approval, several measures were undertaken. The first biennial review of economic analysis for the following sectors was completed: education, health, water supply, urban development, agriculture
and rural development, transport and communications, and power. Revised
Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Projects were approved and distributed, and new G uidelines for Economic Analysis of T elecommunications
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Projects were also approved. An issues paper on the “Economic Analysis
of Health Sector Projects” was completed. Work began on the Guidelines
for Economic Analysis of Subregional Projects, jointly with Programs Department (West), and on the Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Urban
Development Projects. Under a regional technical assistance, training
workshops for DMC government officials were conducted in Almaty,
Kazakstan; Manila, Philippines; and Hanoi, Viet Nam.
During the year, emphasis was given to strengthening coordination
in data collection and improving data provision to Bank staff and outside
users. More applications to the central statistical database system (SDBS)
were developed. SDBS was made accessible to all Bank staff, including
those in the resident missions. The Bank continued to help strengthen
the statistical capacities of its DMCs. New statistical capacity-building
technical assistance projects were started in Bhutan, Nepal, and Philippines.
As part of its efforts to strengthen institutions and human development
in DMCs, the Bank continued to produce and distribute numerous publications including the Asian Development Outlook , Asian Development
Review, Key Indicators of Developing Asian and Pacific C ountries, ADB
Research Bulletin, and the Monograph Series. Issues addressed under the
Monograph Series included, among others, total factor productivitygrowth
in the newly industrialized economies (NIEs) and Southeast Asian countries; aspects of urban water and sanitation in developing Asia; challenges
for Asia’s trade andenvironment; the rural-urban transition in Viet Nam; the
experience on adjustment anddistribution in India; andsome methodological
problems with recent analyses of the “Asian miracle.” Other notable publications during the year included The Global Trading System and Developing
Asia; East ASEAN Growth Area: Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines; T he Bangladesh Economy in T ransition; and Investing in Asia
(Proceedings of the Joint ADB-OECD Conference: Second International
Forum on Asian Perspectives) . The Russian language version ofFiscalTransition
in Kazakstan was published.
The Bank also implemented training programs on taxation and international finance for policymakers. The Bank collaborated with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) on a training program for government officials from South Asia and supported other organizations such as
the Association of Development Research and Training Institutes of Asia
and the Pacific, and the Colombo Plan. The Bank also served as a resource
center on Asian economic issues for many external organizations from
both the public and private sectors.

Information systems
To set newdirections for the Bank’s information systems, formulation of
the Information Systems Strategy (ISS) is near completion. The proposed
ISS acknowledges the importance of the Bank’s knowledge assets (its
intellectual capital), and the pivotal role that technology plays in the
management of these assets. The ISS (i) recognizes the expanded role of
technology through the entire information management cycle;
(ii) acknowledges that the Bank’s future success is linked to its ability to
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become a full participant in the information age; (iii) encourages incorporation of effective information management as a priorityfor mainstreaming
Bank thinking and operations; and (iv) anticipates continued evolution
of the external business and information technology environment.
The technical design andimplementation of the ADB Institute infrastructure were initiated and completed within the year. The infrastructure
includesfast networking, PABX with computer telephony, remote computing,
high-speed and color printing, multimedia, and audiovisual facilities, such as
video conferencing, and standardized hardware andsoftware.
The mainframe hardware was successfully replaced with a smaller,
more powerful, and efficient enterprise server. The installation of the new
enterprise server generated savings of about $40,000 in 1997 and is expected to provide a further cost saving of $170,000 annually for the next
three years due to lower maintenance, power, and cooling costs. Modifications have been ongoing to revise mainframe system applications for
century compliance (year 2000). Testing of the Bank’s microcomputers
for year 2000 problems was also completed, and they were determined to
be compliant with the standard workstation software.
T he client/server Resident Mission Accounting System was
extended to the Bangladesh and Pakistan resident missions to streamline
the existing manual accounting system process. Project Administration
Committee Notes were extended to the resident missions using groupware,
and software packages were implemented for the investment back-office
system, on-line bank account reconciliation, and digital feed-based financial information distribution system.
The newBanking Transaction Processing System was implemented
in 1997, introducing a major reengineering of the payment processes in
the Bank’s TreasuryServices Division. Newclient/server platform systems
continued to be developed to streamline targeted administrative functions.
On the mainframe, a newsystem was developed to automate the processing
and disbursements of a newsupport scheme for housing, and the Individual
Consultant System (DICON) was redeveloped in groupware.
Major enhancements were made to the following mainframe-based
system applications: Loan Accounting System to segregate ordinary capital resources and Asian Development Fund processing; Credit Risk Management System to consolidate and monitor the total risk of the Bank
arising from investments, borrowings, and foreign exchange, and incorporation of the revisions of the Bank’s risk-management guidelines; and
Multicurrency Payment Option for payment of a predetermined portion
of staff salary/retirement in home currency. The Technical Assistance
Information System and Staff Consultant System were enhanced to process automatic payment vouchers. The Private Sector System was improved to generate Private Sector Investment Management notes in
groupware. The Property and Materials Management System was enhanced to enable automatic issuance and receipt of standard office supplies by individual Bank units.
Groupware applications continued to be developed for Bankwide and
department-specific needs. The system for tracking documents was extended to additional departments. Databases were created for the Office
of the General Auditor to store and track past and present audits, for
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EDRC to store the Economic Analysis of Projects manual, for the Compensation and Benefits Division to store housing information, and for the
Controller’s Department to store the Loan Disbursement Handbook . A new
optical character recognition system was implemented for the Office of
the General Counsel.

Resource activities
Library
The Bank’s Library, with a collection of more than 200,000 volumes,
serves as the Bank’s central repository for published information, in print
and electronic format.
The Bank’s operational staff working in 37 DMCs are supported
through a full range of library services. In addition, educational institutions
and individual researchers from around the world make regular use of the
Library’s collections and services, through in-person visits or queries over
the Internet. More than 2,800 external visitors were served in 1997.
The Librarysponsors an active donation program, extending the shelf
life of items no longer needed by the Bank. More than 2,000 books,
documents, and periodicals were granted to 17 institutions in the Philippines
in 1997. These materials are now helping rebuild libraries destroyed by
Mount Pinatubo’s lahar flow, stock libraryshelves in the country’s Mindanao
region, and serve government agencies.
In 1997, the Library’s outreach initiatives broadened with the introduction of an ADB Sourcebook Series and a cross-sectoral exhibit addressing the environmental issues facing Asian megacities.

Public Information Center
The Bank’s Public Information Center (PIC), established in 1996 in line
with the Bank’s Information Policy and Strategy, makes available —
either free of charge or for purchase, depending on the publication — to
the public ADB publications, including information brochures, videos,
and documents covered by the Bank’s Policy on Confidentiality and
Disclosure of Information. The PIC is often the public’s first point of
contact with the Bank. In addition, the PIC is the dispatch point for the
Bank’s Depository Library Program, a worldwide network of 106 libraries
where the public has free access to Bank documents and publications.
During 1997, over 3,500 visitors sought the services of the PIC either
in person or through mail, phone, or electronic requests; an estimated
6,500 books and 350 videos were sold; and 1,500 documents were dispatched. In addition, the PIC is the dispatch point for the Bank’s subscription publications, Business Opportunities and Asian Development Review
(ADR) . During the year, about 2,500 people maintained subscriptions of
Business Opportunities and nearly 400 maintained subscriptions of ADR.
T o serve an even wider audience, Business Opportunities and updated
information about the Bank are included on the ADB web site at
http://www.adb.org.
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Asian Development Bank Institute
On 10 December 1997, the Bank inaugurated the Asian Development
Bank Institute in Tokyo, with a symposium entitled “The Currency Crisis
and Beyond.” The Institute is a subsidiary body of the Bank, established
to pursue the following objectives. First, through research, it will help
DMCs identify development strategies suited to their particular social and
economic circumstances. Second, through capacity-building and training
activities, it will help improve the management capacity of agencies and
organizations in DMCs engaged in development work.
The Institute is expected to carry out two types of activities: research
and capacity building. The first will consist of research on issues with
longer-term and broader development implications and applied research
for identification and distillation of best practices and lessons. In addition
to research projects to be implemented by its research staff, the Institute
will invite external scholars to stay at the Institute, usually for one year
or less, to carry out research projects (Visiting Scholars Program). The
second, capacity-building activities of the Institute, are expected to consist of a customized capacity-building program and a regular training
program. The customized capacity-buildingprogram would help countries
address specific development issues and needs (for example, reforms in
the financial sector and restructuring of public enterprises) through applied research, conferences, workshops, study tours, and training. The
regular training program would provide a generic set of courses required
by development managers to enhance analytical and management skills.
The Institute will endeavor to reach a broad audience through dissemination of research outcomes, best practices, and lessons, with the
effective use of media and information technology. It will collaborate
closely with other research and training institutes to bring collective
experience and expertise to bear upon a particular issue or subject, or to
expand dissemination of lessons or skills. It will also help national and
regional institutes in the Asian and Pacific region strengthen their capacity.
The Institute is headed by a Dean and will have about 15 international staff recruited from the Bank’s members, to be supported by about
the same number of locally recruited staff. T he Dean and core staff
members have been appointed and further recruitment is under way. The
Institute’s Statute stipulates that a seven-member Advisory Council will
be formed to provide guidance on the Institute’s strategic directions. The
Bank’s Board of Directors will exercise the same oversight powers and
functions vis-à-vis the Institute as it does for the Bank, and approve the
Institute’s strategies, policies, work program, budget, and annual report.
The costs for the setup and operations of the Institute are financed
by the ADB Institute Special Fund.
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Human resource management and development

A

T THE END of 1997, the Bank had a total staff of 1,956 coming
from 44 of its 56 members. T he total comprised 658 professional staff1 and 1,298 supporting staff. During the year, there
were 51 appointments and 54 terminations of professional staff, while
67 supportingstaff joinedthe Bank, and57 left. The Bank remains committed
to increasing the representation of women professional staff in the Bank.
At the end of 1997, the number of women professional staff was 111.
A major focus, started in 1997, is the development of a revised
human resource management information system. The system — which
will be built around an integrated and user-friendly database that will
improve and expand the human resource management services
available to Management and staff — will be implemented between 1998
and the year 2000.
Human resource management activities in 1997 concentrated on the
introduction of individual career advisory services, formulation of a plan
to manage staff performance problems, improvement in skills mix and
competencies for the Bank, implementation of the Sexual Harassment
Policy, and the introduction of noncash incentives as recognition for work
excellence.
Significant initiatives during the year included the Management
Development and Mission Leadership Programs, high-profile training
activities offered to managers as well as mission leaders to enhance leadership and managerial efficiency. Also in late 1997, an Orientation Program
for Developing Member Country(DMC) Officials was conducted to help
participants better understand Bank operations and upgrade their skills
in development planning and project management.
The Bank has continued to provide career development opportunities
and has encouraged participation of staff in short-term external learning
events, including assignments to executing agencies and international
organizations. Study visits have been considered significant opportunities
for staff as they review and learn from past and ongoing project experiences in selected sectors and member countries.
The demand for information technology training has risen significantly
over the past year. With the introduction of new computer systems and
software programs, there has been a substantial increase in the number
of training courses and tutorials for upgrading staff proficiency in the use

1

Includes Management, i.e., the President and Vice-Presidents, but excludes Directors’
Assistants.
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of these new technologies. Increasing use was also
made of self-instructional resources for information
technology training through computer-based instruction, in-house development of course materials, and
acquisition of commercial products.

Compensation and benefits

ADB st af f an d con su l t an t s r evi ew t h e
pr ogr ess of pr oj ect s t o en su r e t h ei r
sat isf act or y per f or m ance.

The annual review of professional and supporting
staff salaries was completed in July 1997. Based on
the review, the Bank’s professional staff salary structure was increased by 4.3 percent and an overall pay
increase of 6.3 percent was distributed, effective 1 May
1997, based on individual staff performance. For
headquarters-based supporting staff, the salary structure was increased by
8.3 percent and an 11.4 percent overall pay increase was distributed,
effective 1 April 1997, on the basis of their performance assessments. The
multicurrency and multi-account payment schemes for professional staff
were also implemented on 1 January 1997.
Work processes were streamlined to reduce turnaround time and
enhance client responsiveness. This included the on-line availability to
staff of information on the various benefits they are receiving and the use
of this system to simulate h ousing, pension, dependencyallowance, insurance, leave, beneficiaries, and other data. Direct assistance to helpprofessional staff find suitable housing was also introduced.

Representative offices and resident
and regional missions
Through its representative offices and resident and regional missions, the
Bank achieves strengthened representation in donor countries and broader
and more direct access to the Bank’s constituencies. To this end, in 1997,
the Bank opened one resident mission in Sri Lanka, and approved the
establishment of two others: Kazakstan and Uzbekistan, both of which
will be inaugurated in 1998.
With these new missions, the Bank will have three representative
offices, ten resident missions, and one regional mission with a total staff
strength of 149 positions, including 36 professional staff and 47 national
officers.

Administrative services
In line with the Bank’s thrust on streamlining business processes, simplification of work procedures, andautomation enhancements, several measures
have been adopted to rationalize the Bank’s administrative services and
enhance cost-effectiveness.
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The measures undertaken in the administrative area include computerization of various work processes. The Printing Management Information System resulted in increased operational efficiency through the use
of computer systems for planning, scheduling, job tracking, monitoring
staff productivity, and costing. The computerized Travel Request Processing System was developed to enable electronic transmittal of various
travel-related documents for processing. This is expected to speed up
processing of travel documents and improve the efficiency of travel services to Bank staff. Process improvements included on-line sourcing and
document delivery, automation of serials control, and elimination of manual
processes for material circulation. The development of the Shipment
Monitoring System was completed. The system is expected to improve the
quality of services and the control and monitoring of the large number
of shipments of the Bank and its staff. A computerized Vehicle Management System was developed. This provides a database for the Bank’s
vehicles and enables staff to request vehicle bookings electronically.

Budget
Internal Administrative Expenses (IAE) for 1997 amounted to $190.361 million, an underrun of $9.136 million against the original budget of
$199.497 million. This underrun was realized despite substantial unanticipated expenses arisingfrom newinitiatives taken duringthe year. The IAE
budget for 1998 of $204.817 million ( summarized in Appendix7 ), which was
formulated within a framework of a zero real growth scenario, represents one
of the lowest budget increases in the Bank’s history. Accordingly, the 1998
work program, inclusive of new initiatives in responding to the financial
sector reform in Asia and implementation of various policyinitiatives, will
be realizedwith greater emphasison resource redeployment, aswell aseconomy
andefficiencymeasures.

Review of financial management systems
and streamlining
The Bank is introducing changes in its financial, administrative, and
operational areas through the use of an information system that will
eventually replace most of the Bank’s existing computer application systems. As anticipated, the initiative will take about five to six years to
complete. As a preparatory step, the accounting and accounting-related
business processes and systems were analyzed. Opportunities for improving,
streamlining, simplifying, and automating the current processes were identified through leveraging information technology. As a result, an overall
business process framework and concept were formulated, including systems infrastructure, to support a fully integrated system.
In the first phase, it has been proposed that the core financial management (includinggeneral ledger, budgeting, and procurement), treasury/
banking, human resources, and project/program management systems will
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be replaced. To this end, a request for the acquisition and implementation
of the systems together with the establishment of the necessary hardware
platform, was initiated and was substantially completed in 1997. The new
systems are expected to streamline, automate, and integrate the business
processes in these respective areas, making them more efficient byreducing
staff time and expense.

Internal audit
The Bank’s internal audit function conducts periodic, independent, and
objective appraisals of Bank activities to ascertain the adequacy and
effectiveness of controls, and to identify means of improving economy and
efficiency in the use of resources in carrying out the Bank’s development
mission. The internal audit function reports directly to the President. Its
activities are reviewed by the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors.
The Bank’s internal audit function undertook initiatives during the
year to improve the cost-effectiveness of its activities through the customized training of its staff in risk-based auditing and control
self-assessment. It also began a continuing dialogue with sister
organizations, with a major goal of identifying and adopting best
practices in auditing, by conducting study visits and exchange audits. In
addition, it conducted business process reform studies of its own activities
that led to the streamlining of its annual reviewof the status of outstanding audit recommendations, as well as to the reformulation of the selection criteria and audit approach to be used for its annual auditing of
consulting services contracts. To improve its efficiency and effectiveness
in auditing the Bank’s client-server application systems, it acquired a
proprietary data analysis software tool.
To gain firsthand knowledge of problems and issues confronting the
Bank’s operations in the field, the internal audit function reviewed and
discussed audit-related issues concerningselected Bank projects with officials
of audit and executing agencies. T his led to the formulation of more
practical and effective recommendations for the Programs and Projects
Departments, as well as improvement of the Bank’s project administration
policies and procedures. It also allowed the audit function to identify
opportunities for improving accountability for the proper utilization of
loan funds, and for improving project-related financial reporting processes.
The Bank’s internal audit function provided an audit perspective to
a number of Bankwide studies, including the reengineering of business
processes, the development of an information systems strategy, the formulation of an anticorruption policy, the development of a new staff
performance management system, and the acquisition of new financial
management and human resource management information systems. Its
activities in 1997 included design reviews of new computerized systems
to ensure their effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the presence of
adequate controls to protect data integrity and reduce the risk of loss.
Internal audits conducted during 1997 led to recommendations to
improve the Bank’s procedures for administering its technical assistance
projects; enhance the security, effectiveness, and efficiency of a number
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of the Bank’s computerized application systems; institute risk-management
measures in the Bank’s treasuryoperations; and increase the use of domestic
experts as consultants in the Bank’s loan projects.
Expert consultants supported the internal audit function by conducting in-depth reviews of the Bank’s financial derivative investment operations; the security of the Bank’s internal computer network and of its
Internet connection; and, in continuation of the prior year’s efforts, the
internal controls attendant to business processes Bankwide.
The Bank’s internal audit function participated in the technical
assistance projects provided bythe Bank to the Lao PDR and the Maldives
during 1997 to help these DMCs strengthen their governmental audit
function.
The Bank’s internal audit function also provided integratedassistance
to its outside auditors, Price Waterhouse (International Firm).
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Bank Resources and
Financial Management

T

HE BANK’S resources are derived from its ordinary capital resources (OCR), and its Special Funds. Both are examined in
this chapter.

Ordinary capital resources
The funds for the operations of the Bank’s OCR are sourced from paidin capital, reserves, and borrowings. In managing these resources, there
are five financial management and policy concerns: (i) capital resources
management policies, (ii) borrowing policies and strategies, (iii) net income
management policies, (iv) loan products and credit risk policies, and
(v) liquiditypolicies.

Financial policies: T he Bank’s Income and Reserves Policy was
reviewed in 1997. Highlights of the Board-approved recommendations
include the following: (i) adopt a long-term minimum policy objective for
the interest coverage ratio (ICR) of 1.31 which is deemed prudent to
protect the Bank’s risk-bearing capacity; (ii) establish a planning goal of
about 25 percent for the reserve:loan ratio (RLR), and allocate the net
income to surplus when the level of equity capital associated with the
planning goal for the RLR is not sufficient to meet minimum income
requirements resulting from the minimum policy objective for the ICR of
1.31; (iii) effect a medium-term plan to reduce the actual RLR to about
25 percent by 2001; (iv) use the surplus account in the annual income
planning process to protect the Bank’s risk-bearing capacity and, at the
same time, impart flexibility in the disposition of net income, i.e., the
Technical Assistance Special Fund (TASF) and the Asian Development
Fund (ADF); (v) give priority in the allocation of excess net income on
an annual basis to TASF and then to ADF; (vi) maintain the current
policy on loan charges; (vii) align the composition of currencies in reserves to those of outstanding loans with the alignment substantially
achieved by 2001; and (viii) maintain the Bank’s current policy of funding
liquiditywith equity.
Capitalization: As of 31 December 1997, the Bank’s authorized
capital stock amounted to $47,102.2 million (SDR34,909.9 million). The
subscribed capital stock stood at $46,411.5 million (SDR34,398 million).
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Performance and allocation of net income
The Bank’s decisive income indicators are the ICR and the RLR. The ICR
is the ratio of net income (before deducting financial expenses on borrowings) to financial expenses on borrowings, and measures the Bank’s
capacity to meet interest obligations on its debts from income. The RLR
is a capital adequacy ratio that measures the Bank’s capacity to generate
net income, and is computed by dividing total reserves by outstanding
loans plus equity investments and the present value of guarantees. Both
the ICR and RLR measure the Bank’s risk-bearing capacity. As of
31 December 1997, the ICR and RLR were 1.55 and 33.6 percent, respectively, compared with 1.7 and 40.6 percent at end-1996.
On the basis of a review of the Bank’s income outlook and
allocation of the 1996 net income, the Board of Directors recommended
to the Board of Governors in March 1997 that the 1996 OCR net income
of $571.6 million, after appropriation of guarantee fees to the Special
Reserve, be allocated as follows: $315 million to the Ordinary Reserve,
and the balance of $256.6 million be retained in the surplus account. The
allocation of net income was approved by the Board of Governors in May
1997 with the adoption of Resolution No. 250.

Income and expenses: Gross income decreased by 7.2 percent, from
$1,561.7 million in 1996 to $1,449.7 million in 1997, despite relatively no
change in the Bank’s average operating assets due to a decrease in the
realized rate of return on the investment portfolio. Of the total gross
income, $1,127.9 million was generated by the loan portfolio, $311.7 million by the investment portfolio, and
$10.1 million from other sources. For details, see Income and Expenses – Ordinary
Income and Expenses – Ordinary Capital Resources
Capital Resources table.
($ million)
The average yieldon the loan portfolio
Actual
declined to 6.9 percent in 1997 from
Income and Expenses
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
7.1 percent in 1996 due mainly to an increasing share of lower-yielding variableTotal Income
1,510.0 1,525.3 1,745.3 1,561.7 1,449.7
rate loans in the portfolio. The share of
FromLoans
1,075.8 1,187.5 1,312.8 1,170.0 1,127.9
such loans increased from 85 percent in
FromInvestments
410.0
296.1
418.7
359.8
311.7
1996 to 91.5 percent in 1997. The yield
From Other Sources
24.2
41.7
13.8
31.9
10.1
on the investment portfolio decreased to
Less: Expenses
5.2 percent in 1997 from 5.6 percent in
Interest and Other
1996. This decrease was attributed to less
Financial Expenses
831.8
878.4
962.6
877.9
853.2
favorable conditions prevailing in interAdministrative Expensesa
88.9
110.7
108.3
108.8
95.7
national fixed-income markets during the
Provision for Losses
19.5
22.7
14.0
2.9
32.9
year. The overall net return on average
operating assets achieved for the year was
Total Expenses
940.2 1,011.8 1,084.9
989.6
981.8
2 percent, compared with 2.5 percent in
Net Income b
569.8
513.5
660.4
572.1
467.9
1996.
Total operating expenses amounted
Note: Figures may not add due to rounding.
to $981.8 million, down $7.7 million, or
a Net of administration charge allocated to Asian Development Fund.
b Before appropriation of guarantee fees to Special Reserve.
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0.8 percent from the previous year. The fall in expenses was due to a
$24.6 million decrease in interest and other financial expenses, a $13.1 million decrease in administrative expenses, and a $30 million increase in the
provision for losses. Total operatingexpenses accountedfor 67.7 percent of
the gross income, compared with 63.4 percent in 1996.
Net income for the year, before appropriation of guarantee fees to
the Special Reserve, amounted to $467.9 million, an 18.2 percent decrease
from the previous year. This compared with a 13.4 percent decrease in
net income in 1996.

Transfer of OCR surplus to ADF : To augment the ADF nondonor
resources, the Bank and ADF donors considered the possibility of transfers to ADF from OCR net income and surplus. To enable such transfers,
the Board of Directors confirmed an interpretation of the relevant section
of the Bank’s Charter. Approval by the Board of Governors must nevertheless be given for each transfer. In April 1997, the Board of Directors
recommended to the Board of Governors that the total amount of $230 million held in the Bank’s OCR surplus (consisting of $70 million from the
1994 net income and $160 million from the 1995 net income) be transferred to ADF. The recommendation was approved by the Board of
Governors under Resolution No. 251 adopted in May 1997.

Lending Rates a
(% per annum)
1996

1997

1 January

5.97
6.89

6.00
6.79

(multicurrency)
(US dollar)

1 July

6.00
6.82

6.00
6.82

(multicurrency)
(US dollar)

a Lendingrates are set on 1 Januaryand 1 Julyeveryyear and
are valid for six-month periods.

Lending rates: As a development institution, the Bank aims to
provide funds to its borrowers at the lowest possible cost. The Bank’s
lending rate is basically derived by adding a spread (currently 40 basis
points) to the average cost of borrowings. In addition, a commitment fee
of 0.75 percent per annum is charged on undisbursed portions of the
loans. Currently, the Bank has three lending windows for loans from
OCR. These are (i) the pool-based multicurrency loan window, established in July 1986, where loan disbursements are made in a variety of
currencies of the Bank’s choice; (ii) the pool-based single-currency loan
windowin US dollars, established in July 1992; and (iii) the market-based
loan (MBL) window, established in December 1994, which provides singlecurrency loans to private sector borrowers and to financial intermediaries
in the public sector.
The Bank’s pool-based variable lending rates for the first semester of
1997 were 6 percent for multicurrencyloans and 6.79 percent for US dollar
loans. During the second semester of 1997, the lending rate for the
multicurrencyloans remained the same, while the lendingrate for US dollar
loans increased to 6.82 percent.
The lending rates for MBLs are determined on the basis of the sixmonth London interbank offered rate (LIBOR) plus a lending spread. For
private sector borrowers, the spread is determined on a case-by-case basis,
while for financial intermediaries in the public sector, the spread is the
same as that which applies to pool-based variable-rate loans (currently
40 basis points). MBL borrowers have the option of having the interest
on their loans either fixed (at each disbursement) or floating, on the basis
of the six-month LIBOR.
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Loans
Loan disbursements and repayments: OCR loan disbursements in 1997
totaled $5,303.7 million, a significant increase of 106.97 percent from
1996, caused mainly by the Bank’s lending activities in the financial sector
programs for the Republic of Korea and Thailand. Principal repayments
for the year were $1,332.7 million, of which $449.3 million represented
prepayment on loans. On 31 December 1997, cumulative loans outstanding after allowance for possible losses amounted to $18,788.5 million. For
details, see T able 22 in the Statistical Annex.
Status of loans: There were 42 OCR loans approved in 1997. About
73.7 percent of cumulative loan approvals were made to three countries,
viz., Republic of Korea, Indonesia, and People’s Republic of China.

Borrowings
The major objectives of the Bank’s borrowing and liability management
strategy are to ensure the availability of long-term funds for lending
operations and to minimize the cost of borrowing for the Bank and its
borrowing members. To achieve these objectives, the Bank seeks to
(i) maintain a borrowing presence in the major capital markets
and, where possible, increase the size of its public bond issues
to provide “benchmark issues” that increase liquidity in the
secondary markets, broaden the distribution of its bonds, and
favorably align its funding and trading spreads with those of
other supranational borrowers;
(ii) emphasize borrowings in the longer-maturityrange (to the extent
that the related borrowing costs remain attractive) to minimize
fluctuations in its lending rates and to ensure a reasonable
maturity relationship between borrowings and loans;
(iii) expand its investor base by borrowing in the private placement
markets of various currencies;
(iv) tap newmarkets, especially where this will help develop capital
markets in the Asian and Pacific region;
(v) use swap markets where cost-efficient arbitrage can significantly
lower the cost of target currencies and transform structured
financing into conventional fixed-rate liabilities; and
(vi) use short-term bridge financing should temporary deficiencies
arise in currencies required for disbursements or debt service,
and if market conditions are not attractive for bond issues with
longer maturities.
Under its borrowing program for 1997 of $2.6 billion approved by the
Board of Directorsat the beginningof the year, the Bank raisedfundstotaling
$2,262.7 million through long-term borrowings and $325 million through
Euro-commercial paper (ECP) issuance. The average life of the long-term
borrowings in 1997 stood at 12.7 years, compared with 9.5 years in 1996. Of
the total long-term borrowings, fixed-rate US dollar liabilities amounted to
$2,149.6 million with an average after-swap cost of 6.58 percent, compared
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with 5.92 percent in 1996. The remaining $113.1 million was raised in
the form of floating-rate liabilities. For more details, see table below.
The Board approved an increase in the 1997 borrowing program by
$3 billion to $5.6 billion in December 1997, when the deteriorating
financial crisis in the region led to the provision of a financial sector
reform program loan by the Bank to the Republic of Korea in the amount
of $4 billion. Following this approval, the Bank expediently raised additional funds in the amount of $3 billion through a combination of bridge
loans from commercial banks and ECP issuance, bringing total borrowings
for 1997 to $5,587.7 million. The Bank’s credit strength and borrowing
presence in the international capital markets contributed to the success
of this large funding transaction.

Borrowings, 1997
(amounts in millions)
Borrowing

Principal
Amount

Public
Offering

6.75% 10-Year
Bonds due 2007

US$1,000

1,000.0

Private
Placement

5.15% 25-Year
Bonds due 2022 b

¥5,000

44.0

Public
Offering

5.50% 10-Year
Bonds due 2007

DM1,500

849.6

3-Year Floating Rate
Notes due 2000

SwF50

34.6

2.5-Year Floating Rate
Notes due 2000

SwF50

34.6

US$300

300.0

Type

US$
Equivalenta

Long-term borrowings :
Global
EurobondMarket

Switzerland

Private
Placement
Tranche A
Tranche B

United States

Public
Offering

c

6.22% 30-Year
Bonds due 2027

2,262.7 d

Subtotal

Short-term borrowings :
Euro-commercial Papers
Bridge Loans

US$825

825.0
US$2,500

2,500.0

Subtotal

3,325.0

Total

5,587.7

a
b
c
d

At the Bank’s exchange rates effective on the date the terms of the borrowing were determined by the President.
Interest payable annuallyin Australian dollars, deutsche mark, or US dollars at the Bank's option.
With put options every five years starting from year 10.
Total amount does not tally due to rounding.
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Of the total borrowings, $3,000 million were designated for the program
loan to the Republic of Korea, $2,149.6 million for the pool-based US dollar
single-currency loan window, $369 million for the market-based loan
window, and the remaining $69.1 million for liability management activity. The cash requirements of the pool-based multicurrency loan window
were adequately covered by cash reflows and, therefore, no borrowings
were necessary for this loan window.
The year’s borrowings were denominated in deutsche mark (DM),
Japanese yen (¥ ), Swiss francs (SwF), and US dollars. As in previous years,
global bond issuance continued to be a key strategy of the Bank for
maintaining its market presence in the global institutional investor community. Therefore, the Bank launched its third and largest US dollar
global bond issue in June in the principal amount of $1 billion with a tenyear maturity. In preparation for the third stage of the European Monetary
Union on 1 January 1999, the Bank launched its debut European currency
benchmark bond issue in the principal amount of DM1.5 billion in October.
Based on its pricing, the issue positioned the Bank’s funding spread in
deutsche mark appropriately against comparable issuers in the Euromarket.
With a viewto expanding its investor base, the Bank launched a 30-year,
$300 million put bond issue in August with distribution targeted toward
US domestic institutional investors. In addition, the Bank entered into
a 25-year, ¥ 5 billion dual-currency private placement with one of the
major institutional investors in Japan.
As of 31 December 1997, the Bank’s outstanding long-term borrowings amounted to $14,216.5 million, with an average remaining maturityof
6.36 years, and an average after-swap cost of 6.1 percent while the Bank’s
outstanding short-term borrowings amounted to $3,325 million, with an
average remainingmaturityof 0.42 years, andan average cost of 5.94 percent.

Liquid asset investments: As of 31 December 1997, the Bank’s liquid
assets, consistingof investment holdings (net of special reserve investments)
and unrestricted cash, totaled $6,885 million, or approximately41.9 percent
of undisbursed loan balances. Year-end levels of liquid assets are maintained
at no less than 40 percent of undisbursed loan balances. This helps to ensure
the uninterrupted availabilityof funds for the Bank’s operations and adds to
flexibilityin borrowingactivities, especiallywhen borrowings maybe temporarily affected by adverse conditions in the capital markets.
T he Bank invests its liquid assets with the primary objective of
ensuring the security and liquidity of funds invested. Subject to meeting
this objective, the Bank seeks to maximize income on its investments.
Indeed, the investment portfolio generates a substantial portion of the
Bank’s net income. The Bank actively manages its liquid asset portfolio
within the credit and market-risk parameters outlined under the Investment
Authority approved by the Board. Under this Authority, the Bank is
permitted to invest in the obligations of government and governmentguaranteed entities, engage in securities lending and borrowing, enter into
“short”securities positions, execute transactions in exchange-tradedfinancial
futures and options, and engage in covered forward investments.
The Bank’s OCR investments increased to $7,041.6 million equivalent
as of 31 December 1997 from $6,332 million equivalent a year earlier. The
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investment portfolio was denominated in 23 currencies. The realized rate
of return on OCR investments in 1997 was 5.2 percent, compared with
5.6 percent in 1996. Holdings of securities remained at approximately
42 percent of the portfolio, while investments in short-dated time deposits
and other banking instruments accounted for 58 percent of the portfolio.
The duration of the portfolio was 10.8 months at end-1997, compared
with 12.6 months at end-1996.
To further streamline the investment operations, a back-office automation system and a digital information delivery system were installed
during1997.

Special funds
The Bank is authorized by its Charter to establish and administer Special
Funds, which currently consist of the Asian Development Fund (ADF),
the Technical Assistance Special Fund (TASF), the Japan Special Fund
(JSF), and the ADB Institute Special Fund.
The ADF, whose resources consist mainlyof contributions mobilized
under periodic replenishments from the Bank’s members, is designed to
provide loans on concessional terms to those developingmember countries
(DMCs) with a lowper capita gross national product (GNP) andlimiteddebtrepayment capacity. At the end of 1997, loans from the
ADF accounted for 29 percent of cumulative Bank
lending. The ADF and TASF are multilateral sources
of concessional assistance dedicated exclusively to
the needs of the Asian and Pacific region.
The TASF was established to provide technical
assistance on a grant basis to DMCs and for regional
technical assistance activities. TASF resources consist of direct voluntary contributions by member
countries, allocations from the net income of OCR
and from ADF contributions, and revenue from investments and other sources.
T he JSF was established in 1988, when the
Government of Japan and the Bank entered into a
financial arrangement whereby the Government of
Japan agreed to make an initial contribution to the
Fund and the Bank became the administrator. The
purpose of the JSF is to help DMCs restructure their economies and
broaden the scope of opportunities for newinvestments, thereby assisting
in the recycling of funds to DMCs.
The ADB Institute Special Fund became operational in 1997 when
the Government of Japan made an initial contribution to meet the costs
for the setup and operations of the ADB Institute.

Di scu ssi on s w er e h el d at t h e ADF VII
Conf er ence i n Tok yo, Japan, i n
Januar y 1997.

Asian Development Fund
New financial planning framework : In April 1997, the Bank approved
recommendations for the establishment of a new financial planning
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framework for the management of ADF resources. Developed in association with the negotiations on the sixth replenishment of the Asian
Development Fund (ADF VII), the newfinancial planning framework was
derived from lessons learned from implementation of the policies on ADF
income and loan repayments associated with the previous ADF replenishment (ADF VI). This new framework will maximize efficiency in the
use of resources other than donor contributions to the current replenishment to increase the ADF commitment authority. At the same time, it
is an essential component in the implementation of a long-term strategy
for financing ADF that was outlined in the Report prepared by ADF
donors in the course of the ADF VII negotiations (the Donors’ Report).

ADF Commitment Authority
($ million)

Multipurpose Special
Fund, ADF I-VI
Contributions
Additional Resourcesa
ADF VII Contributions
ADF VI Arrears and
Prorata Releases
Expanded Advance
Commitment
Authorityb
Total ADF Resources
Less: Loans Committed
Provision for
Disbursement Risk

Total

1996

1997

18,203.26
1,135.85
–

–
–
424.48

–

5.43

–
19,339.11
18,758.66

500.00
929.91c
777.38c,d

180.36

27.94

400.09

124.59

a Consists of set-aside resources, transfers from the Technical
Assistance Special Fund, unrealized investment holding
gains/losses, accumulated translation adjustments, and
accumulated surplus.
b Incorporates additional resources for 1997.
c Excludes pre-ADF VII amounts for the determination of
ADF commitment authorityunder the newfinancial planningframework for the management of ADF resources, as
approved by the Board on 15 April 1997.
d Excludes loans that were conditionally approved after 29
September 1997 andLoan No. 1513 to the Marshall Islands
which wasa commitment ofADF VI resources, but includes
Loan No. 1588 to the Cook Islandswhich wasunconditionallyapproved on 8 December 1997.
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ADF VII : On completion of their negotiations in Tokyo in January
1997, donors recommended $6,300,000,000 (SDR4,299,343,497) as the
level of ADF operations for the four-year period 1997-2000. They also
recommended that initially total new donor contributions amount to
$2,609,837,120 (SDR1,781,045,436) at the average of daily exchange
rates during the first quarter of 1996. In addition, the donors recommended that nondonor resources amount to $3,300,000,000
(SDR2,252,037,069). In March 1997, the Board of Governors adopted
Resolution No. 247 which set out the terms and conditions of the replenishment. ADF VII became effective on 30 September 1997 when the total
amount of unqualified contribution commitments received by the Bank
exceeded the minimum trigger of $1,316,193,560 required by the Resolution.
By the end of 1997, ADF VII Instruments of Contribution had been
received from 16 members, including an additional contribution of
$10 million from Indonesia, for a total amount of $2,004 million (at the
Resolution exchange rates). Fifteen of these members, i.e., Australia;
Denmark; Finland; France; Germany; HongKong, China; Indonesia; Japan;
Malaysia; Netherlands; NewZealand; Norway; Sweden; Switzerland; and
UnitedKingdom depositedunqualifiedInstruments of Contribution. Canada
deposited an Instrument of Contribution containing a qualification, as
permitted by the Resolution, that all installment payments, except the
first, would be subject to budgetary appropriations. For details, see Table 42
in the Statistical Annex.
The Resolution envisagedthat the contributionswouldbecome available
to the Bank for operational commitments in four equal tranches over the
four years covered by the replenishment.
ADF VI: The fifth ADF replenishment (ADF VI) was intended to
cover the four years 1992-1995. At the end of the period, a few contribution payments were still outstanding. In addition, as a consequence of
the outstanding payments, some donors had not released the balance of
their contributions to the Bank for operational commitments, as permitted
by Resolution No. 214 authorizing the replenishment. At the end of 1997,
$441 million had not been released for operational commitments.
ADF loan approvals, disbursements, and repayments: In 1997,
49 ADF loans were approved, compared with 44 ADF loans approved in
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1996. Total ADF loans amounted to $18,468.5 million, down by 1.5 percent, from $18,758.7 million in 1996. The largest borrowers were Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Disbursements during1997 totaled $1,154.1 million or 6.5 percent decrease from $1,234.1 million in 1996. At the end
of the year, cumulative disbursements from ADF resources were
$13,135.5 million. Loan repayments duringthe year amounted to $147.6 million, and cumulative repayments were $1,047.6 million. As of 31 December
1997, ADF loans outstanding amounted to $12,260.5 million, net of
allowance for possible losses in the amount of $5.6 million.
Four loans to Afghanistan and 12 loans to Solomon Islands were in
nonaccrual status as of the end of the year. Total outstanding loans to
Afghanistan and Solomon Islands amounted to $28 million and $33.4 million, respectively, comprising about 0.5 percent of the total ADF loans
outstanding.

Portfolio position: T he ADF investment portfolio at the end of
1997 amounted to $969.1 million, compared with $459.4 million at the
end of 1996. Of the portfolio, about 91 percent was invested in deposits
and other bank instruments in member countries. The remaining amount
was held in securities issued or guaranteed by governments of member
countries. The return on ADF investments over the year was 3.9 percent,
compared with 4.2 percent in 1996.
The portfolio was denominated in 18 currencies. Japanese yen and
US dollars formed 29 percent of the portfolio.
ADF revenue and expenses: In 1997, the excess of ADF revenue
over expenses (net income) was $56.7 million, bringing the accumulated
surplus to $1,067.5 million at the end of the year.
Gross revenue, consisting mainly of revenue from ADF investments
and service fees on ADF loans, amounted to $157 million. Expenses
consist mainly of administration charges payable to OCR of $96.5 million
and provision for losses of $3.8 million.

Technical Assistance Special Fund
Review of activities: There was no allocation of net income of OCR to
TASF for 1997. During the year, there were four further direct voluntary
contributions to TASF amounting in total to approximately $1,318,000.
Singapore volunteered $1,000,000, its second contribution, and India
offered approximately $126,000, its fifteenth contribution. Both are completely untied and may be used to finance the costs of services and
facilities from all member countries. Pakistan offered its twenty-first partially
tied contribution amounting to approximately $62,000, which will be
made available for procurement from all DMCs. India’s fourteenth partially tied contribution of approximately $130,000, which was offered in
1996, was accepted by the Bank on 24 January 1997.
As of end-1997, total TASF resources amounted to $636.6 million.
Of the total TASF resources, $582.6 million had been used/committed,
leaving an uncommitted balance of $54 million. For details, see Table 43
in the Statistical Annex.
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Technical Assistance Special Fund
(TASF) Resources
($ million)

RegularizedReplenishment
Contributions
Allocations from OCR
Net Income
Direct Voluntary
Contributions
Income from Investment
and Other Sources
Transfers from TASF
to ADF

Total

1996

1997

238.0

238.0

261.0

261.0

85.7

87.0

48.7

54.1

(3.5)

(3.5)

a

636.6

630.0

( ) Negative.
a Figures do not add due to rounding.

Japan Special Fund Technical Assistance
by Sector,a 1997
$ Million %
Social Infrastructure
Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Transport and
Communications
Energy
Financial
Others

21.7

26

17.5

21

12.8
9.6
8.2
14.5

15
11
10
17

Total

8 4 .3

100

a Excluding regional technical assistance.

Operations and resource position : The TASF contributed 45 percent of funding for services to member countries, with 162 technical
assistance projects effective during the year. Revenue from investments
decreased from $8.8 million in 1996 to $5.8 million, due mainly to a
decrease in the size of the investment portfolio resulting from a decline
in contributions received duringthe year, while services to member countries
increased from $55.1 million in 1996 to $58.2 million. As a result of these,
the uncommitted balances available for future commitments decreased
from $118.1 million in 1996 to $54 million.
At the end of the year, TASF investments stood at $154.4 million,
down 27 percent from 1996. Other assets, comprising dues from banks,
accounts receivable from ADF and contributors, advances to consultants,
and others, totaled $14.8 million. Accounts payable to consultants and
others amounted to $234,000.

Japan Special Fund
Review of activities: As of 31 December 1997, Japan’s cumulative commitments, since JSF inception on 10 March 1988, amountedto ¥72.83 billion
(equivalent to about $633.9 million, excluding translation adjustments).
For details, see Table 44 in the Statistical Annex. T he cumulative total
included regular contributions of ¥ 60.6 billion and supplementary contributions of ¥ 12.23 billion.
Of the total contributions received, $442 million had been used as
of 31 December 1997 for technical assistance, including organizing symposia/trainingand supportingwomen in development, environment-related
activities, and activities to promote the private sector. As of 31 December
1997, there were a number of technical assistance projects/programs that
had been approved by the Government of Japan and the Bank, but which
had not yet become effective. This amounted to $49 million. A further
$44 million had been approved by the Government of Japan and was
being processed by the Bank. The uncommitted balance available for new
commitments was $71 million as of 31 December 1997.
The Government of Japan agreed in November 1997 to allow the
Bank to convert available yen into US dollars prior to disbursement to
address better the mismatch between the available resources and the
US dollar denominated technical assistance. At year-end, a total of
¥ 20.02 billion (equivalent to $154.91 million) was converted for this
purpose.
Sectoral activities: In 1997, the JSF financed 90 percent of the total
project preparatory technical assistance approved by the Bank. The breakdown of the aggregate JSF-funded technical assistance approvals by sector, including those not yet effective in 1997, is shown in the table.

Asian Development Bank Institute Special Fund
In March 1997, the Government of Japan provided ¥ 1,500 million as an
initial contribution to the ADB Institute Special Fund.
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A P P E N DIX 1
RESOLUTIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS ADOPTED IN 1997

Resolution No.

Date Adopted

247

Sixth Replenishment of the Asian Development Fund

248

Procedures for the Election of Directors at the
T hirtieth Annual Meeting

12 May 1997

249

Financial Statements and Independent Auditors’ Reports

13 May 1997

250

Allocation of Net Income

13 May 1997

251

T ransfer of Ordinary Capital Resources Surplus to the
Asian Development Fund

28 May 1997

252
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Subject

Amendment of Section 7(B)(a) of the By-Laws

22 March 1997

15 November 1997

A P P E N DIX 2
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
(as of 31 December 1997)

NICOLAS IMBODEN (Switzerland) (Chairperson)
MAR'IE MU HAMMAD (Indonesia) (Vice-Chairperson)
CHANDRIKA BANDARANAIKE KUMARATUNGA (Sri Lanka) (Vice-Chairperson)

MEMBER

GOVERNOR

ALTERNATE GOVERNOR

A F G H A NI S T A N

A bdul Hadi A rghandiwal

Syed Ikramuddi n

A US T R A LIA

Peter Costell o

Kathy Sullivan 1

A US T R IA

Hans Dietmar Schweisgut

B A NG LA D ES H

Shah A. M. S. Kibria

Masihur Rahma n

BELGIUM

Ph. Maystadt

Gino Alzett a

BHUT AN

Yeshey Zimba

Sonam W angchuk

C A MB O D IA

Keat Chhon

Chanthol Sun

C A NA D A

Lloyd Axworth y

James A. J. Judd3

CHINA, PEO PLE’S REPUBLIC O F

Dai X ianglong

Yin Jieya n

CO O K IS LANDS

G. A. Henry

Lloyd Powel l

D ENMA R K

Ellen Margrethe Loj

Peter Bruckner

4

FIJI

James Ah Koy

FINLA ND

Pekka Haavist o

Jone Y. Kubuabola
Kirsti Lintone n
5

FR A NC E

Dominique Strauss-Kahn

G ER M A NY

Klaus-Jürgen Hedrich

Klaus Regling

HO NG KO NG, CHINA

Donald T sang

Joseph Yam

Jean Lemierre

INDIA

P. Chidambara m

M. S. Ahluwalia

IND O NES IA

Mar’ie Muhammad

J. Soedradjad Djiwandono

I T A LY

Antonio Fazio

Mario Draghi

JA PA N

Hiroshi Mitsuzuka

Yasuo Matsushita

K A ZA K S T A N

U. Shukeev

S. Mynbaye v

KIRIBAT I

Beniamina T inga

KO REA, REPUBLIC O F

1
2
3
4
5

Rudolf Edlinger

2

Chang-Yuel Lim

T aneti Maamau6

7

Kyung Shik Lee
8

KYRGYZ REPUBLIC

T alaibek Koichumanov

Askar Sarygulov

LAO PEO PLE’S DEMO CRAT IC REPUBLIC

Xaysomphone Phomvihane

Phiane Philakon e

MA LA YS IA

Anwar Ibrahim

Clifford F. Herbert

M A LD I V ES

Ismail Shafeeu

A dam Maniku

MA RS HA LL IS LA NDS

Ruben R. Zackhras

A mon T ibon

MICRO NES IA, FEDERAT ED S T AT ES O F

John Ehsa

Lorin Robert

MO NGO LIA

J. Unenba t

D. Makhval9

Succeeded Andrew T homson in October.
Succeeded Viktor Klima in February.
Succeeded Thomas Bernes in January.
Succeeded Berenado Vunibobo in August.
Succeeded Jean Arthuis in June.

6
7
8
9

Succeeded Kaburoro Ruaia in April.
Succeeded Kang Kyong-Shik in November; Kang Kyong-Shik succeeded
Sueng-Soo Han in March.
Succeeded Kemelbek Nanaev in February.
Succeeded S. Ochirpurev in January.
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MEMBER

GOVERNOR

MYA NMA R

W in T in

ALTERNATE GOVERNOR
Soe Li n
10

NA UR U

Kinza C lodumar

Ludwig Keke1 1

NEPA L

Rabindra Nath S harma1 2

R. B. Bhattarai

NET H ER LA ND S

Gerrit Zalm

J. P. Pronk

NEW ZEA LA ND

W illiam F. Birch

Mark Prebble 1 3

NO R W A Y

Frode Forfang 1 4

Knut Vollebaek

15

PA KIS T A N

S artaj Aziz

A ftab A hmad Khan1 6

PA PUA NEW GUINEA

Iairo Lasaro1 7

Isaac Lupari1 8

PHI LI PPI NES

Roberto F. de O campo

Gabriel Singson

S AMO A

T uilaepa S. Malielegaoi

Epa T uioti

S INGA PO R E

Richard Hu T su T au

Ngiam T ong Dow

19

S O LO MO N IS LANDS

Manasseh Sogavare

S PA IN

Rodrigo de Rato y Figared o

Jose Manuel Fernandez Norniell a

S RI LANKA

Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga

B. C. Perera

S W ED EN

Mats Karlsson

Lennart Bage

S W I T ZE R LA ND

Nicolas Imboden

Rudolph

T A IPEI,C HINA

Yuan-Dong Sheu

Mu-tsai Chen

T H A I LA N D

T arrin Nimmanahaeminda 2 0

Suphachai Phisitvanich 2 1

T O NG A

K. T utoatasi Fakafanua

Aisake Eke2 2

T UR KEY

Yener Dinçmen 2 3

Cüneyt Se l

T U V A LU

Alesana K. Seluka

Gordon Darcy Lil o

24

T ine Leuelu2 5

26

George Foulkes 2 7

UNIT ED KINGDO M

Clare Short

UNIT ED S T A T ES

Robert Rubin

U ZB EKIS T A N

Bakhtier S . Khamidov

V A NUA T U

Vincent Boulekone

V IET NA M

Cao Sy Kiem

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Succeeded Ruby Dediya in March.
Appointed in March.
Succeeded Ram Sharan Mahat in April.
Succeeded Murray Horn in August.
Appointed in January.
Succeeded Shahid Javed Burki in March.
Succeeded Javed Burki in November.
Succeeded Chris Haiveta in September.
Succeeded Rupa Mulina in September.
Succeeded Michael Maina in August; Michael Maina
succeeded Edmund Andressen in March.
Succeeded T hanong Bidaya in December; T hanong Bidaya
succeeded Amnuay Viravan in June.

Joan E. Spero

28

Rustam S adikovich Azimov
R. P. Gerard Leymang 2 9
Le Duc T huy3 0

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
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Dannecker

Succeeded Chatu Mongol Sonakul in August.
Appointed in May.
Succeeded Mahfi Egilmez in December; Mahfi Egilmez succeeded
Mehmet Kaytaz in July.
Succeeded Koloa T alake in April.
Succeeded Panapasi Nelesone in April.
Succeeded Lynda Chalker in May.
Succeeded N. B. Hudson in July.
Succeeded Shem Naukaut in September; Shem Naukaut succeeded
Barak T . Sope in March.
Succeeded Shem Rarua in September; Shem Rarua succeeded
Willie Reuben Abel in April; Willie Reuben Abel succeeded
George Borugu in March.
Succeeded Le Van Chau in January.

A P P E N DIX 3
BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND VOTING GROUPS
(as of 31 December 1997)
DIRECTOR

ALTERNATE DIRECTOR

MEMBERS REPRESENTED1

Rafiq A. Akhund 2

Romeo L. Bernardo 3

Kazakstan; Maldives;
Marshall Islands; Mongolia;
Pakistan; Philippines

Makoto Hosomi

T etsuji Nagatomo

J apan

Li Ruogu

Liu Liange

People’s Republic of China

Ruey-song Huang

Republic of Korea; Papua New
Guinea; Sri Lanka;
T aipei,China; Uzbekistan;
V anuatu; V iet Nam

Julian H. Payne

Jens Haarlov

Canada; Denmark; Finland;
Netherlands; Norway; Sweden

Francesco

T homas Eggenberger

Belgium; France; Italy;
S pain; S witzerland

Soegito Sastromidjojo

John Austin

Cook Islands; Fiji; Indonesia;
Kyrgyz Republic; New Zealand;
Samoa; T onga

Hans-Jürgen Stryk 5

Leander T reppel 6

Austria; Germany; T urkey;
United Kingdom

Eric T horn

John Russell

Australia; Cambodia; Hong Kong,
China; Kiribati; Federated States of
Micronesia; Nauru; S olomon
Islands; T uvalu

Prasit Ujjin 7

Sim Cheng Huat 8

Malaysia; Myanmar; Nepal;
S ingapore; T hailand

K. Venkatesan

Muhammad Faizur Razzaque

Bangladesh; Bhutan; India;
Lao People’s Democratic
R epublic

Linda T sao Yang

N. Cinnamon Dornsife

United States

Jin-Gyu Park

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4

Pittore

In alphabetical order within each group.
Succeeded A. B. Soomro as Alternate Director on 16 June. Succeeded Vicente R. Jayme as Director on 1 July.
Succeeded Vicente R. Jayme on 1 November.
Succeeded Yong-Keun Lee on 22 December.
Succeeded John Millett on 1 July.
Succeeded Hans-Jürgen Stryk on 1 July.
Succeeded Syed Muhamad Abdul Kadir on 1 July.
Succeeded T hein Aung Lwin on 1 July.
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A P P E N DIX 4
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(as of 31 December 1997)

STANDING COMMITTEES

AUDIT COMMIT T EE

BUDGET REV IEW CO MMIT T EE

Julian H. Payne ( Chairperson)

Li Ruogu ( Chairperson)

Hans-Jürgen Stryk (Chairperson)

Rafiq A. Akhund

Makoto Hosomi

Makoto Hosomi

Soegito Sastromidjojo

Yong-Keun Lee 1

Li Ruogu

Hans-Jürgen

Francesco

Linda T sao Yang

Stryk

Pittore

Eric T horn

K. Venkatesan

Romeo L. Bernardo

Prasit Ujjin

Linda T sao Yang

Muhammad Faizur Razzaque

WORKING COMMITTEE

W O RKING GRO UP O N T HE 1997 ANNUAL REPO RT
Francesco Pittore (Chairperson)
Rafiq A. Akhund
John Austin
Jens Haarlov
T etsuji Nagatomo
Muhammad Faizur Razzaque
1

Resigned from the Board of Directors effective 15 December.
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A P P E N DIX 5
MANAGEMENT, SENIOR STAFF, AND REGIONAL AND RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVES
(as of 31 December 1997)

O FFICE O F T HE PRESIDENT
President .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Mitsuo S ato
O FFICES O F T HE V ICE-PRES IDENT S
Vice-President (Region West) .................................................................................................................................................................. Bong-Suh Lee
Vice-President (Region East) .................................................................................................................................................................... Peter H. Sullivan
Vice-President ( Finance and Administration) ............................................................................................................................. Pierre Uhel
O FFICE O F T HE S ECRET ARY
S ecretary................................................................................................................................................................................................................... R. S waminathan
Assistant Secretary ........................................................................................................................................................................................... Ferdinand P. Mesch
O FFICE O F T HE GENERAL CO UNS EL
General Counsel .................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy General Counsel ...............................................................................................................................................................................
Assistant General Counsel ..........................................................................................................................................................................
Assistant General Counsel ..........................................................................................................................................................................
Assistant General Counsel ..........................................................................................................................................................................

Barry Metzger
Eisuke Suzuki
Bruce A. Purdue
Richard Eyre
Jeremy H. Hovland

O FFICE O F T HE GENERAL AUDIT O R
General Auditor ................................................................................................................................................................................................. Louis W ong
Assistant General Auditor .......................................................................................................................................................................... M. Kaleemuddin Haquani
PO S T -EV ALUAT IO N O FFICE
C hief ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... A. T imothy Peterson
Manager ( Evaluation Division W est) .................................................................................................................................................. Atsutake Hashida
Manager ( Evaluation Division East) ..................................................................................................................................................... Phiphit S uphaphiphat
S T RAT EGY AND PO LICY O FFICE
Acting Chief ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... Yoshihiro Iwasaki
Assistant Chief ................................................................................................................................................................................................... Jan P. M. van Heeswijk
O FFICE O F ENV IRO NMENT A ND S O CIA L DEV ELO PMENT
C hief ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Kazi F. Jalal
Manager ( Environment Division) .......................................................................................................................................................... B. N. Lohani
Manager ( Social Development Division) ........................................................................................................................................... Anita Kelles-Viitanen
PRO GRAMS DEPART MENT ( W ES T )
Director .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Programs Manager ( Division W est 1 - Afghanistan; Maldives; Pakistan; S ri Lanka) .......................................
Programs Manager ( Division W est 2 - Bangladesh; Bhutan; India; Nepal) ..............................................................
Programs Manager ( Division W est 3 - Cambodia; Lao People’s Democratic Republic;
Myanmar; T hailand; Viet Nam) .....................................................................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Bangladesh Resident Mission .........................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Cambodia Resident Mission ............................................................................................................
Resident Representative, India Resident Mission .......................................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Nepal Resident Mission .....................................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Pakistan Resident Mission ...............................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Sri Lanka Resident Mission .............................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Viet Nam Resident Mission ............................................................................................................

G. H. P. B. van der Linden
Nihal Amerasinghe
Frank Polman
V ac ant
Rajat Nag
Bhanuphol Horayangura
Someth Suos
Shigeko Asher
Marshuk A li S hah
Chua S uay Bah
T adashi Kondo
Jean-Pierre Verbiest

AGRICULT URE AND S O CIAL S ECT O RS DEPART MENT ( W ES T )
Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Eustace A. Nonis
Deputy Director .................................................................................................................................................................................................. Robert C. May
1 In

a cting

ca pa city.
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CONTINUED

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

( Agriculture and Rural Development Division) .....................................................................................................
(Forestry and Natural Resources Division) ................................................................................................................
( W ater Supply, Urban Development and Housing Division) ........................................................................
( Education, Health and Population Division) .........................................................................................................

INFRAS T RUCT URE, ENERGY AND FINANCIAL S ECT O RS DEPART MENT ( W ES T )
Director ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Financial Sector and Industry Division) ....................................................................................................................
Manager ( Energy Division) .........................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( T ransport and Communications Division) ..............................................................................................................
PRO GRAMS DEPART MENT ( EAS T )
Director ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Programs Manager ( Division East 1 - People’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China;
Mongolia; T aipei,China) ......................................................................................................................................................................
Programs Manager ( Division East 2 - Indonesia; Malaysia; Singapore) .......................................................................
Programs Manager ( Division East 3 - Kazakstan; Republic of Korea;
Kyrgyz Republic; Philippines; Uzbekistan) ..............................................................................................................................
Resident Representative, Indonesia Resident Mission .............................................................................................................
AGRICULT URE AND S O CIAL S ECT O RS DEPART MENT ( EAS T )
Director ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Agriculture and Rural Development Division) .....................................................................................................
Manager (Forestry and Natural Resources Division) ................................................................................................................
Manager ( W ater Supply, Urban Development and Housing Division) ........................................................................
Manager ( Education, Health and Population Division) .........................................................................................................

M. F. W . Zijsvelt
T oru Shibuichi
Preben Nielsen
Edward Haugh, Jr.
John D. T aylor1
A kira S eki
J. Antonio M. Q uila
James E. Rockett
Günter Hecker

Shoji Nishimoto
W erner M. Schelzig
Bruce Murray
Khaja H. Moinuddin
T homas Crouch
T heodore C. Patterson

Yang W eimin
Hans-Juergen Springer
Robustiano L. Espiritu, Jr.
Muhammad A . Mannan
A sad A li S hah
W illiam M. Fraser

INFRAS T RUCT URE, ENERGY AND FINANCIAL S ECT O RS DEPART MENT ( EAS T )
Director ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Financial Sector and Industry Division) ....................................................................................................................
Manager ( Energy Division) .........................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( T ransport and Communications Division) ..............................................................................................................

Paul M. Dickie
V ladimir Bohun
Charles F. Coe
P. N. Fernando
Devinder Singh

O FFICE O F PACIFIC O PERAT IO NS
( Cook Islands; Fiji; Kiribati; Marshall Islands; Federated States of Micronesia; Nauru; Papua New Guinea;
Samoa; Solomon Islands; T onga; T uvalu; Vanuatu)
Director ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Pacific O perations Division 1) ..........................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Pacific O perations Division 2) ..........................................................................................................................................
Regional Representative, South Pacific Regional Mission ....................................................................................................

Basudev Dahal
Peter C. Darjes
Cedric D. Saldanha
M. E. T usneem

PRIVAT E SECT O R GRO UP
H e ad............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ John D. T aylor2
Manager .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Keon-W oo Lee
ECO NO MICS AND DEV ELO PMENT RES O URCE CENT ER
Director and Chief Economist .................................................................................................................................................................
Resident Scholar ................................................................................................................................................................................................
Acting Assistant Chief Economist ( Economic Analysis and Research Division) ................................................
Assistant Chief Economist ( Project Economic Evaluation Division) ..........................................................................
Assistant Chief Economist ( Statistics and Data Systems Division) ..............................................................................
1 Concurrently Head, Private Sector Group.
2 Concurrently Director, Infrastructure, Energy and Financial Sectors Department (West).
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Vishvanath V. Desai
S. Ghon Rhee
M. G. Q uibria
Jungsoo Lee
Isidoro P. David

CONTINUED

O FFICE O F CO FINANCING O PERAT IO NS
C hief ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Richard O . W ada
Assistant Chief ................................................................................................................................................................................................... W oo Chull Chung
CENT RAL O PERAT IO NS S ERV ICES O FFICE
C hief ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Nalin P. Samarasinghe
Manager ( Consulting Services Division) ........................................................................................................................................... Jin Koo Lee
Manager (Project Coordination and Procurement Division) .............................................................................................. Francis Sharpley
BUDGET , PERS O NNEL AND MANAGEMENT S YS T EMS DEPART MENT
Director .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy Director (Budget and Compensation) ...............................................................................................................................
Deputy Director (Personnel) .....................................................................................................................................................................
Manager (Budget and Management Services Division) ...........................................................................................................
Manager ( Compensation and Benefits Division) .........................................................................................................................
Manager ( Human Resources Division) ...............................................................................................................................................
Manager ( T raining and Development Division) ..........................................................................................................................

Mamoru Umemoto
Suresh A. Seshan
Claude S. Bernier
Kunio Senga
Sandra A. Lawrence
Robert L. T . Dawson
V ac ant

O FFICE O F ADMINIS T RAT IV E S ERV ICES
C hief ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Facilities Management Division) .....................................................................................................................................
Manager ( General Services Division) ...................................................................................................................................................
Manager ( Support Services Division) ...................................................................................................................................................

Guo Xianzhi
K. S. Subramanian
S. Zeyaul Hoda
T urhan K. Mangun

CO NT RO LLER’S DEPA RT MENT
C ont roller ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Assistant Controller ( Accounting Division) .................................................................................................................................
Assistant Controller ( Disbursement Division W est) ...............................................................................................................
Assistant Controller ( Disbursement Division East) .................................................................................................................

Magdi L. Morcos
T han W in
Ping-Yung Chiu
George C. J. Chou

T REAS URER’S DEPART MENT
T reasurer ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Deputy T reasurer ................................................................................................................................................................................................
Assistant T reasurer ( Financial Policy Division) ..........................................................................................................................
Assistant T reasurer ( Funding Division) .............................................................................................................................................
Assistant T reasurer ( Investments Division) ...................................................................................................................................
Assistant T reasurer ( T reasury Services Division) .......................................................................................................................

Shinji Ichishima
Erkki K. Jappinen
Ifzal Ali
Peter Balon
Jelle C. Mann
David R. Parker

INFO RMAT IO N O FFICE
Chief Information O fficer ............................................................................................................................................................................ Robert H. Salamon
Assistant Chief Information O fficer .................................................................................................................................................... Karti Sandilya
O FFICE O F CO MPUT ER S ERV ICES
C hief ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... John W . T horp
NO RT H A MERICA N REPRES ENT A T IV E O FFICE
Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... D. C. Amerasinghe
EURO PEAN REPRES ENT AT IV E O FFICE
Regional Representative................................................................................................................................................................................ Maurice D. Bauche
JAPANES E REPRES ENT AT IV E O FFICE
Director ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... R ip Min
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APPENDIX

FORMER ADB PRESIDENTS AND VICE-PRESIDENTS

PRESIDENTS
Mr. T akeshi W atanabe

—

24 November 1966 – 24 November 1972

Mr. Shiro Inoue

—

25 November 1972 – 23 November 1976

Mr. T aroichi Yoshida

—

24 November 1976 – 23 November 1981

Mr. Masao Fujioka

—

24 November 1981 – 23 November 1989

Mr. Kimimasa T arumizu

—

24 November 1989 – 24 November 1993

Mr. C. S. Krishna Moorthi

—

19 December 1966 – 31 March 1978

Mr. A. T . Bambawale

—

1 April 1978 – 28 O ctober 1985

Mr. M. Narasimham

—

1 November 1985 – 31 July 1988

Mr. S. Stanley Katz

—

1 April 1978 – 28 September 1990

Mr. In Yong Chung

—

1 August 1988 – 31 July 1993

Mr. W illiam R. T homson

—

17 September 1990 – 30 June 1994

Mr. Günther G. Schulz

—

1 April 1983 – 30 June 1995

VICE-PRESIDENTS
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A P P E N DIX 7
SUMMARY OF BUDGET FOR 1998
Internal Administrative Expenses
($ thousand)
1997

Budget
I.

BO ARD O F GO VERNO RS

II.

III.

V.

1998
Budget

757

591

1 ,2 5 0

BO ARD O F DIRECT O RS

8 ,4 2 7

8 ,4 2 7

7 ,8 3 2

8 ,3 8 2

Salaries
B enefit s
R eloc at ion
Business T ravel
Staff Services
Inspection Function

4 ,1 8 9
2 ,2 8 5
512
401
790
250

4 ,2 9 8
2 ,1 7 6
512
401
790
250

4 ,2 9 8
2 ,0 2 8
469
339
698
–

4 ,3 6 6
2 ,2 2 2
291
480
773
250

1 5 7 ,3 6 3

1 5 7 ,3 6 3

1 5 2 ,2 8 9

1 6 1 ,1 1 2

Salaries
B enefit s
Staff Development
R eloc at ion
C onsult ant s
Business T ravel
R epresent at ion

78,224
51,600
2 ,3 0 0
2 ,7 1 1
9 ,0 5 5
13,166
307

78,224
51,535
2 ,3 6 5
2 ,7 1 1
9 ,0 5 5
13,166
307

77,253
48,931
2 ,3 6 5
2 ,5 6 0
8 ,8 0 3
12,126
251

81,309
51,322
2 ,3 5 0
2 ,5 5 6
9 ,5 5 0
13,715
310

A DMINIS T RA T IV E EX PENS ES

30,975

30,975

29,649

32,045

C ommunic at ions
O ffice O ccupancy
Library
O ffice S upplies
O ffice Equipment
Contractual Services
Insurance
D eprec iat ion
Misc ellaneous

3 ,2 8 6
7 ,1 9 6
669
2 ,2 5 6
3 ,2 4 0
4 ,6 6 2
704
8 ,8 1 1
151

3 ,2 8 6
7 ,1 9 6
686
1 ,9 5 7
3 ,8 2 7
4 ,1 6 2
704
9 ,0 0 6
151

3 ,2 5 2
6 ,3 2 8
686
1 ,8 9 6
3 ,8 2 7
4 ,0 4 4
500
9 ,0 0 6
110

3 ,6 3 3
7 ,3 1 4
681
2 ,0 6 0
3 ,0 3 1
5 ,0 2 1
600
9 ,5 4 6
159

GENERA L CO NT INGENCY

1 ,9 7 5

1 ,9 7 5

–

2 ,0 2 8

1 9 9 ,4 9 7

1 9 9 ,4 9 7

1 9 0 ,3 6 1

2 0 4 ,8 1 7

TOTAL
a
b

Actualb

757

O PER A T IO NA L EX PENS ES

IV.

After
Transfers a

Transfers were made between budget items within each budget category without exceeding the amount of each category.
Excludes (1) $757,000 as provision for severance pay; (2) $487,000 as provision for accumulated compensated absences; (3) $7,000 as bank charges pertaining directly
to ADF and JSF; (4) an adjustment of -$3,367,000 on account of pension costs computed in compliance with US Financial Accounting Standards (FAS) 87; (5) an
adjustment of $5,030,000 as provision for post-retirement benefit in compliance with FAS 106; (6) an adjustment of $239,000 as provision for accrued resettlement/
repatriation allowances in compliance with FAS 112, which are included in the total internal administrative expenses of $193,514,000, as shown in the financial
statements. After deducting $43,000 directly charged to the Scholarship Program, the total internal administrative expenses have been distributed as follows: OCR
– $95,728,000 (Ref. OCR-2), ADF – $96,460,000 (Ref. ADF-2), T ASF – $5,000 (Ref. T ASF-2), and JSF – $1,278,000 (Ref. JSF-2).
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